Letter Of Complaint
(Description of the complaint * The marked entry must be listed.)

1. Appellant*
name
(Mutual •
OOO
Representativ
e)address
(Current residence)
(weekfourMuso
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
location)
Office
job
Addres
telephone

Resident
registration
number

OOOOOO-OOOOOOO

(Mobile) (Home), (Office)
OO-OOO-OOOO

e-mail
Agents
Accused by

□ Legal representative (name :
□ Sue agent (name : lawyer

, Contact
, Contact

)
)

※ If the complainant is a corporation or organization should be listed there, such as trade or corporate
name, representatives, legal registration number (or company registration number), address of the
main office, phone, it must be attached to the case of a corporation, the Corporate Register.

2. The Accused*
Site Name
MBC

ID or nickname
Quaking aspen
Zyoung Claire Lee, singing order, ganggyeonggu, tough paper, gangminseong, gangminjae,
gangyeonjae, gangung, gangungcheon, gangwonjin, rivers refugees, gangyujin river Yoon,
Kang yunji river Younha, rivers Younha, Gangil, gangjuyoung, gangjisu, gangjinseok,
gangchanju , enforced muscle, ganghyeonjeong, ganghoyoung, ganghyonam, ganghuiwon,
gosiyeon, and arts, goyuseok, goeunseok, gongjeongho, gwakdonghyo, gwakminju,

WIKITREE
(Wiki Tree
Writing
articles
rather than
one who is
reporter or
You can
distributeIt
is the
place.)

gwakbobae, gwakbonggil, gwanjong toothpaste, nine geonho, Former Pope constituency
iron, gujayeop, gujahyeon, Bureau Nanhu , gwondahyeon, gwondohyeok, gwonmingyeong,
gwonminjae, gwonseonghyeok, Kwon So-hyun, Kwoun Sun-tae, right jaeoh, gwonjeonguk,
gwonjeongho, gwonjihyeon, gwonhyeokseok, gwonhyeonwoo, geueuk this, gihojun,
gilyunho way Hyosung Kim duhyeon, Kim Ga-young, Kim Ga-young, Kim Ga-young,
gimgeonwoo, gimgyeongsik , gimgyeonguk, Kyung Hee Kim, gimgongbaek, gimgeunwoo,
gimgeunpyo, Kim, Ki - Soo, Kim Ki-young, gimgiin, gimgijun, Kim, Ki - Hyun, gimnagyeong,
Kim, Na - Young, gimnuri, Kim dael Kim, David, Andrew Kim Taegon, Kim, Dae - Hyun,
gimdoyoung, gimdoyun, gimdoyun, gimdohyeon, gimdohui, Kim Dong Wook, Kim Dong-in ,

※ Other details include the relationship between the complainant and respondent demographics and
contact informationThe If you can not know exactlyRight Please specifically described in the
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Kim Dong-jin, Dong hyun, Kim Dong - Hyun, Dong - Hyun, Dong - Hyun's, Du, gimmanbok,
gimmyeongseon, Kim, Myung - Soo, gimmyeongju, gimmunseon, Kim Mir, gimmiso, Kim, Mi
- Young, gimmingyu, Kim Min-sung, Kim, Min - Young, gimminwoo, gimminjae, gimminju,
Kim Min-joon, Kim Bum Soo, Kim Bum Soo, gimbyeongchan, gimbyeongchan,
gimbyeongchan, gimboram, gimboyoung, gimsanggyu, gimsangbeom, Kim, Sang Soo,
gimsangah, Kim Seo-yeong, Kim Seo-yeong, Kim, Sun - Young, John Smith, gimseongyun,
gimseongyun, gimseongheon, gimseonghyeon, gimsebin, gimsein, Yeon, Yeon, gimsumin,
gimsuyeop, gimsuin, gimsujin, gimsujin, gimseungyun, gimseungchan, Kim Seung-hyun,
gimsiyun, gimsieun, gimsihyeon, gimsinseok, gimahreum, gimahreum, Kim Yeonsu,
gimyeonhui, Kim, Young - Keun, Young Min Kim, Young Min Kim, gimyoungbin,
gimyoungjong, gimyoungji, Young Jin, Young Tae Kim, gimyerin, gimyeseong, gimyesol,
gimyejin, gimyejin, gimyonggyeom, gimyongbin, gimyura, gimyutae, gimyun school, Kim
Yoon-seo,多 審For two seed, D. deceased, Ronaldo, ryusuhyeon, Ryu, Jeong, Yoo, Ju - Hyun,
ryujinhui, current Hwajeong, myeongyoung, Mun Kyong-jin, Moon Saehan, door diameter,
munseongjun, Monju, munung house munjeongho, munjisu Hebrews, doors, sky, mingyu,
Minna, Minseok sages, private, Min unggim, MinJae, minjonghyeon, foil vertical line,
bakgyeongsu, bakgyeongsun, Transactions, Scientists, bakgeunyeol, bakgiwan, bakgihun,
bakdoun, bakmyeongho, bakminuk, bakbeomsu, bakbyeonggwon, bakbyeongjun, Doc,
baksanghyeong, bakseoyeon, bakseojin, bakseokhui , bakseonwoo, bakseonhye, Park, Seong
- Wook, bakseonghak, Park, So - Young, baksojeong, night Heo Solji, Park, Soon - Young,
bakseungah, bakseungwoo, bakseunghyeon, Park Si-eun, bakeojin, Park Yeong-hun, Park Ye
Jin, bakyongun, bakwonyoung, bakyujin, bakeunbi, Park, Eun - Joo, Park, Eun - Joo, Park
Eun-ji, Park Eun-ji, bakeunjin, bakinbeom, Park Inyoung, bakinjeong, Park Jung Ah,
bakjeongyoung, bakjeongin, bakjeonghyeok, bakjerin, bakjemin, Park Jong-woo, bakjongin,
Park, Jong - Hyun, Park Joo-ho, bakjunsang, bakjunyoung, bakjunyong, Park Joon-hyung,
Park Ji-soo, bakjian, bakjihyeon, Ji-Hae Park, bakjihun, bakjinyong, Park Jin , Bakjinhyeok, Jin
Ho, Park, Park chalryul, bakchanguk, bakchaeyoung, Park Tae-hwan, bakhyeonsu,
bakhyeonung, bakhyeongjun, bakhyeongho, bakhyemin, bakhyechang, bakhyojeong,
bakhyohye, bakhuiin, bangminseok, bangsangwoo, broadcast times, the room junsang, one
room, banghyeonjun ship Dongju, baesuhyeon ship playing times yebin, baeyunjin ship
jiyun, baekgam, baekmingyeong, baeksangcheol, baeksehyeong, baekseungju, baekseungju,
baekwanyun, baekjiyeon, change sebit, byeonjaeuk, byeonjunyoung, parts support,
Seokyeong Lin, seodonghwan, service oh seoseongwon Sale, seosubin, seoyoungjun,
seoingyu, study circles, Seo Jun-young, standing intelligence, seojinhui standing hanseul
standing local, seohyerin, seohwayoung, seohu,㒪 在 粡Seats scarlet, vivid, seonbin,
seoljeonghun, seonggyu, Sungmin, castle, seongjingyeong, soundness, sages Kim, sehyeon,
Son Ga-young, sonbyeongju hands infant, sonyujeong, brush, songgeunho,
songmyeonghun, songminyoung, songbyeongchan, Song yes, Song plans , songwonseon,
songjae standing songjuwan, songjunwoo, songjiyeon, songtaebin, Song hamin, songhui,
Sumin, Subin, modified, Kristen, Seung, singyeongsu, new Darvin, sindongju, sinmingyeong,
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sinmingyeong, sinminseok, sinsangwoo, new Sumin, sinseungho, sinyounggyeong, rookie
paper, Shin Yun-Jeong, sinyunha, sineunji, sinjaehun, sinjeongbeom, sinjeongwon, new
system pan, worn right, sinjinhui, sinchaeyong, Shin Hyun-bin, sinhyeonsu, sinhuichan, shim,
Siem minseo, heart hatching, simhyeonjun, agenda type, ansehui, ansuyeon, anyounggon,
anjaebeom, anjaeyoung, Jae Hong Ahn, do not delay, anjinsu, Hyun, anhuisu,
yanggyeongseop, positive play, yangyongsik, yangjaehun, eomgyeongseop, moth Eugene,
eomhuiseop, Mirror, kite, 㫟 䜷, Cordillera, oh praise Oh rewarding, ohseongtaek, Oh
Se-hoon, ohseungjae, ohjaehui, Ohio Hoon Oh Hansol, King huimin likelihood rule, first iron
wooseongyun, woosejin, woosuhyeon, woojiyoung, Wu clear, woojiwon, woohyeok,
starboard, one quasars, won Ji-hoon, stomach Huizhou, yugayoung, Yunnan is Judah Sir,
yudeokyoung, yudonghyeon, yudonghui, yudonghui, Yu ocean yusangjun, yuseokhun,
significant lean, well, yujinwoo, Eugene, yujinhyeok, yuhyeonjung, yuhyerim, Yu mighty ,
yungang, yungeonhui, yundoyeon, yunmin standing yunmin paper, yunbyeongseon, Yoon
Seo, yunseongeon, yunseonghun, yunyoungmin, Yun Young-sun, yunyoungjin, Yun
intelligence, Isang Yun, yunjonghyeon, yunjueun, yunchaehan, yunharim, yunhansaem,
yunhojung, Silver Star Hung, Eun, yigawon , yigangmin, yigyeongah, reducers of, yigyeongjin,
yigwanho, yigwonwoo, yigyuho, yigieop, yigijae is cotton, yidaeyoung, it was moved, Lee,
Dong - Hyun, Lee, Dong - Hyun, Lee, Dong - Hee, yiduwon, Lee Min-young, yiminji, Lee
Byung-Keun, yibyeongun, yiboyeon, yippi princess, yisangmun, Lee Sang-min, Lee Sang-min,
Lee Sang-min, Lee, Sang - Won, or more, the Science, idealized, yiseohyeong, Lee
Sun-young, yiseonhyo, Lee, Sun - Hee, yiseonggyu, yiseonghyeon, complete lean, yisubin,
yisuyong, yisujeong, yisujeong, Lee Soo Hyun, yiseungsu, Lee, Seung - Joo, yiseungchan, Lee,
Seung - Hyun, Seung - Ho, Lee Seung Hwan, yisieun, yisihyeon, the ARA, yiyeonji,
yiyoungrim, Lee, Young, yiyerin, yiyerim, this example paper, yiyoseop, yiwoojin, yiwonseop,
Lee Won-jong, Lee Yoo-jin, yieungyeong, yieunsong, yieunyong, yieunji, yieunji, yiingyeong,
yiinhwan, yijaeryeong, yijaebeom, Lee, Jae - Sung, Lee Jae-joon, yijeongmi, Lee, Jung - Min,
Lee, Jung - Woo, Air - Conditions , Lee, Jung - Hwan, yijongmyeong, heteroatom, Lee
Jong-hyun, Lee Jong-hyun, yijugang, yijueun, yijuhyeong, yijuho, Lee Jun, Lee Jun, Lee, Jun Young, Yi Jun-yong, Lee, Joon - Hyun, Lee, Jun - Ho, Lee, Jun - Ho, Lee, Jun - Hee, yijiseon,
yijiyeon, Lee Ji Young, not won, yijihwa, not after, Lee, Jin - Young , a binary, yijinhyeong,
yichanbeom, Lee Chang-min, yichanghu, Chae-eun Lee, yichungmin, Lee Tae-Hyun,
Yihanrim, and O'Reilly, yihansol, yihyeonseung, Hyun Jung Lee, Lee, Hyun - Ju, yihobin, Lee
Ho-joon, Lee, Ho - Jin, yihyosin, yihyojong, yihuiman, Hee Sung, Lee, Hee - Young,
yihuihyeon, imgyumo, imda rate, Im new owner spirit, imjaehwan, imjunhyeong, imtaein, Lim,
Hyeong - Seok, forget Mimi, Chapter geonwoo, janggiyoung, jangnamung, Jang Dong-Min,
jangmin thing, Changshan year, jangseongyoung, jangsohui, jangsohui longevity incense,
Zhang arts, jangeunhye, jangjunseong, jangjunseong, jangjunseong, jangjisuk, jangjiung,
jangjiwon, jangtaejun, jangtaehyeon, Jae, jaepil, Reunion Yoon, Jae Hee jaehyeok, before
Kang Min, a former nawon, jeonbyeongjun, jeonbyeongheon, jeonsanghyeon, jeonseokjun,
jeonseokhui, I Sunwoo, jeonseongjin, jeonseongjin, I somi, a former corrections,
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jeonyoungung, private number, jeonwooseok, jeonjongwoo Jeonju US, jeonjinwoo ,
jeonggwonhui, jeonggwonhui, jeonggyujeong, positive figure, jeongnamyoung,
jeongdaegyo, jeongdonggu, jeongdonghun, jeongrim, jeongmijin, jeongmingi,
jeongminseok, jeongminji, jeongminho information Lahm jeongsangjun, sincerity
cooperation, information syeonghyeon, forward Sohyang, jeongsugyeong, water
purification, jeongseungeun, jeongahreum, jeongyeonjung, jeongyeonhui, Yelim,
jeongyechan, jeongyujin, definitions, Insoo Jeong, jeonginsuk, jeongjaemin, jeongjaewon still
back, jeongjiwon, suspended in, jeongjihye, jeongchangyo, jeongchanyoung,
jeongchanghwan, jeonghayong, jeonghajun, jeonghaechang, sinusoidal, jeonghyeonjin,
jeonghyeri, purification, jogaeun, jogyeongho wherein jodaehyeon, Jo Min-soo, jominji crude
beomgi, jobeomjun, joseongguk composition formula, josoyeon, the crude resin,
joseunggeun, joseungsam, joyunju, Cho, Eun - Jung, crude dew, jochanhyeong crude current,
because put pressing right kkuljaem, state Ye Jin, juhyeonjin, juhwi , Jia Hui, not yerin,
support, support hanbyeol, jihong one, Jean changhyeok, chaminho, chaseonghyeon, tea
yerin, sorts, Chae Rim, chaebyeonghyu, while Eugene, chaehuiwon, choedong the outermost
door, choeminhui, choeboeun, choeseonwoo, choeseongbin, choeseongah, choesubin,
choesuyoung, choesunbin, choeseungjun, choeseunghyeon, Choi, Seung - Ho, choeyeonsu,
choeyoungjae, Choi Won - Seok, choeyujeong, choeyujeong, choeyunseo, choeyunoh,
choeeunbin, choeeunah, choeeunjeong,
0fir ****, 2617 ****, 486c ****, 6cho ****, 999w ****, acht ****, acht ****, adre ****, alry * ***,
anas ****, apfm ****, base ****, bbpo ****, bikk ****, bjwe ****, bokb ****, byeo *** *, chee ****,
chlx ****, ciod ****, ckrm ****, cocodori, coll ****, coyu ****, dlsd ****, dnjs *** *, doku ****,
dona ****, dood ****, ejra ****, fans ****, fila ****, fila ****, fila ****, fila ****, forz ****, gawa
****, gaze ****, gaze ****, heki ****, heyu ****, hoju ****, hsbf * ***, idid ****, ihyu ****, isac ****,
jinj ****, Joro Roro, kdj9 ****, kih3 ****, kkse ****, love ****, make ****, minzoo3, mone ****,
mre9 ****, musi ****, padi ****, parl ****, pi83 ****, pi83 ****, pjm5 ****, rayg ****, refe ****,
rkrh ****, rudx ****, sanc ****, sang ****, sanh ** **, sinn ****, skan ****, skdn ****, smgj ****,
snhl ****, spri ****, star ****, stat **** , step ****, suba ****, suja ****, taro ****, thde ****, toto
****, toug ****, tuba ****, tuba ****,uiff ****, veel ****, wind ****, wjsr ****, wk65 ****, wonj ****,

Naver

ygb7 ****, ygyg ****, ygyg * ***, yung ****, yung ****, zxcv ****
artpar ****, artpar ****, cik019125, DannyWoo3, fe ****, Luel, pyun1902, tony, truet ****,
Zusun Cho, gamgon, potatoes Bow, where the discipline, gimsanggi, nangsa, Tour Leh, the
ttubeokyi keeper, My mutta child Face 09 student ID, Bang Bang, lightning, crucian carp pork
feet, love, pine, destination, younggeon 5588, ohgyusun, Wolgokri, good-looking, gyro,
Zunyi, Jimin love Capri City Oso, Capri City Osorno, Osorno Capri City Capri City Oso, Papua,

WIRE

pidolyi top
*: Min:.. *, Abdula, blueswan, IQ80 Stock stupid, mils0506, Mr_Yang, Passage, sigh, sword,
scallops, Grace, gimminwoo, darom a single mother, a dictator, rain fire, wonderful life,
echoes, samurai, bakkudayi, bakkudayi, pinwheel, beak, sharp monking, syabang syabang,

next

tricycle crow, start, Mr.'ve gotta fucking angrily've gotta fucking legend in the villainess, the
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Yeoju furnace in prison, a gourd furnace in prison, Yeocheon, unique, Lee Wan - yong is a
patriot, one baewang _ how the plug, Flyby - johyeonju - real gangbaekho, the
cheonsangyeon, cloth upward, Tony, pilot man, police Court, heaven and earth the sea
breeze, then ruttu gyojunim

Dong-A
Ilbo,
Americas
JoongAng
Daily

hello3377, j1203sy, maksure, osolgil, light pine needle, all-A, paeseupodeu

arigato, captain, chdnjs1251, jc018, maypole, socal, yvone17
# 1 of ##, the 21st century slaves, more than 55 districts, 79485829, BL yinuah Isaac sitpo,
GAADP, If.ivoorn, leesean, Le Chateau in the wrong, mghhgm, qwer535, vincentY, the
carnival, the Salvation hero of the night kkakki Cain, Google Google, polar sniper Kim
Jae-gyu, geunhye sangmyeo, Kim Moo-sung traitor, Kim payment Moon Jae, the country
mainly keeper, I am my career, in Ada lives during aortic unite labor, it went for Roh and
chumkeul, brain science, to hypochlorous ahat , donjom 1882, even if any do not want any
PLA fan, roksanneu S. kwida foot logs, Beto D., asshole.The eojjeorago, democratization of
the North Star, I'm glad gimchimaen King, runs this demand bigeyi era of sunsil, Dhole, seut
this, shoop 2 , respond only to know him, son, Abby came, ahtta seunsang's total earnings,
iced berry, invisible something, huh gimu band that tree, aege certified asshole, patriotic
number one, yesin Miss wodeo depression drug that eat, Jura shalt Evo Loading , mid to
eungdi, eungdi Lloyd, anonymous _0 1 d20f, anonymous _0ff0fd, anonymous _348083, wing
_5 7 0 b7d, anonymous _5 e95e0, anonymous _6 4 e7d0, anonymous _641388, anonymous _8
2 e30e, anonymous _8 2 f8fa, anonymous _8 bfca2, anonymous _8 d l9b3, anonymous
_a9f7cc, anonymous _b8 d2 ec, anonymous _bd3ce1, anonymous _c415bf, anonymous
_d5af5c, anonymous _dd223b, anonymous _f05b96, host Indah real, life, non-unwanted,
ㅈㅁㄷㄹ, self-remedies, Western Railway Station, jam uncle Chun Convention Center, see
information of juveniles, jotse core, the intellect Kiwoom, I need intelligence, Shimomoura
bitch Go away, Shimomoura bitch off, lantern Boy shorts torn, tentacles brother departure
passport control, kangaroo back kick, cola Joao effects, critical Mars, Tom N Toms jukdol US,
chin jjangjjang man, daughter gaekkol Trump, judge Lee eight years Oh, penggwon tofu,

Best day
Shipbuildin
g com
JoongAng
Ilbo
Keulriang

thawed seongguk Bohai heosel when naked, hogaeng monster, four gold,
Anhyeonjin (khj ****)
aho9496, Bunch Son, dante22, hanhae19, inyong10
hgwje, Myayu, thinkofme, Bangbae, shy otters, funny dentist's jinjin
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3. Sue spirit*
(Crime and punishment physician based on
Respondent)

The complainant is a respondent Information network Promotion and
Information Protection Act Section 10 regarding Penalties Article 70
(abbreviation: Cyber-libel or Cyber contempt)Wow

Preliminary crime In fact, the Criminal Law Sin No. 307000000000000 on
Chapter 33 Honorable (abbreviated defamation), The Penal Code Article sin
about Chapter 33 honors the 311 (hereafter contempt), Services Digital
Network Haohni accused of (cyber stalking crime abbreviation) Promotion
and Information Protection Act on Article 44 7

A severe punishment Please penalties. *

4. Crime *
Respondent is the one event to the complainant take advantage of the anonymity of cyberbullying as
a means of crime in cyberspace for their own private interests or feelings.
Whether to leave or false facts Who was in a disagreeable fact reveals a serious flaw in the
complainant (disability, family problems), etc. outing damage can cause secondary damage of the line
In the state, the complainant There was bound to be reluctant even to report the damages to the fact
that law enforcement agencies were very difficult to assert boldly and suffered with it immediately
after the crime occurred in the plaintiffs position.
Defendant sweep Due to a misrepresentation timely seriously to the extent that the complainant is
unable to lead a life The complainant and the family BullyHyeotgo impose death threats and suicide,
tormented and tragic that so far one person.
Defendant sweep Due to a timely end the false accuser can not you can not find a job being an
outcast in the community belong to any social gathering The complainant I seriously considered
suicideIt is situationThe sentence.
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The behavior of the respondent due to the strong performances harassment and violence borne
coming back even to the complainant's family is extremely serious damage to the mental.
The defendant due to the harassment of the complainant stamp be placed in a desperate situation by
assigning a victim of civil and criminal prosecution must seek help from the state.
Since Respondent means of this despicable purpose it can not be justified.
If it is not afraid of the law to suppress cyberbullying want to go make a mature cyberculture
geotyigie never disappear defendant in the existing law to postmark It expressed the intention of
punishment allowed by the court to choegohyeongDo.
Tracking Number 1. Respondent people 15/08/2015 18:52:37 sites using the information network on
the "WIRE": a place (site address www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname is "out there" with an
account of title of the article or post a "檢, the White House website Obama daughters raped,
including intimidation posting 30 男 restraint prosecution" (address or registration number:
NISX20150812_0010219962) where the purpose of slandering the complainant or the fact that
dissemination or spreading false or own sharesChapterFor comments or posts "Is That Why QI Lee
Wan - yong descendants. Either I hacked danghaeteoyo asshole is rather proudly. I did not write for
the Era of asshole.The, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant
and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 2. The Respondent is using the information network on 8/14/2015 17:02:55 sites
were "WIRE": a place (site address www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname is using the account
named "ohgyusun" title of the article or post a "檢, the White House website Obama daughters raped,
including intimidation posting 30 男 restraint prosecution" (address or registration number:
NISX20150812_0010219962) where the purpose of slandering the complainant or the fact that
dissemination or spreading false or own sharesChapterTo post a comment, or "asshole like him. As
the arrows chopped off his wife Kim Jong-un is mainly stone tongued Patriot sounds or hear. Indeed,
"that is to write for the general public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their families
caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 3. The Respondent is using the site 14.08.2015 01:05:47 Information Network on
people "WIRE" (site address: www.newsis.com) where a Member ID or nickname is "truet ****" use
that account, article title, or post a "檢, the White House website Obama daughters raped, including
intimidation posting 30 男 restraint prosecution" (address or registration number:
NISX20150812_0010219962) in place slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false or comments or posts to their claims, "do you know how to and the English send the
same message to your sister blood ssotget not yet had the University of the water upside down to
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see you BONNET posted on the White House website." creating an article entitled and timely to an
unspecified number propagation is by causing the plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 4. The Respondent is using the site 08.13.2015 20:11:20 Information Network on
people "WIRE" (site address: www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname of the account called
"Wolgokri, good-looking," Where use article title, or post a "檢, 30 vs. 男 restraint prosecuted posted
threatening posts, including the Obama daughters assault on the White House website," (the address
or registered number: NISX20150812_0010219962) of the complainant defamatory or indeed
spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims the comments or posts written an
article called "stupid motherfucker Tsk" and it is the right time to propagate to the general public and
let the accusers and their families cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 5. The Respondent is using the information network on 8/13/2015 19:52:02 sites
were "WIRE": a place (site address www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname is using the account
named "discipline" title of the article or post a "檢, 30 男 redemption vs. De threatened prosecution
posts, including the Obama daughters assault on the White House website," (the address or
registered number: NISX20150812_0010219962) the fact that the complainant defamatory or
distribute or disseminate false information or where their claimsofTo post a comment, or "chuckling.
'm heomumaengrang. haha. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes
the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 6. Respondent 13/08/2015 19:49:43 using the information network on site were
"WIRE": a place (site address www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname is using the account named
"Gyro" title of the article or post a "檢, the White House website Obama daughters raped, including
intimidation posting 30 男 restraint prosecution" (address or registration number:
NISX20150812_0010219962) where the purpose of slandering the complainant or the fact that
dissemination or spreading false or own sharesChapterFor comments or posts the "best day yet
members're ilnaet. Eopna day'll put the best reviews written an article called, "and it is the right time
to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 7. The Respondent is using the site 08.13.2015 19:25:02 Information Network on
people "WIRE" (site address: www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname of the place, the account
named "ttubeokyi Keeper" use the title of the article or post "檢, the White House website Obama
daughters raped, including intimidation posting 30 男 restraint prosecution" (address or registration
number: NISX20150812_0010219962) of the non-complainant purposes or where dissemination or
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spreading false facts or theirof To claim the right post comments or posts called "Shoot castration",
and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 8. The Respondent is using the site 13.08.2015 19:20:49 Information Network on
people "WIRE" (site address: www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname of the place, the account
named "Love" use article title, or post a "檢, the White House website Obama daughters raped,
including intimidation posting 30 男 restraint prosecution" (address or registration number:
NISX20150812_0010219962) the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed spreading or
spreading false or own sharesChapter Comments or post on an article entitled "Kill baked into
electricity," and it is to let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the
cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 9. The Respondent is using the site 13.08.2015 19:13:38 Information Network on
people "WIRE" (site address: www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname of the place, the account
named "younggeon 5588" use the title of the article or post "檢, the White House website Obama
daughters raped, including intimidation posting 30 男 restraint prosecution" (address or registration
number: NISX20150812_0010219962) of the non-complainant purposes or where dissemination or
spreading false facts or theirof Comments or posts for the claim "Be jakjak of any rate one idiot
Obama I is not hear our friends liked but in the US North-back pig not tremble kkolgap" by writing
articles and timely to an unspecified number and spread of the complainant and let the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 10. The Respondent is using the site 08.13.2015 18:21:45 Information Network on
people "WIRE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.newsis.com) using the
account named "gamgon" title of the article or post a "檢, the White House website Obama daughters
raped, including intimidation posting 30 男 restraint prosecution" (address or registration number:
NISX20150812_0010219962) where the purpose of slandering the complainant or the fact that
dissemination or spreading false or own sharesChapterThe comments or posts for "asshole bastard
insult to American countries. To write an article that will receive severe punishment! "Timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 11. The Respondent is using the site 13.08.2015 18:13:36 Information Network on
people "WIRE" (site address: www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname of the place, the account
named "Guppy pork feet." use article title, or post a "檢, 30 vs. 男 restraint prosecuted posted
threatening posts, including the Obama daughters assault on the White House website," (the address
or registered number: NISX20150812_0010219962) of the complainant defamatory or indeed
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spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts written an article
called "Holy (and accompanying cyber defamation emoticon)" and it is the right time for the general
public and to propagate let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number12. The Respondent is using the site 13.08.2015 17:54:06 Information Network on
people "WIRE" (site address: www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname of the place, the account
named "Jimin love." use article title, or post a "檢, 30 vs. 男 restraint prosecuted posted threatening
posts, including the Obama daughters assault on the White House website," (the address or
registered number: NISX20150812_0010219962) of the complainant defamatory or indeed
spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts "Best day in the
United States like the best day of all things Purupuru stand for. Write for that day ye of humor
Member incurring asshole, "and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 13. The Respondent is using the information network on 08/13/2015 17:45:36
sites were "WIRE": a place (site address www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "Papua" title of the article or post a "檢, the White House website Obama daughters
raped, including intimidation posting 30 男 restraint prosecution" (address or registration number:
NISX20150812_0010219962) where the purpose of slandering the complainant or the fact that
dissemination or spreading false or own sharesChapter For comments or posts, "Why me pictures
Sanaa" and write an article and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family that is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 14. The Respondent is using the site 08.13.2015 15:10:36 Information Network on
people "WIRE" (site address: www.newsis.com) where a Member ID or nickname is "artpar ****" the
title of the article with an account or a post called "檢, 30 男 redemption vs. De threatened
prosecution posts, including the Obama daughters assault on the White House website," (the address
or registered number: NISX20150812_0010219962) or the fact that dissemination of defamatory or
disseminate false information where the complainant or "I think there is a need to try But you have
described as 'us' who is behind the" we "accordingly once investigated," comments or posts are for
his claim the complainant to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of and it allows the
families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 15. The Respondent is using the site 13.08.2015 15:09:46 Information Network on
people "WIRE" (site address: www.newsis.com) where a Member ID or nickname is "artpar ****" the
title of the article with an account or a post called "檢, 30 男 redemption vs. De threatened
prosecution posts, including the Obama daughters assault on the White House website," (the address
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or registered number: NISX20150812_0010219962) or the fact that dissemination of defamatory or
disseminate false information where the complainant orHaejusim mercy just as a side effect of the
insanity and paranoia of the comments or posts, "Work stress may be good for their claims.
Psychiatric consultation is writing articles that assist jusigoyo "to receive and let the timely and
unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number16. The Respondent is using the information network on 08/13/2015 14:57:24 sites
were "WIRE": a place (site address www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname is using the account
named "pyun1902" to: (NISX20150812_0010219962 address or registration number) of the
complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims title
of the article or post a "檢, 30 vs. 男 restraint prosecuted posted threatening posts, including the
Obama daughters assault on the White House website." for comments or posts, "enabled him to taste
is not normal. Write for the spirit should be called from the emotions! "And it is the right time to allow
the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 17. The Respondent is using the information network on 08/13/2015 14:20:30
sites were "WIRE": a place (site address www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "DannyWoo3" title of the article or post a "檢, 30 男 redemption vs. De threatened
prosecution posts, including the Obama daughters assault on the White House website," (the address
or registered number: NISX20150812_0010219962) or the fact that dissemination of defamatory or
disseminate false information where the complainant againIt is It allows to write a comment or post a
thread called "La teasing - ran off North Nassau stuffing tough young man," for his claim and timely
disseminated to the general public as a complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 18. The Respondent is using the site 08.13.2015 14:11:27 Information Network on
people "WIRE" (site address: www.newsis.com) where a Member ID or nickname, the "fe ****" use
that account, article title, or post a "檢, the White House website Obama daughters raped, including
intimidation posting 30 男 restraint prosecution" (address or registration number:
NISX20150812_0010219962) in place slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false or characterfaithTo post comments or claims have "been psychotic phase
four-psychotic bastard military to discredit the country toktokhi. (Embarrassed jukgetne) is written
an article called, "and in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate let the accusers and
their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 19. The Respondent is using the information network on 13/08/2015 14:10:00
sites were "WIRE": a place (site address www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname is using the
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account named "destination" title of the article or post a "檢, the White House website Obama
daughters raped, including intimidation posting 30 男 restraint prosecution" (address or registration
number: NISX20150812_0010219962) where the purpose of slandering the complainant or the fact
that dissemination or spreading false or own sharesChapterComments or posts, "Tsk, where are you
the reclusive loner type the new psycho-time to play for? Can the United States and airfare to go?
Tsk more'm pathetic, "to write articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing
extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 20. The Respondent is using the site 13.08.2015 14:06:08 Information Network on
people "WIRE" (site address: www.newsis.com) where a Member ID or nickname, the "Face Class of
09" named accounts use the title of the article or post a "檢, 30 男 redemption vs. De threatened
prosecution posts, including the Obama daughters assault on the White House website," (the address
or registered number: NISX20150812_0010219962) where the purpose of slandering the
complainant or the fact that dissemination or spreading false or partyfaithTo argue comments or
posts "Best day here looks members also seemed to go chuckling juljulyi held. "The creation of the
posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 21. The Respondent is using the information network on 13/08/2015 13:54:00
sites were "WIRE" (site address: www.newsis.com) where the member account ID or nickname of
"City of Capri Oso" use the title of the article or post a "檢, 30 男 redemption vs. De threatened
prosecution posts, including the Obama daughters assault on the White House website," (the address
or registered number: NISX20150812_0010219962) where the purpose of slandering the
complainant or the fact that dissemination or spreading false or partyfaithTo argue comments or
posts "What is the best loser of the day just four members. Best cafe hagetgun day soon poksak
network. One look and leave, O loser. Juljulyi saenggyeotne this seemed a plait laced gulbi. haha. I'll
go over the best days already cafes basket case information. haha. "The creation of the posts and
timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 22. The Respondent is using the information network on 13/08/2015 13:50:45
sites were "WIRE" (site address: www.newsis.com) where the member account ID or nickname of
"City of Capri Oso" use the title of the article or post a "檢, 30 男 redemption vs. De threatened
prosecution posts, including the Obama daughters assault on the White House website," (the address
or registered number: NISX20150812_0010219962) where the purpose of slandering the
complainant or the fact that dissemination or spreading false or partyfaithFor comments or posts
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claiming "You Have not movies -_-, that's going to make the information public jinjjande, culture Fak
naene a loser who lives tee. Tsk, something like annoying I called Korea a man, yireoni is Korea girls
are going to ignore the Korea Male Dog, write for that Tsk "and timely unspecific and cause let the
accusers and their families to propagate extreme fear and anxiety .
Tracking Number 23. The Respondent is using the site 08.13.2015 10:28:14 Information Network on
people "WIRE" (site address: www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname of the place, the account
named "Le Tour" use the title of the article or post "檢, the White House website Obama daughters
raped, including intimidation posting 30 男 restraint prosecution" (address or registration number:
NISX20150812_0010219962) where the purpose of slandering the complainant or the fact of
distributing or spreading false or herself ClaimsComments or posts "Looking forgo a reclusive loner
type for He can see if the behavior is like that crazy sense of reality often away. However gonna
have threatened to foreigners in a foreign site Do not apply the law in Korea? I did not know how to
write a good article not understand that makes sense, "and it is the right time to allow the general
public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 24. The Respondent is using the site 08.13.2015 10:27:02 Information Network on
people "WIRE" (site address: www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname of the place, the account
named "Zusun Cho" use the title of the article or post "檢, 30 男 redemption vs. De threatened
prosecution posts, including the Obama daughters assault on the White House website," (the address
or registered number: NISX20150812_0010219962) or the fact that dissemination of defamatory or
disseminate false information where the complainant againIt is To write an article or comment that
posts the "http://cafe.daum.net/nownosmoke/ONZz/6" for their claims and timely disseminated to
unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety Do.
Tracking Number 25. The Respondent is using the site 08.13.2015 09:05:35 Information Network on
people "WIRE" (site address: www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname of the place, the account
named "Potato Bow" use article title, or post a "檢, 30 vs. 男 restraint prosecuted posted threatening
posts, including the Obama daughters assault on the White House website," (the address or
registered number: NISX20150812_0010219962) of the complainant defamatory or indeed
spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments, or posts it to the "mothaedo
the job - no matter how something was wrong," write for that timely and preached to unspecified
causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 26. The Respondent is using the information network on 08/13/2015 00:57:22
sites were "WIRE": a place (site address www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "gimsanggi" title of the article or post a "檢, the White House website Obama
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daughters raped, including intimidation posting 30 男 restraint prosecution" (address or registration
number: NISX20150812_0010219962) where the purpose of slandering the complainant or the fact
of distributing or spreading false or herself ClaimsTo post a comment, or "You leave one won by
such a man georo Korea? It allows to write an article called him pathetic. "Timely and unspecific and
spread to the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 27. The Respondent is using the information network on 13/08/2015 00:20:59
sites were "WIRE": a place (site address www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "Lightning" title of the article or post a "檢, the White House website Obama
daughters raped, including intimidation posting 30 男 restraint prosecution" (address or registration
number: NISX20150812_0010219962) where the purpose of slandering the complainant or the fact
that dissemination or spreading false or own sharesChapter Comments or posts written an article
called "crazy" to timely and is the unspecific and propagate let the accusers and their families caused
severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 28. The Respondent is using the information network on 08/12/2015 20:19:33
sites were "WIRE": a place (site address www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "nangsa" title of the article or post a "檢, the White House website Obama daughters
raped, including intimidation posting 30 男 restraint prosecution" (address or registration number:
NISX20150812_0010219962) where the purpose of slandering the complainant or the fact that
dissemination or spreading false or own sharesChapterTo post a comment, or "Kim Dae-jung, Roh
Moo-hyun and terrorist threats to the family, intimidation, sexual harassment is not doing the
investigation. Do not even magazines. US President planting uncomfortable thing japne just take care
of it. amazing. Look who ahniralkka colonial "let the complainant and family to write for the general
public and disseminate timely that are causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 29. The Respondent is using the information network on 13/08/2015 13:55:55
sites were "WIRE" (site address: www.newsis.com) where the member account ID or nickname of
"City of Capri Oso" use the title of the article or post a "檢, 30 男 redemption vs. De threatened
prosecution posts, including the Obama daughters assault on the White House website," (the address
or registered number: NISX20150812_0010219962) where the purpose of slandering the
complainant or the fact that dissemination or spreading false or partyfaithFor comments or posts're
claiming something that fits like that to prevent the "original seed crazy comments. Planting
uncomfortable as I am to be something like that fits trillion. It's a threatened suit, "write for that and it
is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 30. The Respondent is using the information network on 08/12/2015 18:16:59
sites were "WIRE": a place (site address www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "tony" to: (NISX20150812_0010219962 address or registration number) of the
complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims title
of the article or post a "檢, 30 vs. 男 restraint prosecuted posted threatening posts, including the
Obama daughters assault on the White House website." for comments or posts it to write an article
called "this mad dog clubs are reducible according to the parents feel sorry for" timely and preached
to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number31. The Respondent people 12/08/2015 18:03:17 sites using the information
network on the "WIRE" (site address: www.newsis.com) where members of the ID or account that
nickname is "Top pidolyi" use article title, or post a "檢, 30 vs. 男 restraint prosecuted posted
threatening posts, including the Obama daughters assault on the White House website," (the address
or registered number: NISX20150812_0010219962) of the complainant defamatory or indeed
spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts "being a typical day
like for you best. haebwara clear day survey Best Member ilgeoda chuckling. My sense is correct
chuckling. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant
and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 32. The Respondent is using the information network on 13/08/2015 13:56:38
sites were "WIRE" (site address: www.newsis.com) where the member account ID or nickname of
"City of Capri Oso" use the title of the article or post a "檢, 30 男 redemption vs. De threatened
prosecution posts, including the Obama daughters assault on the White House website," (the address
or registered number: NISX20150812_0010219962) where the purpose of slandering the
complainant or the fact that dissemination or spreading false or partyfaith Write for a claim for
comments or posts of "Best day woogyeo not even a day or Fak Best Tea" and it is the right time to
allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 33. The Respondent is using the information network on 12/08/2015 17:14:30
sites were "WIRE": a place (site address www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "Zune" title of the article or post a "檢, the White House website Obama daughters
raped, including intimidation posting 30 男 restraint prosecution" (address or registration number:
NISX20150812_0010219962) where the purpose of slandering the complainant or the fact that
dissemination or spreading false or own sharesChapter Comments or post on an article entitled
"Anyway, the left-wing asshole zombie" and it is the right time to propagate to the general public and
let the accusers and their families cause extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 34. The Respondent is using the information network on 12/08/2015 17:11:13
sites were "WIRE": a place (site address www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "Luel" to: (NISX20150812_0010219962 address or registration number) of the
complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims title
of the article or post a "檢, 30 vs. 男 restraint prosecuted posted threatening posts, including the
Obama daughters assault on the White House website." comments or posts written an article called
"left-wing commie they have much reclusive loner type," and it is to let the timely and unspecified
plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 35. The Respondent is using the site 12.08.2015 16:06:53 Information Network on
people "WIRE" (site address: www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname of the "My kids mutta" a
place called use the account title of the article or post a "檢, the White House website Obama
daughters raped, including intimidation posting 30 男 restraint prosecution" (address or registration
number: NISX20150812_0010219962) where the purpose of slandering the complainant or the fact
that dissemination or spreading false or OwnTo argue comments or posts, "If you would not tell
South Korea President also investigating the target. To write an article called Wonderland Korea
strange thing happens in the group. "Timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and
the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 36. The Respondent is using the information network on 12/08/2015 16:02:59
sites were "WIRE": a place (site address www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "Bang Bang" title of the article or post a "檢, the White House website Obama
daughters raped, including intimidation posting 30 男 restraint prosecution" (address or registration
number: NISX20150812_0010219962) where the purpose of slandering the complainant or the fact
that dissemination or spreading false or own sharesChapter For "Looks like you or lunatic left-wing
groups like that guy internet political comments to be a misinformation and prejudice," comments or
posts by writing articles that are timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense fear
and anxiety to the complainant with family cause.
Tracking Number 37. The Respondent is using the information network on 08/12/2015 14:50:46
sites were "WIRE": a place (site address www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname using this
account called "clusters." title of the article or post a "檢, the White House website Obama daughters
raped, including intimidation posting 30 男 restraint prosecution" (address or registration number:
NISX20150812_0010219962) where the purpose of slandering the complainant or the fact that
dissemination or spreading false or own sharesChapter Comments or posts in order to write an
article called "outer reality and out of the virtual world there, his anger and did not loosen to release
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the desire to solve that degree flocking to reality" and timely, and spread to an unspecified number
complainant and let the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 38. The Respondent is using the information network on 08/12/2015 14:38:12
sites were "WIRE": a place (site address www.newsis.com) Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "cik019125" title of the article or post a "檢, 30 男 redemption vs. De threatened
prosecution posts, including the Obama daughters assault on the White House website," (the address
or registered number: NISX20150812_0010219962) or the fact that dissemination of defamatory or
disseminate false information where the complainant againIt is To allow comments or posts to write
for his claim that "Oh Sociedad typical stuffing of the path" and timely disseminated to the general
public as a complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 39. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Oriental province." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments posted orThis Article"Pink Jenny death. Let me into US law
by writing an article called "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 40. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Yunnan is" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments posted orThis Article To write an article called "shy dog"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 41. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "airing times." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments posted orThis Article"# Wonjaeyun chuckling. "The creation
of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
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extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 42. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hansohyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article To write an article called "Your country bath prey."
Timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 43. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimyura" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article Let the complainant and family to write an article
called "a disgrace the country number one" timely and preached to unspecified causes intense fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 44. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "I nawon" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left behind,"
Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the address or
registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or spreading
false or his claims comments posted orThis Article "M suspension 'What the fuck!" And that is to
write for the right time to let the general public and disseminate the plaintiffs and their families cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 45. The Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Kyung Ah Kim" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims comments or posts written an article called "Kim raneunde cup
Natasha?" for it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to
propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 46. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Oh rewarding." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments posted orThis Article"Ha. The nation correctly disgrace,
"that is to write for the general public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their families
caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 47. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Ryu, Jeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article It is written an article called "Why palrim page What is
our share?" And let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 48. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "Park" article title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article To write an article called "Jo In Sung?" Timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 49. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimminwoo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article To create "extreme aversion" that article and timely
disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 50. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
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using the account named "forget Mimi" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments posted orThis Article"Yisomi yiyerim's why shame is our
share? haha. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 51. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gangjinseok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article It creates an article entitled "Why do guys juggling
international embarrassment to our country," timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 52. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "namgeonwoo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 53. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Darvin God." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments posted orThis Article It causes the cause of "disgrace the
country and four wars," the plaintiffs and their families by creating posts that are timely and preached
to unspecified extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 54. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the
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"Jimmy Jun-Seong Cho" a place called use the account title of the article or post. "" the Obama
daughters would be raped, "Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House
homepage" (address or registered number 228969) a place slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself to claim this comment or post on an article called
"international disgrace" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant
and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 55. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimhyeyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article It is written an article called, "Oh really country gotta
make people embarrassed how to exit to a real" and let the unspecified cause the complainant and
family to spread to a number of timely and extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 56. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "seongjingyeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or publishedThis Article"Nevertheless Wave goes out to the world.
^^ I am very proud, as South Koreans. ^^ to write for the "timely and preached to unspecified causes
the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 57. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimgeunwoo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article It is written an article called "Why Can choecheolwon
interested seeds also are concerned that these seeds?" And let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs
and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 58. The Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Chan Woo Kang" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
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Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims topyear Comments, or posts a "balrigo cement to by now I'll ditch the fish
under the sea in a quiet lakeside" by writing articles and timely disseminated to unspecified causes
the complainant and the family that is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 59. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Choi Hyori" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments posted orThis Article "Dog Geek" let the complainant and
family to write for the general public and disseminate timely that are causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 60. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim, Myung - Soo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or publishedThis Article "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated',
that is, to be timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only
attached face book profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an
unspecified number and spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 61. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Min-joon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article It is an article written "international disgrace Like" and
called in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate let the accusers and their families
caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 62. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Sumin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or poststhis"I varied. Fucking write for that, "and it is the right time to allow the
general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 63. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimjuyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article To write an article called "Country disgrace ohjida"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 64. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "chaminho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article Write for the "shame of the nation" and it is the right
time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 65. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "anjaeyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article It is written an article called "Do not you doenya BOY
Shiva called Japanese" and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the
cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 66. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim, Hyun - Sik" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
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false facts or their claims where or publishedThis Article"Ah-oh. Write for an international disgrace,
"and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the
cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 67. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Mihyun Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims daetPosts This post is created or an article entitled "A Case crazy
ohjae" and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 68. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Sori Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left behind,"
Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the address or
registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or spreading
false or his claims comment or The posts to create an article called "Sorry Kim embarrassed" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 69. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Du" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul resident
Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number 228969)
a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts or their
claims where or publishedThis Article To create a "crazy bakminwoo called" article and timely
disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 70. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choejingyu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article"This idealized Another general. (Respondent USD
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Koreans perpetrators of gun riot incidents which have occurred in the United States as "general" and
it is the right time to be the same as the complainant.) "Called to write for timely and preached to
unspecified causes the plaintiffs and their families extreme fear and it is causing anxiety.
Tracking Number 71. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Ji-min" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article It is to write for the "gimbohyeon Oh really shameful,"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 72. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "nogyeongmin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 73. The Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Hongsik Allen Shin" use the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would
be raped. "Koreans in Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" (address or
registered number: 228969), the complainant, where the purpose or non-facts, or dissemination of
false information disseminated or his ClaimsComments or posts, "an international interest to seed.
International interest in seeds (interest Seed is the right time to derogatory called Seeds of livestock,
such as the abbreviation is the accuser of the jargon and more • pig called attention seeds ") to write
for the" timely and spread to an unspecified number of plaintiffs and their families let it cause
extreme fear and insecurity in.
Tracking Number 74. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "janggiyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article"X nya kids? Republic of Korea led by the right side of
the complainant and family to write an article called'm sold, "timely and spread to an unspecified
number are causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 75. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimjonghyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article To write an article called "national disgrace and a new
suicide method" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 76. The Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Zyoung Claire Lee" use the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would
be raped, "the White House threatened to post comments Myspace Koreans in Seoul" (address or
registered number: 228969), the complainant in fact defamatory or distributing or spreading false
information, or their main placeChapter Comments or posts written an article called "T_T. Come." It
is in order to let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 77. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Moon diameter" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments posted orThis Article "It should be
done by doing" by writing articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing
extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 78. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yidaeyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
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228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article "Not going to South Korea eyes on this subject,
because another" is to write articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 79. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Car yerin" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments posted orThis Article It is to write for the "joeunbi this crazy"
to timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 80. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "sineunji" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article"Gimhyejun right. It allows to create the post of shame
"and timely disseminated to the general public as a complainant and the family is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number81. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Chung Lee" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims Oh, comments, or posts. " embarrassing. I am so
so so embarrassed film, writing an article called, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to
spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 82. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Musk Oil" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
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spreading false or his claims comments posted orThis Article"Go to the White House website aggro
(aggressive) Yes. Write for that life aggro national disgrace, "and it is the right time to allow the
general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 83. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakhyojeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article"Ha. Write for that country to discredit -_- "and it is
the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 84. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimseungyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article To write an article called "it enabled the country to
discredit" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 85. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeonggwonhui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article To write an article called "bakjinseon" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 86. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hwangjiyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article To write an article called "jeonghyewon" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 87. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim, Hee - Young" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or publishedThis Article It is to write for the "yuhajin shy" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 88. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongdaegyo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article "The death penalty (which means 'high' abbreviated to
'go' in English words, 'is running' in.) Go" by writing articles that are timely and spread to an
unspecified number of causes intense fear and anxiety to the complainant with family cause.
Tracking Number 89. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeonghyeri" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article To write an article called "Country disgrace" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 90. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Moo Dreep" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or posts written an article called "like unto that
cheolttakseoni ~" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 91. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
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the account named "Park Inyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article It is written an article called "Sung Ji-hyun is a real
shame," and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 92. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakinjeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article "Country disgrace geographical calm ~ ( 'jirida' is
slang.)" By writing articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and
the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 93. The Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Seung Min Park" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims forComments or posts, "It is embarrassing. It allows to create the post of
shame "and timely disseminated to the general public as a complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 94. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Heo Solji night." title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments posted orThis Article It is the
"international disgrace haetne correctly" to write for timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family that cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 95. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Aichi love." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
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left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To create an article entitled "Obama
is the great grandfather daughter small sushi restaurant regulars" timely and preached to unspecified
causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 96. The Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Jiwoo Alexis Lee" use the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would
be raped. "Koreans in Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" (address or
registered number: 228969), the complainant where a non-objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false facts or his claimsofComments or posts, "Ana international embarrassment for
properly. It shot to the gut Obama in the White House site mwoim? And "to create the post of timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number97. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the
place, the account named "Park Seul Ki" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul
resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or
registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where
the facts dissemination, or his claims to be varied comments or posts. " Fucking write for that, "and it
is the right time to allow the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 98. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Sowon Ji" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comment orPosts a "disgrace joyunseok country chuckling
properly. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant
and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 99. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "seoingyu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article To write an article called "Ugh," timely and preached
to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 100. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Nami Nam" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or posts written an article called, "Oh, it is a real shame," and
it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 101. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gujahyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 102. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Jihye Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPosts Or thread creates a article entitled "Is the
garden tiger moth" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and
the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 103. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Kim dael" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
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address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "Why do
you want to really wrong with you discard one more country?" And in a timely manner to the general
public and spread the cause extreme fear and anxiety caused to the plaintiffs and their families.
Tracking Number 104. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "sinjeongbeom" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Ha. Country disgrace. What are you doing That is to
write for the "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 105. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "hetero" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul". The smell of jongbuk forces. -_- to write
for the "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 106. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Hwan Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or posts, "What are you again this international
embarrassment," is to create an article that is timely and unspecified causes propagation of the
plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 107. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Transactions" article title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
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or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for a "little has survived to be one of," and it is
the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 108. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Changhoo Kim" title of the article or post is
"threatening posts left Seoul resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White
House homepage: up to (address or registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or
factual dissemination or false where the facts dissemination, or his claimsyear Comments or posts
written an article called "serif of hikikomori" and it is the right time to let the general public and the
plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 109. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "sinchaeyong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Ansuyeon with. How danina holding his head out?
Sell-side is really let the "complainant and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified
number of causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 110. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yijaeryeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It led to the "in Guar'm loose." The complainant and
family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 111. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Alice Park" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comment Posts or creates a post called "ohaeyoung
gaemangsin" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
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family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 112. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Jane Jieun Oh" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims forComments or posts "gimsongyi Uh? Embarrassed "to write articles
that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 113. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) is using the account named "yippi Princess" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread It creates an article
entitled "Oh Yoon Seo Yoon Seo-side sold more" timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 114. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Slave Rin" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "Got to
discredit the country gimyigyeong," and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to
propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 115. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hongdonggi" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul" haha. Tsk. Day I let the best members. "The
complainant and family to write for timely and unspecified causes and spread of extreme fear and
anxiety.
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Tracking Number 116. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Kyuseong Lee" title of the article or post is
"threatening posts left Seoul resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White
House homepage: up to (address or registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or
factual dissemination or false where the facts dissemination, or his claimsyear Comments or post on
an article entitled "Real gaemangsin," and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs
and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 117. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Chu focussing" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent
profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be timely synchronized or support the timely information
purposes defendant is only attached face book profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for
and timely to an unspecified number and spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 118. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakjian" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "Please take her punishment," by writing articles
and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family that cause extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 119. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "anhuisu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "Ugh sold real side" and
the right time to let the general public and disseminate the plaintiffs and their families cause extreme
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fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 120. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "munjisu Hebrews" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread"Gimhyeonseo with. Create an
article entitled scare sell side, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 121. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "DaHoon Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comment Posts or creates a post called "hex
ahninya?" And it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 122. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Pink Jenny" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread Write for the "Han
Castle" and is led by the complainant and family to an unspecified number in a timely manner and
propagation caused intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 123. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gwonjeonguk" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "yuyoungjae" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 124. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
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site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Park, Eun - Joo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "jeongjiwon"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 125. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "I Sunwoo" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left behind,"
Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the address or
registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or spreading
false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "munseonung" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 126. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yisanghak" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "jochangwoo gimdongheon" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 127. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Jaehyun Park" title of the article or post is
"threatening posts left Seoul resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White
House homepage: up to (address or registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or
factual dissemination or false where the facts dissemination, or his claimsyear Comments or posts
written an article called "Se-ri Lim Country disgrace," and it is the right time to allow the general
public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 128. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
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www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Rany Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or posts written an article called "Kyung Hee
antaewoo gimchunggi extreme disgust," and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread
the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 129. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Park Seojeong" (for the address or registered number
228969) a non-objective or the fact that the complainant or where dissemination or spreading false
their claims title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would be raped "Koreans living in
Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" for Comments or posts written an article
called "international disgrace," and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and
their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 130. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "eomhuiseop" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Creating an article called "Ji Hoon Park hermit-type
movement dynamics," and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant
and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 131. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Hanna Seo" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPostsOr posts a "disgrace Korea sikine
properly. Let the people like that, because some of the articles written by -_- called "timely and
spread to an unspecified number complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 132. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakjinhyeok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul" haha. Jerk is the right one taste like article entitled
"The right time and to the general public and disseminate let the accusers and their families caused
severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 133. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Night chalryul" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an article
called "Ugh" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 134. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee Min-young" story title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul" haha. Write for that creepy, "and it is the right time to
let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 135. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimhyejeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country disgrace" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 136. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choeyoungjae" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
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228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates a "last seohyeongseok hikikomori" articles
that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 137. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Current Slide" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"Ha. Country
disgrace. What are you doing That is to write for the "timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 138. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Wu clear." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left behind,"
Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the address or
registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or spreading
false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul Create a "sell-side" of the article is the right
time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 139. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Chang Hun Jang" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims comments or posts written an article called "country disgrace" for it and
let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 140. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Yoo, Ju - Hyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
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false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country disgrace
number one" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 141. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "So Yeon Park" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims topyear Comments or posts written an article called, "Oh, really
embarrassed the country," and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 142. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Hong Jin-hee" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country disgrace" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 143. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Eugene" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul The "crazy (in a 'crazy'
abbreviation)." Writing articles that are timely and unspecified causes propagation of the complainant
and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 144. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Jin-seo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Fran chuckling. Shy "let the complainant and family to
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write for timely and spread to an unspecified number that is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 145. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Hyun-woo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article To write an article called "Country disgrace" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 146. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Ji-Hae Park" article title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for the "international disgrace" and let the timely
and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 147. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimmyeongju" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create an article entitled "Oh shy" and it is the right
time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 148. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) with an account of "Eung Niami" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comment Posts or creates a post called "international
disgrace" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 149. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
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site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Ji-Woong Choi" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create an article entitled "Is the asshole?",
And it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 150. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "woojiyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for the "teeth of shame." And it is the right time
to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 151. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yibyeongun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Gimmyeonghun chuckling embarrassed the country.
"The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 152. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Do rewarding." title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an
article called "chuckling crazy" to timely and unspecified causes and spread of the plaintiffs and their
families is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 153. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
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the account named "gimsuin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Oh sonhyeyoung. Creating a shame "that article and it
is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 154. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yunhojung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Let the complainant and family to write an article
called "collective psychosis move urgently" timely and preached to unspecified causes intense fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 155. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "sine" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article"Lee Yong-ik crazy chuckling. "The creation of the
posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 156. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Choi Jia" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Ugh"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 157. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Hankyul Ko" title of the article or post a "Seoul
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resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comment Or the posts are written an article
called "Why Sagna," and in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate let the accusers
and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 158. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yijihwa" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is by creating an article called "rouge choeyeonji
jeolyeotda be" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 159. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimahreum" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "a real yijiyun one side," to write articles that are
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 160. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Yeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul resident
Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number 228969)
a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts or their
claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "real. Johyejin sold one side" and
let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 161. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Joe incumbent." title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
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homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul Create an
article entitled "Yoo Ha-na Country disgrace" and is led by the complainant and family to an
unspecified number in a timely manner and propagation caused intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 162. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Chanmi Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comment Posts or creates a post called "mad
yunbyeol finally," and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 163. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Joe resin" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It led to the "Fair is a
real disgrace -_-" complainant and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of
causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 164. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Oratorio Choi" (for the address or registered number
228969) a non-objective or the fact that the complainant or where dissemination or spreading false
their claims title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would be raped "Koreans living in
Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" forThe "I am alive or not yet commented
posts. Write for that because the English did not know - "and it is the right time to allow the general
public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 165. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "best experts" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
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spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "Lee Yoo-ri is an
international disgrace T_T" timely and unspecified causes and spread to the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 166. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jaepil" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul resident
Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number 228969)
a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts or their
claims where or publishedThis Article It is an article written called "Uncle done, I think watching
movies," and let the unspecified plaintiffs and their families in a timely manner and spread to many
causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 167. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Mo choeji" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It let the accusers and their families
by creating a "soon seemed to get hit the Seoul Man" articles that are timely and preached to
unspecified causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 168. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee Sang-min" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is by creating an article called "dog shake it" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 169. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Un Go" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments, or posts a "(Respondent is attached profanity of
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'authenticated', that is, only the face book profile picture of the respondent to be timely synchronized
or support the timely information purposes.)" write for and timely to an unspecified number of and
spread to let the plaintiffs and their families is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number170. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Un Go" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or posts "mwodeora the name of disease.
Interests, who want to get noticed, creating an article entitled, "and it is the right time to allow the
general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 171. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongnamyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "I called behind"
and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 172. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yieunji" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "shame shame" and let the
timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 173. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choeyeonsu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Your crazy" to write for timely and preached to
unspecified causes the complainant and the family that is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 174. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim, Dae - Hyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country disgrace
huh" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 175. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimsujin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Dogs are sold side. Country'm embarrassed properly.
haha. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and
the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 176. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Sky Moon" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"Oh countries disgrace.
I write for that side get turned away. "It is the right time and to the general public and disseminate let
the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 177. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "namgihyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"What did you form what is to become our country.
Create an article entitled moreugetgo ashamed "and it is the right time to let the general public and
the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 178. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
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site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yijeongmi" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Country disgrace sikine properly. -_- to write for the
"timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 179. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Seung-hyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "truly sell the
same side. By the people" and the general public and disseminate timely let the plaintiffs and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 180. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yiboyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called, "Oh, you've embarrassed
our country properly." And let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the
cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 181. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Andrew Kim Taegon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It let the complainant and family to write for
"imjaeyeol you're told this is called" timely and unspecified causes and spread of extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 182. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
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www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Yun Reunion" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"Jeongchae
and incense. One side is to write an article called T_T "timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 183. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Jeon Eun Pyo" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims topyearThese comments or posts "Best day a member? (An abbreviation
of the jargon of "Best day Members") is writing the article entitled "The timely and unspecified
causes and spread the cause extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 184. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "the cotton" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "Hanjunhyeong countries disgrace'm
right," write for that and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families
to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 185. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "songjiyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "gimwoojin discredit the
country. Correctly" and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the
cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 186. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "So Young Kim" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
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Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims topyearComments or posts, "and yitaejun. Write for that disgrace the
country, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 187. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimhyeonwoo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It allows to create an article entitled "South harm me
anjugo caught hold popped" and timely disseminated to the general public as a complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 188. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jangjisuk" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "what it is not like that asshole," let the
complainant and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 189. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gwondahyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"An international disgrace. Creating an article called
nuclear shy "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 190. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gwakminju" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
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228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 191. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lim, Hyeong - Seok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated',
that is, to be timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only
attached face book profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an
unspecified number and spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 192. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim, Jin - Cheol" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "Liberation Day entire
country Boso disgrace" and timely, and spread to an unspecified number let the plaintiffs and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 193. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) is using the account named "First Iron" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"What
jongbuk forces? Why it is called QI to write for? "Timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 194. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jangsohui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "an embarrassment given a
proper country," timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 195. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jangsohui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for a "disgrace to the country jusine properly,"
and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the
cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 196. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "MinJae" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article It is written an article called "international disgrace
vibrating huh," and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 197. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongahreum" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for the "international disgrace" and let the timely
and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 198. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Taewoo Lee" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
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or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims commentOr posts a "knowing who is great. bye.
haha. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and
the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 199. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "baesuhyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Ugh," timely and preached
to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 200. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choeeunbin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Junya disgrace to the country? Write for that crazy are
you? "And it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 201. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Heesoo Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims commentOr post a "What the heck mangbal. Sold right side of the article
entitled "to be uncertain in a number of timely and spread to let the plaintiffs and their families caused
severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 202. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Jonghyun Lee" title of the article or post is "threatening posts left Seoul
resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: up to (address
or registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false
where the facts dissemination, or his claimsyearComments or posts "just neomgyeojwo the United
States. haha. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the
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complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 203. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimyoungbin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Sorry Obama-type T_T." By writing articles that are
timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant
and family.
Tracking Number 204. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongjiwon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is the "real disgrace hamchaeyeon countries seem to
properly," write for that timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 205. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jogaeun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Oh, it is a real shame," to write for that timely and
preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 206. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "In-Tae Kim" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Seriously sikine greatly embarrassed the country." It
is the right of the post to timely unspecified preaching let the accusers and their families caused
severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 207. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
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site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee Tae-Hyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called, "Oh, one side
sells" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 208. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gwonhyeonwoo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"uh? Was penis ( 'fuck' is slang to refer to the
male genitalia.) It is written an article called, "and in a timely manner to the general public and
disseminate let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 209. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "ohseongtaek" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "International disgrace real." It is called to write for and
timely unspecified preaching let the plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 210. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimeunji" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Tsk countries disgrace"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 211. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hongyounggi" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "Is this a real international
disgrace" by timely and unspecified causes and spread of the plaintiffs and their families caused
severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 212. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
using this account called "hoon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "real shame", and let the
general public and the timely propagation plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 213. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee, Dong - Hyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "loser loner
( 'loser' means 'losers' in English, and it is compared badly to the complainant.)", And the timely
unspecified preaching let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 214. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hongseungyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "airplane
eopeumyeonseo Table money for" unspecified and disseminate timely and let the accusers and their
families cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 215. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hongseongmi" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
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228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for a "disgrace the country," and it is the right
time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 216. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "sinhuichan" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "international disgrace properly,"
timely and unspecified causes and spread of the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 217. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakjunsang" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "You're heading straight type angry or because Obama
comes to attracting air carriers" that is to write for the general public and disseminate timely let the
plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 218. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakwonyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "I opened the door and
now gonna have a black suit standing" timely and unspecified causes and spread of the complainant
and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 219. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Bryan Na" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
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spreading or spreading false or his claims this is an article written comments or posts that "Obama
presidential Korea genuine love and I heard ashamed" and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and
their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number220. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Lee Eun Woo" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims comments or posts, "said, what's wrong with you for? I write for that,
"and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 221. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakseonhye" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "international disgrace is each"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 222. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Jae Min Kweon" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims for Comments or posts "I, I wanted to do everything by being really
interested in" Creating an article called, and it let the unspecified plaintiffs and their families in a
timely manner and spread to many causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 223. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee Seung Hwan" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To create an "international interest in seed
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stuffing" of articles and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 224. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakhyechang" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It allows to create an article entitled "Please Kill as an
example." Timely and disseminated to the general public as a complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 225. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yiduwon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is by creating an article called "FBI warning" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 226. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Im new" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or This thread"Ugh. I'd be interested to hide it. Why you do
salkkayo? "That is to write for the general public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 227. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "songhui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article It creates an article entitled "Make the concept of rape
your daughter or without -_-" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
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family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 228. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Hoon Rioja" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"But not
because one person threw a hikikomori four ink image in a country like penis. Dwijyeodo cheaper
write for that, "and it is the right time to allow the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to
propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 229. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) with an account of "a la" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "The
real shame is" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 230. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "WooBin Lim" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims commentOr to the posts. " Not only sigh comes
out. Create an article entitled T_T "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 231. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choeboeun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "hikikomori kkorakseoni and said," let the
complainant and family to write for the general public and timely propagation of causing extreme fear
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and anxiety.
Tracking Number 232. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Jooyoung Jane Eom" use the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters
would be raped. "Koreans in Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" (address or
registered number: 228969), the complainant, where the purpose or non-facts, or dissemination of
false information disseminated or his ClaimsAfter the comments, or posts for ". It is embarrassing to
write an article that really mad "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 233. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "Lee Ji Young" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"I did the job. Another is to write an article
called Ugh "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 234. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimgeonwoo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country disgrace," timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 235. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimjinun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "The Country disgrace just
called behind him sikine CIA" and in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate let the
accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 236. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Jongsub Lee" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or posts "(an abbreviation of" the
maniac gaemangsin.) this crazy gaemangsin "let the complainant and family to write for timely and
spread to an unspecified number that is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 237. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Issues jaeoh" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of
'authenticated', that is, to be timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes
defendant is only attached face book profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and
timely to an unspecified number and spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 238. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "baeksangcheol" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "an
embarrassment that is not sikine" and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to
propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 239. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yuhyeonjung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Fuck you, you fucking chuckling. "The creation of the
posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
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extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 240. Respondent 2015. 9. Use the information network on Facebook Sir linked
sites were "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) is a Member ID or nickname using the
account named "old Pope," where title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left behind,"
Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the address or
registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or spreading
false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "Obama, you really sorry, Mr. President," to
write for timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family that is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 241. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakyongun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "Do not know that the brain
does not know or think" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 242. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) is using the account named "Ji hanbyeol" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"Country
disgrace thereby properly. Real created an article called, "and it is the right time to allow the general
public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 243. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimjaehui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "country - a disgrace" and
timely, and spread to an unspecified number let the accusers and their families is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 244. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim, Ki - Soo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Ha-ha." To write for that timely and preached to
unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 245. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "seojinhui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 246. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Park Eun-ji 'articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Why me snap out hapil Obama daughters? Ugh to write
for the "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 247. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongdonghun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Crazy chuckling. It is to write for a "tell Obama and
timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 248. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
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site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hanseokhui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Is crazy?" Timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 249. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Mark Yoon" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPosts Or post this to write for the
"(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be timely synchronized or support the timely
information purposes defendant is only attached face book profile picture of the stamp.)", And timely
unspecified propagation is by causing the plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 250. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimmunseon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 251. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yiseungchan" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "Putin seems to me you
have got tea delivery" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 252. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "nainho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Seed is also interested in the degree of surface
Champion" is induced by writing articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the
plaintiffs and their families extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 253. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Michelle Sun Yoon" use the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would
be raped. "Koreans in Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" (address or
registered number: 228969), the complainant, where the purpose or non-facts, or dissemination of
false information disseminated or his ClaimsComments or posts is "to Hull. T_T embarrassed. Create
an article entitled T_T "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant
and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 254. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Jae - Hoon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated',
that is, to be timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only
attached face book profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an
unspecified number and spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 255. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "corrected" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left behind,"
Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the address or
registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or spreading
false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"The real disgrace the country alone is sikine. I
hope've buried. Know the real selling side line "and write an article that is timely and preached to
unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
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Tracking Number 256. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "woohyeok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article It "will buy those horrible" and write an article and
timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family that cause extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 257. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimsinseok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Jeongdonggyu fucking chuckling. "The creation of the
posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 258. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "baekseungju" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Fuck stuffing" by writing articles that are timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 259. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "the binary" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "Sell-side true" it is by writing
articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 260. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
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www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "nojin only" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an article
called "Park, Young - Shin", and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 261. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Chae-won" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Ugh joseohui Prefectural Police State" is
called to write for the general public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their families
caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 262. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "baekmingyeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"And Cram? Obama can not touch the Master,
"write for that and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 263. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Yi Jun-yong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "it enabled the country to
discredit" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 264. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yiminji" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country disgrace huh sikina
properly" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 265. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Service five" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "Oh, go find a
real original nationalities there in the laboratory that artificial insemination What you want to create
an orphan real" is led by the complainant and family to write articles that are timely and preached to
unspecified causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 266. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim, Ki - Hyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for a "disgrace the country," and it is
the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 267. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Han Kang" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or post on an article entitled "Please hold," and
it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 268. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Kim sages" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
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left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "dis is
gimyijo" in a timely manner and to the general public and disseminate let the accusers and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 269. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choesubin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "Park Joo-young international
disgrace" and timely, and spread to an unspecified number let the accusers and their families caused
severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 270. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Night vertical line" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread It creates an article entitled "Is
reincarnation of Lee Wan - yong" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 271. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongmijin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Now it gumeon uproar internationally. Why so? Real
created an article called, "and it is the right time to allow the general public and the plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 272. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gangungcheon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
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number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated',
that is, to be timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only
attached face book profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an
unspecified number and spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 273. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "I corrected." title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It creates an
article entitled "Wen countries disgrace O" timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 274. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "songjuwan" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is the "Republic of Korea itne and disgrace." Writing
an article that timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 275. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "seonggyu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article Let the "disgrace to the country," the plaintiffs and
their families by creating posts that are timely and spread to an unspecified number are causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 276. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakseojin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
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228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"We also varied the country disgrace. It "by writing
articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 277. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakeojin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "Korea do almost eat" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 278. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "de deceased." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "Oh!" By writing articles and timely
disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family that is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 279. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) is using the account named "I somi" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is "jeongyunji
Natasha" by writing articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and
the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 280. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yungeonhui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Anti-USA careful meoda or more? Hehe written an
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article called, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 281. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jangeunhye" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country disgrace" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 282. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimgiin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 283. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakeunjin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Please, no matter how embarrassed the country over
the country let sikijineun," that is to write for the general public and disseminate timely let the
accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 284. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Ga-young" story title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "What's going is that the
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country really get turned away side disgrace" and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 285. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Lewis JiWon Park" use the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would
be raped, "the White House threatened to post comments Myspace Koreans in Seoul" (address or
registered number: 228969), the complainant in fact defamatory or distributing or spreading false
information, or their main placeChapterComments or posts, "Oh, please look for. Ha. Bitch japahda
send Samchung College of Education, bonaedeonga ahohji the mines. -_- to write for the "timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 286. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "boat Dongju" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "An
international disgrace" by writing articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 287. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choeseongbin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates a "huh sell side" of articles and timely
unspecified preaching let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 288. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Moth Eugene" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an
article called "one-side sell" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 289. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakseungah" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Choi Yu Yuan Ugh, I'm really embarrassed real
disgrace the country, huh," write for that and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread
the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 290. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Woosung Shin" title of the article or post is
"threatening posts left Seoul resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White
House homepage: up to (address or registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or
factual dissemination or false where the facts dissemination, or his claimsyear Comments or posts
written an article called, "Oh great courage" and it is the right time to let the general public and the
plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 291. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "heojaehyeok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for "Some kittens' cause called" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 292. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Minseung Moon" (for the address or registered
number 228969) a non-objective or the fact that the complainant or where dissemination or
spreading false their claims title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would be raped
"Koreans living in Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" for Comments or posts
written an article called "What I am ashamed as a Korean," and it is the right time to allow the general
public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 293. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
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the account named "Insoo Jeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create an article entitled "The changing not just the
Korean national shame" and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 294. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Balley Lee" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comment Posts or creates a post called
"gimjunwon" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 295. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gangminjae" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "jangjihwan" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 296. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "seodonghwan" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Lee Ji-hyun manor and chuckling. Obama daughters is
writing an article that rape should "pick whip and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 297. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Jeffrey Choi" title of the article or post is "threatening
posts left Seoul resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage:
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up to (address or registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual
dissemination or false where the facts dissemination, or his claimsyear Comments or posts written an
article called "shameful" and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 298. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "AeJi Moon" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPosts Or posts a "is more sluggish pages
barbarism really extreme aversion (Respondent 'detest the utmost' the complainant 'savage is" and
disparaged, and it is a personal attack using an abbreviation of) "to the right, and an unspecified
number of posts that to allow timely and propagated to the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 299. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Yeri Oh" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comment or This post is to let the writing an article called
"What Is Wen naive cub" timely and spread to an unspecified number plaintiffs and their families
caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 300. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the
place. "㒪在粡"in Use the account title of the article or post. "" The Obama daughters would be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a place slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or spreading false or
herself to claim a comment or somethingThe sigeul"Life goin Why do you live? Write for a country
that sikina disgrace? "And it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and
the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 301. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakjerin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "Huh ~ Country disgrace"
and timely, and spread to an unspecified number let the plaintiffs and their families caused severe
panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 302. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "songbyeongchan" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Hanyoungcheon chuckling. Goals Goals
sick sick chuckling. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 303. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Wu destination" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is "side
palryeoseo I'll never say that attending a Korean," let the complainant and family to write for timely
and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 304. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Abigail Jung" title of the article or post is "threatening posts left Seoul
resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: up to (address
or registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false
where the facts dissemination, or his claimsyear Comments or posts, "Oh really is a cosmic
embarrassment" by writing articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 305. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Ji Sung Kim" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
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number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims comments or post on an article entitled "loner-type recluse T_T" in
order to make timely and unspecified causes and spread of the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 306. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Ronaldo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"These crazy. Touching the sensor more people than
the country President, I pay four networks. To write for the "timely and preached to unspecified
causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 307. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Dong-in" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Oh oh!" By writing articles and timely disseminated to
unspecified causes the complainant and the family that is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 308. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Kim cheolMin" title of the article or post is
"threatening posts left Seoul resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White
House homepage: up to (address or registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or
factual dissemination or false where the facts dissemination, or his claimsyear Comments or posts
written an article called "Country Party disgrace bad," and it is the right time to allow the general
public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 309. Respondent 2015. 9. Use the information network on Facebook Sir linked
sites were "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "back-stop" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left behind,"
Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the address or
registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or spreading
false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"Kim Jin Soo but it also did. Tsk, writing an
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article called, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 310. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakhyemin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "I'm all four sold-side" and
let the unspecified plaintiffs and their families in a timely manner and spread to many causes intense
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 311. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "geueuk this" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "Land is a
real disgrace," that it is the right time to write for the general public and to propagate let the accusers
and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 312. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimgongbaek" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "Hyundai Group Chairman Mong
Son victory!" Timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 313. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Medical Ophthalmology" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be
raped, "Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or
registered number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or
spreading false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"And I know that embarrassed the
country 's already the second. First, show me the money TV program seen birth, you know snoop
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dog tell the country to discredit the second is threatening posts countries disgrace haetne hahaha
"Create a named text and let the the timely unspecific and spread plaintiffs and their families extreme
fear and anxiety properly it is the cause.
Tracking Number 314. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "River near." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "Be punished with rape and
intimidation misujoe!" And that is to write for the right time to let the general public and disseminate
the plaintiffs and their families cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 315. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Noh Joo-Hyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "hanhyeongjun"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 316. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "private" article title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article"EunJi Lim, Saerom night, yibomi, gwongayoung, Kim
Sena. Oh, chuckling sell side. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified
causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 317. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Eun Young" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "Kim Yoo-ri
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yunsongheum gimhyemi many crazy things," and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 318. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Gureum Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comment Or post this to write for the "Country
disgrace" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 319. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Ji Hoon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "And the day after a
suicide" and in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate let the accusers and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 320. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Dong Wook" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country
disgrace" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 321. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yigyeongjin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "four-namdeokhyeon following
yideokhyeon" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
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extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 322. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Jang Eun" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or post on an article entitled "it is really
embarrassing ohseonjeong" and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 323. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "imjunhyeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It let the complainant and family to "get real, why
yireoneunji" write for that timely and preached to unspecified causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 324. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "ARum Yoo" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or posts, "and varied" that is to write
for the general public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their families caused severe panic
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 325. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimnagyeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "international disgrace ah"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 326. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
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site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeonghaechang" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "What's that cub?" By writing articles that
are timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 327. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim, Mi - Young" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "Boso no
answer embarrassing Park, Hae - Hoon" and the right time to let the general public and disseminate
the plaintiffs and their families cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 328. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "David Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPosts Posts or creates a post called "When the United
States invaded not the answer," and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 329. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Chun Sungwoong" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments, or posts a "(Respondent is attached
profanity of 'authenticated', that is, only the face book profile picture of the respondent to be timely
synchronized or support the timely information purposes.)" write for and timely to an unspecified
number of and spread to let the plaintiffs and their families is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 330. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
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interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the
place. "㫟 䜷"in Use the account title of the article or post. "" The Obama daughters would be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a place slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or spreading false or
herself comments posted or for claimsThis Article"Country disgrace sikine properly. haha. "The
creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 331. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Tae Heon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "just your toilet paper" to write articles that are
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 332. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Chan Woo Lee" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims topyearWith comments or posts. " Since these real people, "that is to
write for the general public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their families caused severe
panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 333. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Cho, Eun - Jung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Let the "real side ah @ Yu Heather sold
real" complainant and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes
intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 334. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
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the account named "hwangsangyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul". By creating a destroyed country properly
destroyed haguman Hehe called "article and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number335. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Haneul Park" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims after the comments, or posts! " Create an article
entitled No answer. "It is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 336. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yisihyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 337. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimjongbeom" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Chu civilian chuckling. Kim Jin Soo is let the accusers
and their families by creating and timely unspecific and propagate Purupuru article entitled "Now
cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 338. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
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the account named "baekjiyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write for the "Country Party disgrace" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 339. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yichanbeom" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Why! Hapil! me star spangled country! It is the (star
spangled country is a slang metaphor for America in the American flag piece of cloth.) Write an
article called "timely and unspecified causes and spread to the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 340. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Gahee Nam" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPostsOr posts a "Ao! What are you? One
side is written an article called, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 341. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimseongheon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Oh yes! Create a certification called "post,
and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the
cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 342. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Noh Joo-Hyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
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"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "Pulling another
elementary school," and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the
cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 343. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Chae-eun Lee" article title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It leads to let the "why QI Kim Min-seo ah ah really
embarrassed I toilet paper." The complainant and family to write for the general public and timely
propagation of intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 344. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "sinyunha" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Oh, why QI chuckling. Create an article entitled No
answer "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 345. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Danyong Dang" title of the article or post is
"threatening posts left Seoul resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White
House homepage: up to (address or registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or
factual dissemination or false where the facts dissemination, or his claimsyear Comments or posts
written an article called "human-specific, such as beggars," and it is the right time to let the general
public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 346. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimyonggyeom" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
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number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated',
that is, to be timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only
attached face book profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an
unspecified number and spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 347. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Hyung Joon" article title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 348. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Kim Jeongok" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims this comment thread is created or an article
entitled "Oh, what's the best day international gaemangsin even as oil resin members," and the right
time to let the general public and disseminate the plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 349. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "sinmingyeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It led to the creation of a post of "chuckling, eh not a
big deal in Korea, it uses malicious comments the US also thought be the same?" Timely and spread
to an unspecified number plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 350. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
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the account named "gimseongyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"This is something no answer. Real created an article
called, "and it is the right time to allow the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to
propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 351. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hanwoohyeok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "The answer is not Korean"
timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant
and family.
Tracking Number 352. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee, Young -" The Knight title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "Fort asshole virus
Donna? In Korea" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 353. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Minseok sages" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread To write an article
called "sages Seater sofa" preached to the timely and unspecified causes of the complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 354. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "River yunji" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
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behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "bakhyeonyoung
Ji Young Park is embarrassing" and timely, and spread to an unspecified number let the accusers and
their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 355. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jangjiwon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Obama there is a nucleus in exchange for a simple
penis in Korea. ( 'Fuck' is slang to refer to the male genitalia.) It is written an article called, "and in a
timely manner to the general public and disseminate let the accusers and their families caused severe
panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 356. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Tcimbim Daily" (for the address or registered number
228969) a non-objective or the fact that the complainant or where dissemination or spreading false
their claims title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would be raped "Koreans living in
Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" forComments or posts, "chuckling. So I am
left to send Huh, "let the complainant and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified
number of causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 357. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeonghyeonjin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "-_-" by writing articles and timely to an unspecified
number of radio waves and let the accusers and their families is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 358. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakchaeyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
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number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Embarrassed" let the complainant and
family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number that is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 359. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hwangbogyeom" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for the "international disgrace" and let
the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 360. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hanuri" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country disgrace" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 361. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "definitions" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an article
called "Ugh" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 362. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimsangbeom" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
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or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "vibrating" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 363. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakbyeongjun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Ugh" timely and preached to
unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 364. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Scientists" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Songinuk chuckling. "The creation of the posts and
timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 365. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimnuri" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Oh yihuisu. Shy "let the complainant and family to
write for timely and spread to an unspecified number that is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 366. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "idealized" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "choejingyu
Mong add one win of Hyundai Group chairman Son" and let the general public and the timely
propagation plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 367. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
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site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakjinwon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "jeongsueun country
sikine disgrace," and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 368. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Chapter geonwoo" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Hell
Korean peninsula class" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 369. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "chaehuiwon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for the "international disgrace" and let the timely
and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 370. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee, Seung - Joo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "ohsangmin. You're
never should jeoreomyeon" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 371. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Ik Sun Sin" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident Koreans"
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to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration number
228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims for commentOr posts a "Forgot why I think the movie you? -_- to write
for the "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 372. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hwangsiyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated',
that is, to be timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only
attached face book profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an
unspecified number and spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 373. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "No. Bismuth" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "International
disgrace" that is to write for the general public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 374. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Matthew Jeong" (for the address or registered
number 228969) a non-objective or the fact that the complainant or where dissemination or
spreading false their claims title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would be raped
"Koreans living in Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" forComments or posts
"Park Bryan is it you? Ha. Ha. Ha. Create an article entitled Ha,) "and it is the right time to allow the
general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 375. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yieunji" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "just geotyiji live quietly," to write articles that are
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 376. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeonggyujeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Ah. One side "by writing articles that are
timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant
and family.
Tracking Number 377. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "hardline paper" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the
"Han River to warm Tsk" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 378. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Ha Neul" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "real thing eopna to spring" timely
and unspecified causes and spread of the plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 379. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "ansehui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
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228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is the "international disgrace sikine properly."
Writing articles that are timely and unspecified causes and spread of the plaintiffs and their families
caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 380. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jominji" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for a "disgrace enabled the country" and it is the
right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 381. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gwonjihyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It let the "Oh shy enabled the country to discredit" the
complainant and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 382. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yunseonghun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates a "country real crazy They're too much like"
posts that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 383. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "One Quasar" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
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spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "Oh gimgilgyu Sons" by writing
articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 384. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Ji - Soo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Immigration going peum chuckling. "The creation of
the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 385. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "songmyeonghun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "It surpasses the essence" to write for
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family that is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 386. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Eudahm Jahng" title of the article or post is
"threatening posts left Seoul resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White
House homepage: up to (address or registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or
factual dissemination or false where the facts dissemination, or his claimsyear Comments, or posts a
"(Respondent is attached profanity of 'authenticated', that is, only the face book profile picture of the
respondent to be timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes.)" Write for and
timely to an unspecified number of and spread to let the plaintiffs and their families is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 387. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "nayeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
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228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article"Crazy. Why Obama touched -_- Ana chuckling. "The
creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 388. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Song yes." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left behind,"
Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the address or
registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or spreading
false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"Im selling novel one side. Write for this is that
what the country haw disgrace, "and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and
their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 389. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakseoyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for the "embarrassing" and it is the right time to
allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 390. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jogyeongho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is the "Are relegated to the Bronze." Write for that
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 391. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee Ho-joon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for a "real shame", and it is timely to the general
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public and lead to let the complainant and family propagated by extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 392. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "baksanghyeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for a "disgrace the country," and it is
the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 393. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kwoun Sun-tae" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated',
that is, to be timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only
attached face book profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an
unspecified number and spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 394. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Hong Km" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comment orPosts a "fucking army quickly uncovered by
the investigation. US imperialism is also the balls. Yeah. Come on, where it is supposed deombil even
write for an international disgrace that Tsk "and in a timely manner to the general public and
disseminate let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 395. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yijuho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
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timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 396. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Gabi Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or post on an article entitled "Anyway, the kids
learned extreme aversion to social life as a computer keyboard," and it is the right time to let the
general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 397. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimbyeongchan" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for a "disgrace a country," and it is the
right time to let the general public and disseminate the plaintiffs and their families cause extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 398. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "sinseungho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "international disgrace sikine very
well," timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 399. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee Jun - Ho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "shame really" timely and
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preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 400. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimdohui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Country disgrace sikine properly. Look crazy writing
an article called, "and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to
propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 401. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee, Jin - Young" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Thank you for being a disgrace to our
country. haha. Jotna? I think what we think of the Americans, it is to write for the "timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 402. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname, this article
uses the account of "soundness" title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul resident
Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number 228969)
a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts or their
claims where or publishedThis Article "Oh crazy thing US kills Mara spending (Respondent is
threatened to kill the complainant)." The article is written by a number of unspecified and timely
disseminated to let the plaintiffs and their families cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 403. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Amber Choi" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comment Or the posts to create an article entitled "seemed to want to go
to jail led to the fusion of the border underground" timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 404. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongminji" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "Are the country to
discredit even these gaemangsin" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 405. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "munseongjun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "What," by writing articles that are timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 406. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "River Yoona" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul Create an
article entitled "Oh shy" and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 407. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hataeyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"But Marvelous. Obama names ttaljasik know news Did
you look at a lot of writing an article called, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to
spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 408. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
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the account named "nogayeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"A real disgrace the country. Come on. The write for
the "timely and preached to the general public is led to the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 409. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Young-jin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create an article entitled "ttokgatne is the
result of anything different international disgrace that," and it is the right time to let the general public
and disseminate the plaintiffs and their families cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 410. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Mj Lee" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims Further commentsIt is The posts to write for the "Nis
Maybe" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 411. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Yu Jun Yeub" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims comments or post on an article entitled "Ghana that led to the CIA" to it
and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 412. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee, Hee - Young" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
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"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Chuckling seclusion at home. The
unemployed and the United States seemed so easy this is research? What did you say boring? The
United States would not chuckling got your ease. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated
to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 413. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "while Eugene" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"Lee, Mi Young Look. Country disgrace. Five more were required to write an article called "timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 414. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimyoungjong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Conservatives once again performance, not one
apology. Jyeotneunde Ambassador to the President, not the deadly sins," write for that and it is the
right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 415. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) is using the account named "Silver Star Hung" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"Tsk, fell
kkolgap not know the subject. Create an article entitled #Obama "and it is the right time to allow the
general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 416. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
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the account named "jeonjinwoo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Lee Hye-in" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 417. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Eunkyoung Choi" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or posts to write an article called "Y."
and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 418. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where the member account ID
or nickname of "Ha-na Shin" the use article titles or posts, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a place slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or spreading false
facts or his claims for commentHaeteotneunde posts or the "Obama praised South Korea training.
Whether or not that person is jinbeom haetne firsthand the reality of Korea education to write for the
"timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 419. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Subin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul resident
Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number 228969)
a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts or their
claims where or publishedThis Article"This is the real Kim Jee-woon. It creates a real disgrace
Korea is shy, "that article and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 420. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Seungwon James Song" use the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters
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would be raped. "Koreans in Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" (address or
registered number: 228969), the purpose of slandering where the complainant or the fact that
dissemination or spreading false or herselfof To claim this comment or post on an article called "Cia
South Korea travel ohgetne," and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 421. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimmyeongseon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Creating an article called "Ji Yong Lee" and
it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 422. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choeseunghyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Lee, Hye Young" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 423. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Hand infants." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an article
called "Anseong" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 424. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choejunyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
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228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "jeonghuijae" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 425. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimjeongah" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "bakmingeon" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 426. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "So Hee Bae" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims for comment Or write for the posts of "betrayal Hee disgrace," and it is
the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 427. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gosiyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "Chella Choi me away from the
crazy South Korea," and to the general public and disseminate timely let the plaintiffs and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 428. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Joon-ho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Fuck, chuckling. "The creation of the posts and timely
disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
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anxiety.
Tracking Number 429. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site name "WIKITREE" using the information
network on Facebook Sync: The (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
using the account named "For seohu" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of
'authenticated', that is, to be timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes
defendant is only attached face book profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and
timely to an unspecified number and spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 430. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimjaeyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 431. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Jennifer Shyn" (for the address or registered number
228969) a non-objective or the fact that the complainant or where dissemination or spreading false
their claims title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would be raped "Koreans living in
Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" for Comments or posts to write an article
called "insane" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 432. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Min-sung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
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false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Embarrassed" let the complainant and
family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number that is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 433. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "haseungyeop" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "Tsk," let the complainant and family to write for
the general public and timely propagation of causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 434. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Bum Soo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Jerk (" Jerk "is an abbreviation of the bath)" to create
an article entitled and timely disseminated to the general public is induced causing extreme fear and
anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 435. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Resident iron" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul Create a
"sell-side" of the article is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families
to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 436. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Soo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul resident
Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number 228969)
a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts or their
claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "The Best Four Days" by timely
and unspecified causes and propagation causes extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and
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family.
Tracking Number 437. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the
place, the account named "Young Jae Jo" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul
resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or
registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where
the facts dissemination, or his claims topyear Comments, or posts a "missing angle (Respondent's
performances this is the right time would result in the complainant's missing.)" Write for that and it is
the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 438. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee Soo Hyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "insane" and timely, and
spread to an unspecified number let the accusers and their families is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 439. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakseonghak" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "" It is right that the article and the general public and
disseminate timely let the plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 440. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yigwanho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create an article entitled "Hull" and it is the right time
to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
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Tracking Number 441. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yihyosin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Real Cheap why? If you want to get a side of rice or
eat as decimal Why disgrace the country grated interest "let the complainant and family to write for
timely and spread to an unspecified number that is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 442. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yijueun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article named "Best day membership
him" and to timely and unspecified causes propagation causes extreme fear and anxiety to the
complainant and family.
Tracking Number 443. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "two seed." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called
"gaemangsin" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 444. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "seohyerin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "Yun Jura -_-?" By writing articles that are timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 445. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
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interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "Support" article title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or publishedThis Article"Dolatna look real. By creating a imda called
"article and timely disseminated to general public is led to the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 446. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Tae Hoon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "hikikomori," let the complainant and
family to write for the general public and timely propagation of causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 447. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "static picture" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "It is really
embarrassing information dasol," that is to write for the general public and disseminate timely let the
accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 448. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "All Kang Min" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is to write
for the "Send to Greenland." Timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 449. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Oh Hansol" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
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left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "How
sonhyeon international French atmosphere." Timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 450. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "joseongguk" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Mother and the Horned dwijyeodo'm not disgrace the
country properly." To write for that timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme
fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number451. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Lee Jihyeok" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or posts should follow "movie guy?
Hehe written an article called, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 452. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Chapter Hwajeong" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an
article called "sell-side brother" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 453. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Han Dong-won" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
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number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Let the "real sell-side," the complainant and
family to write for the general public and timely propagation of causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 454. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Lauren Kong" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments, or posts to write an article called
"-_- this mwoim" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 455. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Seungil Kang" title of the article or post is
"threatening posts left Seoul resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White
House homepage: up to (address or registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or
factual dissemination or false where the facts dissemination, or his claimsyear Comments or posts is
"yes jongbuk that the opposition is to die are you going?" By writing articles that are timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 456. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeonyoungung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "Mong add one win of Hyundai
Group chairman Son" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads
to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 457. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gangyujin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Oh please little restraint," it is written an article called,
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and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 458. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Jinyoung Choi" (for the address or registered number
228969) a non-objective or the fact that the complainant or where dissemination or spreading false
their claims title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would be raped "Koreans living in
Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" for Comments or post on an article entitled
"The military forces jongbuk thunk," and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs
and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 459. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jangjiung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Let the complainant and family to write an article
called, "Just take her family to the United States chyeoyo" timely and preached to unspecified causes
intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 460. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee, Sang - Won" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "real (which
means that the English 'real' slang as" really sure "of.) It is a country disgrace" and an unspecified by
a number of timely and spread to let the plaintiffs and their families cause extreme fear and anxiety .
Tracking Number 461. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "standing hanseul" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an article
called "shy jukgetne" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is
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causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 462. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee, Joon - Hyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Nevertheless, chuckling its nationals in the
country. To write an article that is not something the government Trang different "timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 463. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongjaemin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 464. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Paul Lee" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or posts written an article called, "Oh fuck sell
one side" and it let the unspecified plaintiffs and their families in a number of timely and spread to
cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 465. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Lee Jinho" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPostsOr posts a "downed and my foreign friends, place
the original lot these days. I wrote that the babies are not even care. haha. "The creation of the posts
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and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 466. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongmingi" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Are "Why do not you rape or Korean President
brother?" By writing articles and timely unspecified cause and spread the complainant and the family
that cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 467. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yiwoojin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "it enabled the country to
discredit" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 468. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee, Hyun - Ju" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "T_T I do not know the body, two bars,"
to write articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 469. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeonghajun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "international disgrace
crazy" to timely and unspecified causes and spread to the complainant and the family leads to
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extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 470. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hanminseop" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "The real shame is" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 471. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimmingyu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Sorry" timely and preached
to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 472. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gilyunho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create an article entitled "What are you embarrassed
yinya country" and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 473. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hwangwonjun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 474. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "songjunwoo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul" haha. go chuckling. go chuckling. go chuckling. go
chuckling. Go away, just go write for that everywhere! "is a terrorist organization and it is the right
time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 475. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "imgyumo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"The Hull - this international mangsinsal. Create an
article that had hot yonom group "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 476. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakjinyong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"That 's for an international embarrassment. That man
seemed to be buried soon (Respondent publicly is timely that the complainant would be buried alive.)
To write for the "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 477. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "songgeunho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"A typical keyboard warrior certification?
( 'Certification' of the abbreviated slang) to write for the "timely and preached to the general public is
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led to the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 478. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimtaehyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul" haha. To create a post of national disgrace "and an
unspecified number of timely and preached to allow the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 479. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yijugang" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Let the complainant and family to write for "do this and
do not want to kige ought called" timely and preached to unspecified causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 480. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yijiseon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Oh," write for that and let the timely and unspecified
plaintiffs and their families to propagate it is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 481. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "namtaekjun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is by creating an article called "low molecular weight
will come soon disappeared Articles Article jusijyo down" to the general public and disseminate
timely and let the accusers and their families cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 482. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
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the account named "Seo Jun-young" story title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Ugh. Shy let the write for the real thing, "and plaintiffs
and their families in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate it causes extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 483. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Song hamin" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "They pepper also little crabs rape
do (Respondent is timely information to molesting the complainant to the general public.)" Write for
that and let the timely unspecific and the complainant and family to propagate causing extreme fear
and anxiety Do.
Tracking Number 484. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Yoon Seul Kim" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims for Comments or posts, "Oh shy," write for that, and it is timely to let the
general public and disseminate the plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 485. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongyechan" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "International interest in seed" and
timely, and spread to an unspecified number let the accusers and their families caused severe panic
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 486. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gwakbonggil" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "Barrack Obama beoreok
anger" in a timely manner and to the general public and disseminate let the accusers and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 487. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site name "WIKITREE" using the information
network on Facebook Sync: Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Ji Won" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left behind,"
Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the address or
registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or spreading
false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"Gangminjeong chuckling. Write for that lunatic,
"and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 488. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Kangmin Yoon" title of the article or post is
"threatening posts left Seoul resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White
House homepage: up to (address or registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or
factual dissemination or false where the facts dissemination, or his claimsyear Comments or posts
"haetne thing is" that it is the right time to write for the general public and disseminate let the
accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 489. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongseungeun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Dogs Do not make like the Republic of
Korea. Sencheok me to be writing an article that the United States ranks far "than our timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 490. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yunchaehan" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
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228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Damn syeotnya lose your mother? It (Respondent is
threatening the family of the complainant.) To write for the "timely and unspecified causes and
spread to the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 491. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gwonjeongho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "goyounguk (child sexual
predators) enabled second" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 492. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "New Sumin" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for a "come and go like
the wind, I'll go away like dew." Timely and unspecified causes and spread to the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 493. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Emilie Shin Binns" use the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would
be raped. "Koreans in Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" (address or
registered number: 228969), the complainant, where the purpose or non-facts, or dissemination of
false information disseminated or his Claims Comments or posts written an article called "four'll take
the ancestor worship of one netizen:" The order is to let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 494. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where the member account ID
or nickname of "Crystal F. Davis" the use article titles or posts, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"the White House threatened on the Myspace posts left Seoul resident Koreans" (address or
registered number: 228969) is a complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false
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information, or their main placeChapter For comments or posts, "What's wrong T_T really do not."
To write for timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family that is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 495. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kyung Hee" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "hyoeun we earn money
quickly departed the country," and lead to let the general public in a timely manner to the complainant
and family to spread extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 496. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee, Dong - Hee" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "hikikomori cub"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 497. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "sinjinhui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Yijunseop, give out in the country," it is written in the
article entitled and timely unspecified preaching let the accusers and their families caused severe
panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 498. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Choi, Seung - Ho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called, "usually while
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the investigation is also not properly target the Obama Now naene. To the right place," and let the
unspecified plaintiffs and their families in a number of timely and spread to cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 499. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Lord Ye Jin" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "real low is"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 500. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jangtaejun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"La soars! To create a force (Respondent is timely
information to despise the Korean population belonging to the complainant.) Called "articles of
Koreans and timely manner to the general public and disseminate let the accusers and their families
is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 501. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hyosang" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article To write an article called "nayong without" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 502. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Minsu Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPosts Posts or creates a post called "CIA
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seemed the Korea branch while looking hahaha," and it is the right time to allow the general public to
spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 503. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yigieop" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Yichanhi. Create an article entitled neonya? "And it is
the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 504. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yundoyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Kim, Sae - Hee;" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 505. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Ji yerin" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an article
called "Kim Mi-hwa" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 506. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "seosubin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create an article entitled "Kim Sun," and it is the right
time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear
and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 507. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yihyeonseung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Ah. All Koreans laid not really. To write for the "timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 508. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "sinmingyeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "Kim Min-joon your future" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 509. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Byeon Tae O" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims for comments or posts a "(Respondent is attached profanity of
'authenticated', that is, to be timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes only
defendants face book profile picture of a stamp)" to multiple write for and unspecified named to allow
timely and propagated to the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 510. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Jae" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul resident
Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number 228969)
a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts or their
claims where or publishedThis Article "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be timely
synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book profile
picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and spread of
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and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 511. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yichungmin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Ugh" timely and preached to
unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 512. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakhyeongho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country disgrace" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 513. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the
place, the account named "Scissors Huizhou" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul
resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or
registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where
the facts dissemination, or his claims comments or something forThe sigeul "," To write for and
timely to an unspecified number of radio waves and is causing extreme fear and insecurity led to the
plaintiffs and their families.
Tracking Number 514. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname
where the use of an account named "Sea Changshan" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an article
called "Country disgrace" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 515. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
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site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choeyunoh" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "insane" and timely, and
spread to an unspecified number let the accusers and their families is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 516. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Hee Sung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Tsk," to write articles that are timely and preached to
unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 517. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "myeongyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article Create an article entitled "Huh ~" and it is the right
time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 518. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "giminhwa" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"(A slang of the bath, which means in English" shit,
feces, as) Country embarrassed Oh shit chuckling. "The creation of the posts and timely
disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 519. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
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www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "US last week." title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is "dragged
go" and write an article that is timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 520. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimsebin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Ami spit" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 521. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Red John." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is "thou hast already
senile or from?" Write for that and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to
propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 522. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimyoungji" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To create a "miserable years" of post and timely
disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 523. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeonseongjin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
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228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Jerk (" to write for the general public and disseminate
timely that are causing causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 524. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gongjeongho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "The way I saw it going in the movie Uncle is a reality,"
to write articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and
anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 525. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Park Jung-ah" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create an article entitled "bakjeongwoo countries
disgrace" and is led by the complainant and family to an unspecified number in a timely manner and
propagation caused intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 526. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimtaeyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Assassinate me (Respondent is four weeks to kill me
to kill the complainant to the general public.)" Write for that, and it is timely to the general public and
lead to let the complainant and family propagated by extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 527. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimyeonhui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "real side jeongyounghwan sold" to
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the general public and disseminate timely and let the accusers and their families cause extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 528. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site name "WIKITREE" using the information
network on Facebook Sync: Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Mean unggim" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "Seed is also interested in the
degree of surface Champion" is induced by writing articles that are timely and preached to
unspecified causes the plaintiffs and their families extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 529. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choejimin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Park So-hyun crazy" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 530. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Ji" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Joe lump is also immense cross the sky (Respondent
was threatened, and referred the complainant organs feel a severe fear them.)" Let the complainant
and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of extreme fear and anxiety it is
the cause.
Tracking Number 531. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yieunsong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"What side garden. Write for that embarrassing, "and it
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is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 532. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choesunbin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Chuckling four hexadecimal digits. "The creation of
the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 533. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "current" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or publishedThis Article Let the complainant and family to write an
article called "international disgrace and why jeoreogo buy" timely and preached to unspecified
causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 534. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yusangjun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is an article written "to discredit our country also
gajida really kind," and that led to the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate
the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 535. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Ga-young" story title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Joeunbi disgrace to the country properly. Shy "let the
complainant and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number that is causing
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extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 536. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yihuihyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "real yeoteumyeon
seemed to run out nuclear over our heads" in a timely manner and to the general public and
disseminate let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 537. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "joseunggeun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "I'll raped in reverse," let the complainant and family to
write for the general public and disseminate timely that are causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 538. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Chey Tae-won" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Mong Hyundai Group chairman Son (refers
to the sons of Mong Hyundai Group chairman caused a controversy as posts that uncultivated for
years heading the bereaved.) 17k complete games wins," called to write for timely and spread to an
unspecified number plaintiffs and their families the cause is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 539. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Suye Choi" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPosts Or the posts are "MeeNa Park, just kill," let the
complainant and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense
fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 540. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "the honghyeon" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"If it really like that did
not threaten the United States is coming 'cause the FBI, CIA? haha. "The creation of the posts and
timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 541. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Park Yeong-hun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for a "disgrace the country," and it is
the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 542. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the
place, the account named "Young A Kim" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul
resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or
registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where
the facts dissemination, or his claims comments or posts written an article called "brother is
troubled," and it is the right time to propagate to the general public and let the accusers and their
families cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 543. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choejiwon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "The Republic of Korea
disgrace hikikomori class of" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 544. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Steven Juyoung An" use the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would
be raped. "Koreans in Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" (address or
registered number: 228969), the complainant, where the purpose or non-facts, or dissemination of
false information disseminated or his Claims Comments or post on an article entitled "sent to the
United States alone." For it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 545. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongyeonhui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Let the complainant and family to write for "The Killer
(killer) that I need." Unspecified number of timely and preached to cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 546. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "seonbin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article"Eoyigo discredit the country and live just Tsk struck
sucked jjujju bars in a mental hospital. Country disgrace and carting. Create an article entitled No
answer "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 547. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakhyohye" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Ana! Let the man ah why do complainant and family to
write an article called Sagna? "Timely and spread to an unspecified number are causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 548. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
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site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim, Sun - Young" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Oh international disgrace" by writing
articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the
complainant and family.
Tracking Number 549. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Park Joon-hyung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"And (an abbreviation of abuse of" Fuck.)
Fuck. What do you think the Obama gaemangsin write for that? ", And it is the right time to allow the
general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 550. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Bum Soo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for the "sell side Ugh," and it is the right time to
let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 551. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Myo Jung Kim" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims topyear Comments or posts written an article called, "Oh, T_T" and it is
the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 552. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
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www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Donghoon Kwak" (for the address or registered
number 228969) a non-objective or the fact that the complainant or where dissemination or
spreading false their claims title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would be raped
"Koreans living in Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" for Comments or posts
written an article called "Your uncle talked out in the movies," and it is the right time to let the general
public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 553. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Da Woon Yeon" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims topyear Comments, or posts it causes the complainant and family to
write an article called "What Wen disgrace" timely and preached to unspecified causes intense fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 554. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choehyeonho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "a good Feel they taking" by writing articles and
timely to an unspecified number of radio waves and let the accusers and their families cause extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 555. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "positive play" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an
article called "psycho-enabled" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 556. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee Sang-min" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"great! Eat 33 years old write for that, "and it is the
right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 557. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakgyeongsun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "La finely crazy!
To Madness" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 558. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Tae Nam Yeo" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims comments or posts written an article called "country disgrace sikine
properly." for it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 559. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeonseongjin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country gaemangsin" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 560. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Killer new system." title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
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homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "We need to
send to the White House on the Hill" by writing articles that are timely and preached to unspecified
causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 561. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "support unit" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "Land
correctly'm embarrassed," write for that and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread
the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number562. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Seonha Park" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims posts or comments "shameful. After the "write
for that and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 563. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongchangyo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"The death penalty introduced go. Go. Introducing the
death penalty or punishment to raise some characters written an article called, "and it is the right
time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 564. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Lumin Lim" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
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homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPosts This is caused or posts for the article
entitled "Are the country also jongbuk forces are more bangbang everywhere" and let the
unspecified plaintiffs and their families in a timely manner to the number and spread extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 565. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "ganghyeonjeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Please shut up," that is to write for the
general public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 566. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yihuiman" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country disgrace ohjida"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 567. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choeyunseo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Issues Heather chuckling reclusive loner type. Have
"by writing articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 568. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakgyeongsu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
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228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Let the accuser and family to write an article called
"Park, Yong - Jin. But the real mistake was, but look for a job in point of failure that if employment is
well featured packed a good home Would screamed cheaper to like that post" timely and preached to
unspecified extreme fear and it is causing anxiety.
Tracking Number 569. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Yoon Seo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article"Be President Park Geun-hye and rape! Mr. Obama, do
not touch that live well written an article called, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to
spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 570. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Net singing" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul I am "just
want jyeoteumyeon out of the country," let the complainant and family to write for timely and spread
to an unspecified number of causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 571. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimyeseong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"I figured hold? FBI should. CIA is it? Create an article
called, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 572. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeonwooseok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
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228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"When I told him how much power did you do like that
seed of interest? It's failing the job! Eating eopeuni also difficult to live a Friend'd been desperate
course, that was wrong, but he's really happened Maybe I did not get to properly manage the country?
It came out from college. It feels once again whether the job is much more difficult "to write articles
that are timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the
complainant and family.
Tracking Number 573. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "local server" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"Ha. this. O what a disgrace the
country, please get ye up a bit mental Koreans created an article called, "and it is the right time to
allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 574. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "sincerity cooperation" title of the article or post a
"Seoul resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "Now two
minutes danghasin laid down in vivo," write for that and it is the right time to let the general public and
disseminate the plaintiffs and their families cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 575. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Ga Hyoung Lee" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims for Comments or posts written an article called "international disgrace
-_-" and it let the unspecified plaintiffs and their families in a number of timely and spread to cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 576. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
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the account named "Kim, Jin - Won" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It allows the creation of a post of "why
should our country never had a servant.You were problems" and the plaintiffs and their families in a
timely manner to the general public and disseminate causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 577. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee Sun-young" story title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Oh yeah. Write for that disgrace also several
"countries and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 578. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakbeomsu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"International disgrace. No write for that country sikine
disgrace, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 579. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yijiyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "real side palryeoseo" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 580. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Park, Soon - Young" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
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number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Ugh," timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 581. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee Won-jong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "That went a country disgrace." Writing an
article called, and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 582. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "baeksehyeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Wow. To write an article that really
shameful, "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 583. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Park, Jong - Hyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "Ugh health
hasini He mother?" And let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the
cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 584. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Forward syeonghyeon" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is "by arresting the
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real side of La palryeoseo handed over to the US real" writing articles that are timely and unspecified
causes and spread to the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 585. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gangminseong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated',
that is, to be timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only
attached face book profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an
unspecified number and spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 586. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "sonbyeongju" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create an article entitled "Lotta in any teotteurinda the
bombings and the killing of any terrorist hapil if rape nya," and it is timely to the general public and
lead to let the complainant and family propagated by extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 587. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Road Hyosung" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity
of 'authenticated', that is, to be timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes
defendant is only attached face book profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and
timely to an unspecified number and spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 588. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "Kim Dong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
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number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "to please even the US trial and jail in
the United States rather than the country." To write for timely and preached to unspecified causes
the complainant and the family that cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 589. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "rookie Paper" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is the right and timely,
and spread to an unspecified number of lines of "But the problem is too many people say sexually
abused in that way, the way the internet in our country," let the accusers and their families caused
severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 590. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Lin west longitude." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul Write for a "disgrace
the country," and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to
propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 591. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Yeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul resident
Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number 228969)
a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts or their
claims where or somethingThe sigeul The "still images and fucking ( 'damn' of profane words,
'serious' is an abbreviation of the means.) Country disgrace," let the complainant and family to write
for timely and spread to an unspecified number of extreme fear and anxiety cause.
Tracking Number 592. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "kite" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul resident
Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number 228969)
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a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts or their
claims where or publishedThis Article"Chuckling seats. By creating crazy "and that writing and
disseminating timely unspecified let the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 593. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Ha Neul Lee" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims comments or posts written an article called "yijeongim" in order to make
timely and unspecified causes and spread of the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 594. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "Dong - Hyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul" haha. "The creation of the posts and timely
disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 595. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimseungchan" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "Kim O'Reilly really is an
international disgrace" and timely, and spread to an unspecified number let the accusers and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 596. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongminho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
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or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "hikikomori dignity" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 597. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "namyu hope" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread To write an article
called "interest Seed Tsk" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 598. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yisangmun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Allow to write for the "real thing, do not live like that",
and timely disseminated to the general public as a complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 599. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "standing intellect." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "Jerk (" Jerk "is an
abbreviation of the bath)" to create an article entitled and timely disseminated to the general public is
induced causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 600. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimgijun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It allows to create an article entitled "He seemed to
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disappear from the country", and timely disseminated to the general public as a complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 601. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee Jae-joon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "gaemangsin" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 602. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Park Si-eun" the article title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Ana! Why QI real country people. Write for
that foreign gaseodo do not freak, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 603. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Young Min" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Country disgrace (the 'Mr've gotta fucking"
is a bath) well it's really've gotta fucking "is called to write for the general public and disseminate
timely let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 604. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Byeonghoon Yoon" the title of the article or post. ""
the Obama daughters would be raped. "Koreans in Seoul left post in the White House threatened
homepage" (address or registered number: 228969), the complainant where a non-objective or
factual dissemination or spreading false facts or his claimsof Comments or post on an article entitled
"Can the value of the plane?" For it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 605. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Yim Kummo" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPostsOr posts the "Subjects in English is
taken care of. Create an asshole called "post, and it is the right time to allow the general public to
spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 606. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "baeyunjin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "gimminju is impregnated Spring
serious lover than you are" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 607. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yiwonseop" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul" haha. Write for that crazy, "and it is the right time to
allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 608. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choeyujeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Let the right to an article entitled, "Sir, why Eun
yireona?" Timely and spread to an unspecified number complainant and the family is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 609. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
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the account named "bakjihyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "ah-side gimgaram more chuckling.
Sold" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 610. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "one jihong" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is "an idiot (and abusive means of"
asshole. ")" To write an article that is timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and
the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 611. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yiyerin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "choehongseok Oh really crazy
-_-" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 612. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakjunyong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "No way that's not going to joke?" Let the
complainant and family to write for the general public and timely propagation of causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 613. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimdoyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "embarrassment gimdonghyeok
world class ohjim vibrating" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 614. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yugayoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Ugh," timely and preached
to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 615. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Jang Dong-Min" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Five! To write an article called yisine strong
of heart. "Timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 616. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "seoseongwon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"It's a disgrace. Really write for that -_- "and it is the
right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 617. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "JiHun Oh" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
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spreading or spreading false or his claims comments, or posts to write an article called "positive
energy fucking faith?" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 618. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "seoyoungjun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create an article entitled "Country disgrace!" And it is
the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 619. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "imda rate" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It led to the "Please Do
not disgrace the country," the plaintiffs and their families by creating posts that are timely and
preached to unspecified causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 620. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yunjueun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Please do not" fill the posts that are timely and
preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 621. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimdoyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "gimyujin embarrassed the
United States did not even money will go" to let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families
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to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 622. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kristen" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article "The real disgrace the country haetne correctly" by
writing articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and
anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 623. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Moon Saehan" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is by creating an article called "Lee,
Hyun - Soo yiyongjun" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 624. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakseungwoo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "yireoni geoim huh.
Koreans suffer discrimination" in a timely manner and to the general public and disseminate let the
accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 625. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "heominjae" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
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spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 626. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "John Smith" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "What bakyebin to rape!"
Timely and unspecified causes and spread to the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 627. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choejinsu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 628. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Ji" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To create a "shame alahyaji" articles that are timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 629. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gwonseonghyeok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create an article entitled "Era" and it is the
right time to let the general public and disseminate the plaintiffs and their families cause extreme fear
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and anxiety.
Tracking Number 630. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choeseongah" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"I'm going crazy I view our country. A. I do not write for
that, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads
to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 631. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "songtaebin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "This is all thanks to Mr. gets blown nuclear," that is to
write for the general public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their families caused severe
panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 632. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimmiso" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"crazy. Write for an international disgrace, "and it is the
right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 633. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "ganghoyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "yiungjae hometown is the best day
membership probability that a percentage of cod from?" Timely and preached to unspecified causes
the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 634. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "scheduled transmission" title of the article or post a
"Seoul resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"Oh
minseonhye chuckling. Than me who live life Billy. written an article called, "and it is the right time to
allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 635. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimyesol" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "Where Strange Uncle
Hehe a strange sound," and the right time to the general public and disseminate let the plaintiffs and
their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 636. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "one soram" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is "a disgrace disgrace's" let the
complainant and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 637. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "One den" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"International disgrace
chuckling. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant
and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 638. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
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site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "sindongju" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 639. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimdoyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 640. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "joyunju" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 641. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where the member account ID
or nickname of "Ye-jin Yang" the use article titles or posts, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a place slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or spreading false
facts or his claims comments or posts to it by writing an article called "shy T_T" timely and preached
to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 642. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Boosung Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims posts or comments let in to write a post called
"monkey I did these drugs," and to the general public and disseminate timely complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 643. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee Byung-Keun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to "jump in the interest seolchiji stars
seed the country because the law is not strict," write for that timely and preached to unspecified
causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 644. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yunharim" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Hull side palrim real dog," to write articles that are
timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant
and family.
Tracking Number 645. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakgiwan" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "fuck international disgrace" by writing articles
and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family that cause extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 646. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
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interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "best dew" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "Why
Sagna reclusive loner type!" Timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 647. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "jangmin thing" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "sad
hanmyeongjun" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 648. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yieunyong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "yijiho energy?" Timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 649. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choejiseon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "yunyunmi crazy" to timely
and unspecified causes and spread of the plaintiffs and their families is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 650. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hangyuwon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country disgrace" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 651. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Miyoung Lee" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or posts written an article called
"country disgrace," and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families
to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 652. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee Yoo-jin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It "is really embarrassing," to write for that timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 653. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where the member account ID
or nickname of "Yeong-a Lee" the use article titles or posts, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a place slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or spreading false
facts or his claims comments or posts written an article called "an international disgrace Im
wooribyeol for" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 654. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yiyerim" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
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or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "through current properly
Country disgrace" and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the
cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 655. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Kim duhyeon" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread It led to the creation of a post of
"Oh kids are just being lonely you must use" timely and spread to an unspecified number plaintiffs and
their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 656. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Monju" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article"Deoni, send an email to the White House from Mister
hagun really possible. Hehe written an article called, "and it is the right time to allow the general
public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (www.wikitree.co.kr site address) where the member ID or nickname, "Da
Jong-woo Ba" 657. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" use the account title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters
would be raped, "Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage"
(address or registered number 228969) a place slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination
or spreading false or herself the above claimsyear Comments or posts written an article called "Your
kingdom come disgrace," and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 658. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gangwonjin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Kando immense," that is to write for the general
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public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 659. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Ga-young" story title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 660. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Kim David" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"Kill just gets even resident
obliterated. Obama to create a type called "article and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 661. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Seonmok Moon" title of the article or post is
"threatening posts left Seoul resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White
House homepage: up to (address or registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or
factual dissemination or false where the facts dissemination, or his claimsyear Comments or posts
written an article called, "but this time was quite a little thing brought biological weapons secretly,
without notice to the group over" and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and
their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 662. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Choi" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul resident
Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number 228969)
a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts or their
claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "international disgrace real" in a
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timely manner and to the general public and disseminate let the accusers and their families caused
severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 663. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Joo-young" story title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "son of a bitch huh," let the complainant and family
to write for the general public and timely propagation of causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 664. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Jae Hee jaehyeok" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread"Right. What happened
really is the right article entitled T_T "and in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate
let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 665. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jangseongyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Simple nawatne times out. Five
international embarrassment is to write for the "timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 666. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yiseonghyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "aggro is that people are
becoming ashamed of our share" in a timely manner and to let the general public and disseminate the
plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 667. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Shin Yun-Jeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Oh, really ashamed!" And that is to write
for the right time to let the general public and disseminate the plaintiffs and their families cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 668. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "boat jiyun" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul Is to create a "national
disgrace seems to be a right," writing that timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant
and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 669. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site name "WIKITREE" using the information
network on Facebook linkage (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the
place, the account named "Lee Ho Jun" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul
resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or
registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where
the facts dissemination, or his claims for commentOr it will post a "rape your daughter. Please note
that your name is written an article that is not Yi Lee OO "and in a timely manner to the general public
and disseminate let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 670. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choeseonwoo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "low-soon-type view of
the navy seal brother disappear I do not know in this world," and the right time to let the general
public and disseminate the plaintiffs and their families cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 671. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
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site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "sonyujeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Is "You remind me," to write articles that are timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 672. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "holy people" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or publishedThis Article To write an article called "SAS is a Korean"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 673. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimyejin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "yiyurim" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 674. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jangjunseong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 675. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
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www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Changing sebit" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul Write for a
"slut mom life," and it is timely to the general public and lead to let the complainant and family
propagated by extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 676. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Shin Hyun-bin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Was penis. "The creation of the posts and
timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 677. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Rachel Seunghee Choi" use the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters
would be raped. "Koreans in Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" (address or
registered number: 228969), the purpose of slandering where the complainant or the fact that
dissemination or spreading false or partyfaith To claim the right post comments or posts a "one-side"
and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 678. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongsangjun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "severe than the decimal" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 679. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Chohee Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul
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resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comment Posts or creates a post called
"gimseohui T_T side and sell," and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 680. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yigyeongah" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Not to punish the United States. Age, let alone to eat a
well-written article entitled, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 681. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Jae Hong Ahn" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Eomtaeuk essence is the scholar yeotne fuck," write
for that and it is the right time to let the general public and to propagate the plaintiffs and their
families cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 682. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeonbyeongjun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Welch's feeding times being sent to burn.
Oh he is to write for the "timely and preached to the general public is led to the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 683. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "sinjeongwon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
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228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Jeolyeotda disgrace countries. Write for the real thing
vibrating, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 684. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) is using the account named "Item Type" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"Seriously
real shame. haha. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 685. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "chaebyeonghyu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create a "Kaito Kid interested seeds" that
article and it is timely to the general public and lead to let the complainant and family propagated by
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 686. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Southern Dynasties dongjun" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread It led to the
complainant and to the family. "These days, many mentally ill is true," write for that timely and
preached to unspecified causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 687. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimeuncheol" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
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or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for the "seed heads four interest" and it is the
right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 688. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jangjunseong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It allows the creation of an article entitled "Sooner or
later one of the red laser aiming behind dwijil seemed in the first draft to the man's head," and in a
timely manner to the general public and disseminate the plaintiffs and their families cause extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 689. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jangjunseong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 690. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakjeongyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "Why
sikineunde real disgrace our country, Obama daughters still clamping What are you?" In a timely
manner and to let the general public and disseminate the plaintiffs and their families caused severe
panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 691. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choeseungjun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "passing to the US ought to be
prosecuted," timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 692. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named the "people" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "embarrassing
T_T" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 693. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yihobin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 694. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Chohee Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comment Or post a "real jeonmingyu ah T_T I'll
attend to go abroad not holding his head as Korea people," I write for that and it is the right time to
allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 695. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Kyung Hwan Lee" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
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Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims comments, or posts it to write for the "daughter of Putin to the Kremlin
website also see the Shut your ass sayin?" and let the general public and in a timely manner to
propagate the complainant and family cause severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 696. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Yuri Cho" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims let the comments or posts the "Obama people all the time
Korea was mentioned now that" the complainant and family to write for the general public and
disseminate timely that are causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 697. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gujayeop" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To create a "strong" that article and timely
disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 698. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimboram" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "-_- namjieun" is to write articles that are timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 699. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Bo Ram" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
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spreading or spreading false or his claims Further commentsIt isThe posts ". Create an article
entitled gimdami "and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to
propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 700. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimjunseo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "gimbyeongwoo Hull" to write for timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family that cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 701. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Jiyeon Sung" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or posts written an article called "an
embarrassment T_T" and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 702. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "yunmin standing" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an article
called "penis being" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 703. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "was moved" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "international disgrace,"
and in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate let the accusers and their families
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caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 704. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakeunbi" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "gimhyeju look crazy" to timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 705. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yieungyeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "Joe mirye huh ashamed!" Timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 706. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "anjaebeom" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Jobyeonggeun normal apologize to go quickly
apologize. Write for both the "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 707. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Phili charles" (for the address or registered number
228969) a non-objective or the fact that the complainant or where dissemination or spreading false
their claims title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would be raped "Koreans living in
Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" for Comments or posts written an article
called "Republic of Korea savage class" and it is the right time to let the general public and the
plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 708. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
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site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Choi Won - Seok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "You're making Anna uncle reminded" by
writing articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and
anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 709. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Sunjik Lee" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comment Or posts a "film" is written an article
called "Must be, have you seen the" Uncle and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 710. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yiseungsu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Wow. A disgrace disgrace "by writing articles that are
timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant
and family.
Tracking Number 711. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee, Sun - Hee" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "side then! Get
turned away," and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 712. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
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www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Draco Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPostsOr the posts, "Oh. I'm embarrassed.
Create an article entitled T_T "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 713. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gwonhyeokseok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for a "real disgrace geographical Nha
country" and is led by the complainant and family to an unspecified number in a timely manner and
propagation caused intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 714. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimseongyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Oh, why do dogs really shy Sagna?" Write for that and
it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 715. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimbyeongchan" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Although Comments chuckling over. "The
creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 716. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "nogeonhwi" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Tsk, and international disgrace properly. Oh sure
these guys get off chuckling pull the country image. "The creation of the posts and timely
disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 717. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Jae-sung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Ah. Severely're lifting a repellent. Tsk, writing an
article called, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 718. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimmanbok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "In other ants backwards?"
And to the general public in a timely manner and disseminate let the accusers and their families
caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 719. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Yeonsu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is a "real international embarrassment Please Do
not" write for that, and to timely unspecified preaching let the accusers and their families caused
severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 720. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "minjonghyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 721. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimsiyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "international disgrace I were five
dogs," timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 722. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "anjinsu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 723. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hancheonhwi" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "international disgrace,"
and in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate let the accusers and their families
caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number724. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
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www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Han Nare" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or posts, "Koreans. And "to create the post of
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 725. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Ji-hoon won." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is "one of Korea do?"
Let the complainant and family to write for the general public and timely propagation of causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 726. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "songwonseon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "sinmingyeong" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 727. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Park Ji-soo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called, "Oh, embarrassed," and
unspecified timely and propagate let the accusers and their families is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 728. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Stone Scarlet" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
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Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an article
called "national dignity rise" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 729. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Park Chong Min" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims for comments or posts let the plaintiffs and their families by creating and
timely unspecific and disseminate the article entitled "the young ones do mothada Tsk than to eat
drink" cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 730. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "byeonjunyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country
disgrace" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 731. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Jo Min-soo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Sorry. Sorry. Create an article entitled Sorry, "and it is
the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 732. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakjeonghyeok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
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false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "crazy (in a bath abbreviation of
'freak'.)" Let the complainant and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of
causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 733. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongchanghwan" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Penis Ferme. "The creation of the posts and
timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 734. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "starboard" Article title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or publishedThis Article It led to the "damn bakgoeun ( 'damn' the
meaning of abbreviated as" severe "in the) international disgrace B" complainant and family to write
for timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 735. Respondent 2015. 9. Use the information network on Facebook Sir linked
sites were "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "reducer is" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left behind,"
Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the address or
registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or spreading
false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "The Country
disgrace huh" and lead to let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 736. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "nayounghun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Shoot to kill it answers," write for that and it is the
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right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 737. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "ganggyeonggu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called, "Maybe the
North Koreans?" And let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the
cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 738. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "imtaein" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "If you tell Putin's pet dog
food this real asshole" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 739. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yichanghu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul" haha. By creating a reclusive loner type "of articles
and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 740. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) is using the account named "Yun Prognosis" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write for
the "Country Party disgrace" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
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family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 741. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongminseok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "just kill," let the complainant and family to write
for timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 742. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Kim Sohee" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPostsOr "to gimmingyeong posts. Lord.
Write for that disgrace the country, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 743. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee, Seung - Hyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated',
that is, to be timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only
attached face book profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an
unspecified number and spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 744. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Oficer Lee" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comment Or posts a write for the "lady in front of
the White House, Obama seemed to take it out on fan dance Exodus" and it let the unspecified
plaintiffs and their families in a number of timely and spread to cause extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 745. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Forward Sohyang" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"Macho reclusive loner type. Age is
what cheomeok go. Oh really a lot asshole. "Create an article called, and it is the right time to allow
the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 746. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yudonghui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Now drop JDAM home after 14 hours (Respondent is
threatened to throw a bomb in the complainant residence)." Writing an article called, and the timely
unspecified preaching let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety Do.
Tracking Number 747. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Seung - Ho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create an article entitled "President's truly tough job,"
and it is timely to unspecified causes severe and cause fear and anxiety to the complainant and family
to spread.
Tracking Number 748. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimhyeonmin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul" haha. It replaced the distant thought. I'll go to the
White House website to find articles written like that, not even like a giant asshole simple. To write
an article called eopne outrageous "and timely, and spread to an unspecified number let the accusers
and their families is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 749. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "EunYoung Seo" title of the article or post is
"threatening posts left Seoul resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White
House homepage: up to (address or registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or
factual dissemination or false where the facts dissemination, or his claimsyear Comments or posts
written an article called "tea hyeran" and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs
and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 750. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Air - Conditions" article title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "" It is right that the article and the general
public and disseminate timely let the plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number The way it is.Dr. Navarro to 751. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book
linkage with the information network site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr)
where a Member ID or nickname is using the account named "bakgeunyeol" articles title or post, ""
the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House
homepage" (address or registered number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or
factual dissemination or spreading false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is
"Tsk," let the complainant and family to write for the general public and timely propagation of causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 752. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Suin Penny Gong" use the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would
be raped. "Koreans in Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" (address or
registered number: 228969), the complainant where a non-objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false facts or his claimsof Comments or posts written an article called "Ha," and it is to let
the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 753. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
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the account named "yigyuho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create a "side get turned away," and that Article is the
right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 754. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "not after" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left behind,"
Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the address or
registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or spreading
false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Ugh," timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 755. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimsuyeop" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Crazy. Obama is Ana -_- Why touched! haha. "The
creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 756. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "josoyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "yunjeongin shy" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 757. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "boat yebin" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
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spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul Is to create a "national
disgrace seems to be a right," writing that timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant
and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 758. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Paulina" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article To write an article called "Ugh Tsk" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 759. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jangtaehyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "Please lags as" timely and
unspecified causes and spread to the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 760. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimeunseo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is by creating an article called "Jeong Seong-hwan,
more embarrassing," timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads
to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 761. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "ansuyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Completion. Ah! Country'm embarrassed properly, it
creates a paper called "The timely and unspecified causes and spread of the plaintiffs and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 762. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Young Min" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Our people smoke. Just let it take care of
this by US law to write for the "timely and disseminated to the general public as a complainant and
the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 763. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "hwanghyeon good." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It led to the "reclusive loner type
always raise your problem." The complainant and family to write for timely and spread to an
unspecified number of causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 764. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "joseungsam" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Neohuin live for tomorrow? I live for today, writing an
article called, "and let the general public and the timely propagation complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 765. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimgyeongsik" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "it enabled the country to
discredit" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 766. Respondent 2015. 9. Use the information network on Facebook Sir linked
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sites were "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Stop the" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left behind," Obama
daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the address or registered
number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or spreading false or his
claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"Ugh. Jukgetne sell side. To write an article called Hehe
crazy T_T "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 767. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Jh Jang" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPostsOr posts a "Hull. After receiving news articles of
interest in thinner I'll going to tell me that these days parents "to write articles that are timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 768. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee, Ho - Jin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is by creating an article called "aligned kkeolkkeol
We Fucked" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 769. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Kim Han Naru" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread Creating an article called
"anti-USA also jakjak Make a disgrace the country," and it is the right time to allow the general public
to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 770. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
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the account named "Kwon So-hyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "Please take shalt. Open area" to write
for timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family that cause extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 771. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "namjun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 772. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yihyojong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create an article entitled "No real answers" and it is
the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 773. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakhuiin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Natasha Kim Chae-bin? Inde my old girlfriend's name
to write an article called "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 774. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname
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where the use of an account named "yunmin not" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"Ah. Led to the creation of shy.
"Articles and timely disseminated to the general public as a complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 775. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Jisoo Song" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims commentOr the posts, "Oh. Led to the creation of
shy. "Articles and timely disseminated to the general public as a complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 776. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yunyoungjin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "minimum eighth grade
jiralbyeong" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 777. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Joe Dew" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"The word rape'm not
saying that you can so easily spit. Look one more time, Mr. French. So put it boldly looked up writing
an article called Caesarea attend? "Walk lifted and timely unspecific and cause let the accuser and
family propagated by extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 778. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
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www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Nala Lee" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or post on an article entitled "Oh T_T shy" and it
is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 779. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hayerin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is by creating an article called "low country is also
interested in the seed lot," timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 780. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongdonggu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "No, why are you doing that hell" is to write articles
that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 781. Respondent 2015. 9. Use the information network on Facebook Sir linked
sites were "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr)
using the account named "Do not delay." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "Oh fuck shy" to write for timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family that is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 782. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeonbyeongheon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
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"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "international disgrace
disgrace Korea gaemangsin" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 783. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yunjonghyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"This. after! Yundonghyeon chuckling. "The creation of
the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 784. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Se Jung Park" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims topyear Comments or posts to write an article called "-_-" and it is the
right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 785. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "clear" article title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article It is written an article called "Why Sagna," and let the
timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 786. Respondent 2015. 9. Use the information network on Facebook Sir linked
sites were "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) is a Member ID or nickname using the
account named "Yu powerful" where title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left behind,"
Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the address or
registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or spreading
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false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul Write for the "international disgrace" and let
the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 787. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimahreum" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To create a "Tsk crazy" posts that are timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 788. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeonsanghyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write for "to get rid of John," that is
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 789. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the
place, the account named "Soo Bin Park" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul
resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or
registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where
the facts dissemination, or his claims topyear Comments or posts written an article called
"seosugyeong Natasha?" And it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 790. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimyinam" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"What a crazy asshole? -_- to write for the "timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 791. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Hyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul resident
Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number 228969)
a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts or their
claims where or publishedThis Article "Why?" By writing articles that are timely and preached to
unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 792. Respondent 2015. 9. Use the information network on Facebook Sir linked
sites were "WIKITREE": This is where (website address www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Jean changhyeok" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"Ohgyeongmin
baeyoungjun What? Creating an additional 1 W added Ferme! "That article and it is timely to the
general public and disseminate let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 793. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimminju" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"It is a crazy country yippi embarrassed to go to eat 33
years old Is mwohan more like shit? haha. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to
unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 794. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yijongmyeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Country ohjige'm embarrassed" by writing articles
that are timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the
complainant and family.
Tracking Number 795. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
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the account named "yiseonggyu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create an article entitled "Did you intend to try
assassinated" and let the general public and the timely propagation complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 796. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeonghayong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "The sinyoungmin
reclusive loner-type moves about and what did you" and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and
their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 797. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yiinhwan" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "Will this embarrassment
again" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 798. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Ji Hoon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Ugh chuckling. O no answer Obama is the president of
the Republic of Korea to allow the complainant and the family create a'll think article entitled "The
right time and to the general public and disseminate look good causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 799. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "sinminseok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "international disgrace,"
and in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate let the accusers and their families
caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 800. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choejunyeol" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "What are you doing in
another country real" timely and unspecified causes and spread to the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 801. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Dong Gil Kim" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims topyear Comments or posts written an article called "those who write
malicious comments netizens give a real help," and it is the right time to let the general public and the
plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 802. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choeeunjeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It let the "good one though English is BONNET"
complainant and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 803. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Kim Sumin" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
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homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPostsOr posts a "guy chuckling'm not being
sooner or later assassinated. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified
causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 804. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yiyoungrim" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It "makes me all embarrassed" to write for timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family that cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 805. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "eomgyeongseop" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Gosh. By creating crazy things, "that article
by Sore weather is hot and timely to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family
is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 806. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Jerome Subin Choi" use the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would
be raped. "Koreans in Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" (address or
registered number: 228969), the complainant, where the purpose or non-facts, or dissemination of
false information disseminated or his Claims Comments or posts written an article called, "Sorry,
such as the nationals of the Republic of Korea," and it is for an unspecified number in a timely manner
and disseminated to let the plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 807. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimdohyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Seriously side four Farley," that is to write for the
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general public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 808. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Jong Woo Lim" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims topyear Comments or posts written an article called "psycho-enabled"
and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the
cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 809. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeonginsuk" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Suddenly appeared round objects from your yard that
person sky seemed to vanish with the light. X File've been running too. Creating an article called,
"and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 810. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "woojiwon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Ah-oh. Write for a country that disgrace, "and it is the
right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 811. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "sehyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article Create an article entitled "choegwonhwan Linda Korea
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and not one side" and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to
propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 812. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "anyounggon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "jangmin" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 813. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "songminyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Lee Dong - joon"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 814. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Ganwonpolice" articles or post title is "threatening left post Koreans in Seoul" to
"Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: up to (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant or disseminate defamatory or false facts where facts
dissemination, or his claimsyear Comments or posts to write an article called "T_T" and it is the right
time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 815. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakdoun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
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spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 816. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "imjaehwan" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "crazy (in a bath abbreviation of 'freak'.)" Let the
complainant and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 817. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakjongin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country disgrace" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 818. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "invert" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article To write an article called "Country disgrace" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 819. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yunhansaem" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "hayigo" timely and preached
to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 820. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
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site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choeminhui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for the "seeds of interest," and it is the right time
to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 821. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the
place, the account named "Kim Heh is" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul
resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or
registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where
the facts dissemination, or his claims comments or something forThe sigeul It is to write for the "why
live" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 822. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "choedong is" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an
article called "international disgrace the country -_-" timely and preached to unspecified causes is
causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 823. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "sinhyeonsu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "I Won Bin tteora movie guy?" Write for that and
let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 824. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
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www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Daeun Lee" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPosts Posts or creates a post called
"foreplay Joe What are you It's also international disgrace," and it is the right time to allow the general
public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 825. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "longevity incense" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is to write
for the "new forms of attention, standing seed Lee Hyun" timely and preached to unspecified causes
the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 826. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choesuyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create an article entitled "The Dream is true, once
won," and it is timely to unspecified causes severe and cause fear and anxiety to the complainant and
family to spread.
Tracking Number 827. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "formula" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create an article entitled yireogodo god help me I'll be
able to "Obama for saying," Me? "" It is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 828. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yanggyeongseop" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
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"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Syeotne lot neuleu," that is to write for the
general public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 829. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakjunyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Oh, Who's real? It was a disgrace the country, write for
that, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads
to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 830. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimsihyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Look at the kkangdagu. TOSS chuckling behind. "The
creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 831. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimsieun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"And hayun. Write for that one just shy personality
yihayun vibrating, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and
the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 832. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Shim" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul resident
Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number 228969)
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a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts or their
claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "The phrase embarrassing T_T"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 833. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Park Eun-ji 'articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Creating an article called "inde countries disgrace
huh," and it is timely to the general public and lead to let the complainant and family propagated by
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 834. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "King huimin" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"International disgrace sikine
properly. The son of a bitch ( "damn" is abusive.) Write an article called, "and it is the right time to let
the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 835. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "sinyounggyeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"It's too hot'm lines seemed to put
mental-eat cold look embarrassed motsalgetda wake up. Write for that man ah "and it is the right
time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 836. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yisieun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Oh, why do dogs really shy Sagna?" Write for that and
it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 837. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Moose Lee" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPosts This post is created or an article
entitled "What do you mean my father?" And let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families
to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 838. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "nayonghyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "international disgrace class came
out" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 839. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "ohseungjae" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country kkorakseoni" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 840. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Sung Min Seo" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
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number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims topyear Comments or posts, "it reminds me of a passage in the" "movie"
Mr. and write articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and
anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 841. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Jiwook Moon" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims "itne humans also live in the United States
today.We" comments or posts by writing articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes
the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 842. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yunyoungmin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Ana! It sold four -_- side. The only one that's not
crazy. You know that you realize that the international discredit our country feeding the bath? In
addition, it allows the rape disgrace T_T Oh ~ "the complainant and family to write for timely and
spread to an unspecified number of causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 843. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Naru Nanao" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or This thread"What are you chuckling being a psychopath.
Best one day chuckling a little personal check. Best days are doing chuckling mental state that can
not come out. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 844. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Cholong Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul
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resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or post on an article entitled "disgrace
the country," and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to
propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 845. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimjihwan" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"I, I stupid. Tsk, writing an article called, "and it is the
right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 846. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Yun Young-sun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It allows to create an article entitled "What
Wen gaemangsin" timely and disseminated to the general public as a complainant and the family leads
to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 847. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "nohyeon school" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is the "Obama Korea
was like," write for that timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 848. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "No Won Park" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
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number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims comments or posts written an article called "norms" in order to be in a
timely manner to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 849. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) is using the account named "one room" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is to write
for the "bakgeonwoo gimminji" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 850. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee, Dong - Hyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It allows to write an article called "one-side
sold Sseung Hann Lee Please normally" timely and unspecific and spread to the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 851. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimeunjae" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Kim Sun heoheo" by writing articles that are timely
and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and
family.
Tracking Number 852. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "River Younha" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
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or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "Obama also
infinite love for Korea now got to the end," to write articles that are timely and preached to
unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 853. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakinbeom" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Ugh. I'll love Korea that President Obama's criticism to
heart, animated little corner Yen Korea written an article called, "and it is the right time to allow the
general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 854. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Kim Hope" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "Hull
countries disgrace" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads
to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 855. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee Jun - Ho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create a "sell-side" of the article is the right time to let
the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 856. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Jia Hui" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left behind,"
Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the address or
registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or spreading
false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "national disgrace"
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and timely, and spread to an unspecified number let the accusers and their families is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 857. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeonjongwoo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "embarrassing T_T" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 858. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Andrew Lee" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comment Or post this to write for the
"(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be timely synchronized or support the timely
information purposes defendant is only attached face book profile picture of the stamp.)", And timely
unspecified propagation is by causing the plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 859. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the
place, the account named "Terence Redfield Raynor" use the title of the article or post. "" the Obama
daughters would be raped. "Koreans in Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage"
(address or registered number: 228969), the fact that distribute or disseminate defamatory or false
where the complainant againIt isComments or posts, "chuckling to his claim. Kim Moo-sung must
presidential candidate, US quickly went Raise keunjeol! Keunjeol of apology. haha. Create an article
that President Park Geun-hye, "and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and
their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 860. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakseunghyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
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false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country
disgrace" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 861. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yiseonhyo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "what's wrong" write for that and let the timely and
unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 862. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Bob" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul resident
Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number 228969)
a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts or their
claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "T_T" timely and preached to
unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 863. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "ganghyonam" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create a "sell-side" of the article is the right time to let
the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 864. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "goyuseok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country disgrace" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
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Tracking Number 865. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hongyejin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country disgrace" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 866. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongsugyeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Crazy (bath is an
abbreviation of" crazy. ")", And timely unspecified cause and spread the complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 867. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Young Tae Kim" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "Innovation
gaemangsin enabled seokdae" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 868. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yiyeonji" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called, "Oh, embarrassed," and
unspecified timely and propagate let the accusers and their families is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 869. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
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site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yunbyeongseon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country
disgrace" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 870. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakjemin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"International disgrace chuckling. 'm properly. haha. It
was chuckling penis. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 871. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakhyeonsu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "bakhyeon sukyeon" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 872. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee, Jung - Min" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "Mong add one win of
Hyundai Group chairman Son" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 873. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Shim Sun-young." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
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behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It creates a "real crazy crap is" posts
that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 874. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Duck Kyun Yoo" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims for Comments or posts written an article called "one-side four Farley,"
and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the
cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 875. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakchanguk" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is by creating an article called "swagger Boso, Choi,
Young - Jin" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 876. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "gwanjong toothpaste" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims comments or posts to "national disgrace no answer ( 'no answer' that is
the meaning of an abbreviation of profanity, there is no way so bad fix.)" called to write for timely and
spread to an unspecified number plaintiffs and their families the cause is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 877. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yisubin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "minimum ohneulman lives
Minutes" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 878. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee, Jun - Young" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "When they fly
their nuclear leak (caught) it enabled" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and
the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 879. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Sung Keun Ro" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims topyear Comments or posts written an article called "extreme aversion
to discredit the country," and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 880. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yisangim" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "a real asshole side get
turned away" and cause let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 881. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "could only" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
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Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul Create an article
entitled, "Kim Jin Soo seemed to be," and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs
and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 882. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "singyeongsu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Yes, Farley. Real created an article called, "and it is
the right time to allow the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 883. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "namdaehui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "huh matter still distorted," let the complainant and
family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 884. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yudeokyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create an article entitled "Night over." It is the right
time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 885. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yiseohyeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for a "disgrace sikina country," and it is the right
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time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 886. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Ji Hye" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims Further commentsIt is The posts to write for the "sell-side
white dog" and timely, and spread to an unspecified number let the accusers and their families is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 887. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "River Younha" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"Inde North
Nassau look at the contents. Create an article that also struck in combat hacking, "and it is the right
time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 888. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hwanghaeseong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Ha. The world is a lot asshole is wide. It is
understood the (respondent has openly to the complainant is a timely bath of "asshole".) Write an
article called, "and in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate let the accusers and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 889. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongjaewon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
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or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "one side is really sold,"
and the right time to let the general public and disseminate the plaintiffs and their families cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 890. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gwakdonghyo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "the country is a disgrace
enough chairwoman together." And let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to
propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 891. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "ryujinhui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called, "Oh, really embarrassed
the country," and in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate let the accusers and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 892. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongjihye" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "I think I can not even get a US visa issued -_-" write
for that and it is the right time to let the general public and disseminate the plaintiffs and their families
cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 893. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakmyeongho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is the "why did he?" Write for that timely and
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preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 894. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site name "WIKITREE" using the information
network on Facebook Sync: Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Dong - Hyun 's" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or This thread And "That's someone with great power."
Creating an article entitled and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number895. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Bora Lee" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments, or posts a "Gee. La Real, no matter how
reclusive loner type, but that is by writing articles that haeteum too much ", and timely unspecified
preaching let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 896. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimsumin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "Make a disgrace crazy
country caught sikina properly executed" in a timely manner and to the general public and
disseminate let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 897. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yigwonwoo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "The man seemed to have
gone already taken quietly," and let the general public and the timely propagation plaintiffs and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 898. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "heoyoungchan" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It led to the "low molecular courier Watch"
The complainant and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes
intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 899. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeonggwonhui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Let the "this is the essence grade stuffing." The
complainant and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number that is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 900. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakseonwoo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is the "country is a disgrace. Oh," write for that
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 901. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choeeunah" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Oh, man. Why do I live, "write for that and let the
timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 902. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
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the account named "Kim Ki-young" story title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It led to the "global day Best Members authentication"
complainant and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 903. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Nam Ji-hoon" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is, "I'm
embarrassed" by writing articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant
and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 904. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Hyo Jin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is "Hehe ah -_- shy" write for that and let the timely
and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 905. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Forward Yelim" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It led to the "sell side real"
complainant and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 906. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Oryong Kwon" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
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homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments, or posts it allows to write an article
called "the Republic of Korea is a human gene dokteukhanga baud" timely and unspecific and spread
to the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 907. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where the member account ID
or nickname of "Sun Wook Rafael Kim" use the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters
would be raped. "Koreans in Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" (address or
registered number: 228969), the purpose of slandering where the complainant or the fact that
dissemination or spreading false or herselfof To claim this comment or post on an article entitled
"Interpol will soon have got to shut up," and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread
the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 908. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Isang Yun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "almost hex-class" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 909. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimsanggyu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "Ugh mental Darn not"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 910. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gwondohyeok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Obama the US President, instead I'll apologize.
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Because we are all a little hat standing Mr. Hehe receive Instant Confirmation that write for real
forgiveness once a generous heart, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number911. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "DoGil Go" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims with comments or posts. " If there is no answer chuckling
jotna what about the real. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes
the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 912. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Yeongwoo Cho" title of the article or post is
"threatening posts left Seoul resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White
House homepage: up to (address or registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or
factual dissemination or false where the facts dissemination, or his claimsyear Comments or post on
an article entitled "No going home and falling missiles," and it is the right time to let the general public
and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 913. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Park Tae-hwan" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "Ugh
deplorable" and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 914. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "The O'Reilly" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is written
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an article called "international disgrace really," and the right time to let the general public and
disseminate the plaintiffs and their families cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 915. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Park Joo-ho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "country representative
disgrace asshole stuffing assistant Bari guy" timely and unspecified causes and spread the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 916. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gwakbobae" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "Era, this fucking disgrace the
country," timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 917. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yisujeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Money is currently occupied by an airplane ride?"
That is to write for the general public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their families
caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 918. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Thomas Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims commentOr the posts are "only the keyboard in
front of those brave days BEST members. Now haneungun to advance overseas. "Writing an article
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called, and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 919. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakminuk" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "overnight dog commits horrible
lines Morne" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 920. Respondent 2015. 9. Use the information network on Facebook Sir linked
sites were "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "The One" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left behind,"
Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the address or
registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or spreading
false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul Fill out the "What I embarrassed" that article
and in a timely manner to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 921. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "banghyeonjun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Country disgrace fuck pussy
hairy bitch" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 922. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongyujin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "US gimchaehui go Sikkim
Republic of Korea disgrace" and timely, and spread to an unspecified number let the plaintiffs and
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their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 923. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bangminseok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called, "Stay out of going crazy
geomyeon not stuck at home and to discredit the country's" timely and to let the general public and
disseminate the plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 924. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gwonminjae" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "International interest in
the emergence of strains" in a timely manner and to the general public and disseminate let the
accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 925. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Jay Jeon" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or posts written an article called, "things like
that nationals as batne cotton bat penalty in the country," and it causes the unspecified plaintiffs and
their families in a timely manner to the number and spread causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 926. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Kim Mir" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It creates a "fucking disgrace in
Korea" article called timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads
to extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 927. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choejeongmin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "As is now room to disappear from Korea (Respondent
is threatened, and notice of murder to the complainant. The complainant heavy feel fear.)" Allows to
write an article that is timely and spread to an unspecified number with the plaintiffs and their families
extreme fear and it causes anxiety.
Tracking Number 928. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site name "WIKITREE" using the information
network on Facebook works: where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "nine geonho" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "joseokjun"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 929. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gangchanju" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Seo Ye-ji" and timely, and
spread to an unspecified number let the accusers and their families is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 930. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Jeewoo Janet Wi" use the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would
be raped. "Koreans in Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" (address or
registered number: 228969), the complainant where a non-objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false facts or his claimsof Comments or posts written an article called "Flora Choi shy" and
it is the right time to propagate to the general public and let the accusers and their families cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 931. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "times played." title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an
article called "awful and crazy" to timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 932. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "songjae standing" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul" haha. "The creation of
the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 933. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimjuyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Raise the original geoseulryeoseo're in black down to
the board of directors. (Respondent is openly disseminated the photos to the digital network) is
written an article called, "and in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate let the
accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 934. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "namjeongdeok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is the "little crazy" write for that timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
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Tracking Number 935. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "byeonjaeuk" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Look at this private gimjuhyeon before chuckling. Real
created an article called, "and it is the right time to allow the general public and the plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 936. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where the member account ID
or nickname called "Ki-pyeong Kim" the use article titles or posts, "" the Obama daughters will be
raped, "Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or
registered number 228969) a place slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false facts or his claims of for Comments or posts written an article called "Ugh," and it is
the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 937. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "David Jung" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comment Or post this to write for the "Country
disgrace" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 938. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yigangmin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create an article entitled "Good luck!" And it is the
right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 939. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
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site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jochanhyeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "asshole (an abbreviation
of the bath called 'stupid'.) Tsk" and in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate let the
accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 940. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "South Minji" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul Create an
article entitled "gangminji countries disgrace" and is led by the complainant and family to an
unspecified number in a timely manner and propagation caused intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 941. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "Lee Joon" article title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or publishedThis Article To write an article called "Ugh," timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 942. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gangung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article "Jerk," that is to write for the general public and
disseminate timely let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number943. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Chihoon Lee" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
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homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or posts, "chuckling. "The creation of
the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 944. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimjongseop" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "chuckling" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 945. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Chapter arts." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "Kim Jin Soo?" Let the complainant
and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number that is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 946. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "during juhwi" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "Hikikomori
Yes" to write an article that is timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 947. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "no win" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is "Tsk," let the complainant and
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family to write for the general public and timely propagation of causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 948. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "woosuhyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "What are you yungayoung
It's also a disgrace that the" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 949. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Gi YoGi Yo" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident Koreans"
to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration number
228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims for commentOr posts a "Publish article can be manipulated by anyone
hacking. Confessions or evidence obtained will create important! ", And that article is the right time to
allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 950. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gangjisu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Ah. Shy "let the complainant and family to write for
timely and spread to an unspecified number that is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 951. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Doc" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul resident
Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number 228969)
a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts or their
claims where or publishedThis Article "P" and write an article that is timely and preached to
unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 952. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
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the account named "gwonmingyeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Why dips? Create a real huh "that article
and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the
cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 953. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "noted Lin." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left behind,"
Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the address or
registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or spreading
false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul"International disgrace and properly. Real
created the post of shame "and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 954. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakjeongin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul" haha. Create an article entitled gaemangsin "and it is
the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 955. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee Jong-hyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Go and bring Brushing Me a damn times
(Respondent openly incision in the abdomen of the complainant and timely it is. Told organs)" to write
an article that is timely and preached to unspecified causes the plaintiffs and their families extreme
fear and it causes anxiety.
Tracking Number 956. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
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www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Siwoo Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPosts Or posts a "go be great you have to
take the United States treated as US law." Writing an article called, and it is the right time to allow the
general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 957. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Jin Ho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Let the "disgraced the country, and" the complainant
and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 958. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Minji Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPostsOr two posts: "I am ashamed it. Embarrassed, he
created an article called "The timely and unspecified causes and spread of the plaintiffs and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 959. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Hyosung room." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul "Please, it's" to write
for timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family that is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 960. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakseokhui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It allows to create an article entitled "wonminuk these
guys are so gonna be the development of the Republic of Korea" and timely disseminated to the
general public as a complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 961. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongyeonjung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated',
that is, to be timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only
attached face book profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an
unspecified number and spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 962. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hantaerang" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Why me snap out hapil the United States? I know how
many years our father grateful nation, "to create an article that is timely and preached to unspecified
causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 963. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yangjaehun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Sorry by the people. Create an article entitled T_T
"and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 964. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "sinsangwoo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"The reason chuckling. I wish only nameumyeon shells
without re-hear rumors. haha. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified
causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 965. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hajaeeun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 966. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Seo-yeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "one-side sold four
countries, such as Raney yirang people like that," timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 967. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimminjae" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Write for the "international disgrace" and let the timely
and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 968. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "goeunseok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
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228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"embarrassed. After writing an article called, "and it is
the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 969. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongrim" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article"Ah. To write an article that really shameful, "timely
and unspecified causes and spread to the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 970. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yungang" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article It is to write for the "ah really like the people of the
country that sell-side international disgrace" and timely, and spread to an unspecified number let the
accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 971. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "munung house." title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul It is written
an article called "joyonghyeon reclusive loner type hikikomori" and let the timely and unspecified
plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 972. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Youngmin Won" title of the article or post is
"threatening posts left Seoul resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White
House homepage: up to (address or registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or
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factual dissemination or false where the facts dissemination, or his claimsyear Comments or posts
written an article called "There is such a disgrace even to discredit what he applied to real" and it is
the right time to let the general public and disseminate the plaintiffs and their families cause extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 973. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "baekseungju" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Let the accusers and their families by creating and
timely unspecific and disseminate the article entitled "International damn disgrace (" fucking "is
abusive.)" Cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 974. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "River refugees." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "minimum
ohneulman lives Minutes" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 975. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakyujin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is the right and timely, and spread to an unspecified
number of lines of "why the US 0_0 hearts want to help our country saenggilkka" let the accusers and
their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 976. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "castle" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
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spreading or spreading false or his claims comments posted orThis Article It let the "Oh really sell
side" complainant and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes
intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 977. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "simhyeonjun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 978. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yihanrim" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is the cause of "dis is a real national disgrace Wen"
write for that timely and spread to an unspecified number plaintiffs and their families caused severe
panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 979. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimyutae" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Now go kill. (Respondent is openly threatened to kill
the complainant) is written an article called, "and in a timely manner to the general public and
disseminate let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 980. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee Sang-min" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
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or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 981. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "James Y Kang" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims topyear Comments or posts are "national disgrace that he is this being"
to write an article that is timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 982. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
using this account called "wells" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or publishedThis Article"I know it's not your thing you want to get really
interested in living alone, the country is a disgrace not let us. Please! "By writing articles that are
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number983. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Bomi Lee" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or posts I've visited "while the toilet and then I
see my house cat accidentally typed chyeotna threatening message written by a cat, but what I was
going to send. T_T please please mercy Obama Brother (feat. Taeyeon) (Respondent's claims to be
the complainant in the information network is publishing a reprimand.) Write an article called, "and in
a timely manner to the general public and disseminate let the accusers and their families extreme
fear and it causes anxiety.
Tracking Number 984. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
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site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "namgiwon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It let the "I sold the real side of the" complainant and
family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 985. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Hyun Hee Lee" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims topyear Comments or posts, "Oh, why yireoni -_- micheo (it is profane
swearing of the 'crazy')" is called to write for the general public and disseminate timely let the
accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety .
Tracking Number 986. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimjaehyeok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "international interest
Seed" by timely and unspecified causes and propagation causes extreme fear and anxiety to the
complainant and family.
Tracking Number 987. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yujinhyeok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is to write for the "real side get turned away," timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 988. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hwangbyeonghyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
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"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Obama-type Please Please see
(Respondent is attach additional pictures that insulted the complainant in the face book profile
picture)" to write an article that is timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense fear
and anxiety to the complainant with family cause.
Tracking Number 989. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "dayul" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul resident
Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number 228969)
a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts or their
claims where or publishedThis Article It creates an article entitled "Now are you dog it was written,"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 990. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Eun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul resident
Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number 228969)
a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts or their
claims where or publishedThis Article To write an article called "Country disgrace gaemangsin"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (www.wikitree.co.kr site address) where the member ID or nickname, "Okay,
press Now put kkuljaem" 991. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on
Facebook interlocking people "WIKITREE" use the account title of the article or post. "" the Obama
daughters would be raped, "Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House
homepage" (address or registered number 228969) a place slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself claims for Comments, or posts it causes the complainant
and the family, "went not as disgrace the country really get turned away one side," write for that
timely and unspecified causes and spread of extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 992. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jobeomjun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It creates an article entitled "If you'd Korea. Moussa"
timely and unspecified causes and spread to the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 993. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimboyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "gimyeonjae" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 994. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Hyang Kim" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPosts Posts or creates a post called "stand
Jimin huh," and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 995. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "sorts, Chae Rim" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or publishedThis Article To write an article called "Tsk Yelim"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 996. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim, Young - Keun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
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false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"very. Enabled real gaemangsin. Korea
disgrace, disgrace a man. Write for that one. Oh shame, "and it is the right time to let the general
public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 997. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "John kimhae" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an
article called "Country disgrace" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 998. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakbyeonggwon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "Acsha" timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 999. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where the member account ID
or nickname of "Prosumer Park Jin Hyuk" the use article titles or posts, "" the Obama daughters will
be raped, "Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or
registered number 228969) a place slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false facts or his claims to order a comment or post on an article entitled "(Respondent
profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be timely synchronized or support the timely information
purposes defendant is only attached face book profile picture of the stamp.)" and unspecified in a
timely manner and it spread to let the plaintiffs and their families cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1000. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "exceptional" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
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false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul It is written an article called "The Ugh, I am
ashamed," and in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate let the accusers and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1001. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Jin-wook" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread It is written an article called "punk-class elementary school" and
let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1002. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimchangmin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread To create "extreme aversion" that article and timely
disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1003. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "sinjaehun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread ''m pathetic, "write for that and it is the right time to allow the
general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1004. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "cleanse" the article title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul To write an article called "national disgrace" and
timely, and spread to an unspecified number let the accusers and their families is causing extreme
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fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1005. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Jong Un Park" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims for Comments or posts by writing an article called "one side (which is
slang for 'badly smashed two then ended. The Respondent timely it is. That the remaining life of the
complainant destruction)" timely and spread to an unspecified number plaintiffs and their families the
cause is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1006. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "ohjaehui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread To write an article called "embarrassing" and timely, and spread
to an unspecified number let the accusers and their families is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1007. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim, Min - Young" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread It is written an article called "hand chaeeun hand
chaeeun international disgrace stuffing" in a timely manner and to the general public and disseminate
let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1008. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Ki Yeol Park" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims for Comments or posts to write an article called "gaemangsin" and it is
the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 1009. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Room junsang" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or This thread To write an article called "interest Seed
special lyric" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1010. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hamchanwoo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread" haha. Dwijyeotda ( 'fall behind' a 'is death, die "is the slang.) To
write for the" timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the
complainant and family.
Tracking Number 1011. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hongseungjin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread Let the "little one English Bonnet" complainant and family to
write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1012. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "high arts" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left behind,"
Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the address or
registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or spreading
false or his claims comments or This thread It is to write for the "real country ohtaegyeong disgrace"
and timely, and spread to an unspecified number let the plaintiffs and their families caused severe
panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number1013. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
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account named "Hee Seon Choi" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims comments or posts, "Ugh order. Really. Write for that is priceless, "and it
is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1014. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "Sim minseo" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or This thread To write an article called "international
disgrace ah sell-side" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1015. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "munjeongho" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be timely
synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book profile
picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and spread of
and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1016. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Youngchan Son" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or posts written an article called "not
a commie dyed color?" and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1017. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
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the account named "Kim, Sang Soo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to
be timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face
book profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1018. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bangsangwoo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread "This geoe would be nice if the President directly brother
apologize," that is to write for the general public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1019. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Shin burn." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments, or posts a "(Respondent is attached profanity of
'authenticated', that is, only the face book profile picture of the respondent to be timely synchronized
or support the timely information purposes.)" write for and timely to an unspecified number of and
spread to let the plaintiffs and their families is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1020. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Jey Choi" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPosts Or posts a write for the "real side get turned
away," and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1021. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
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site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimgeunpyo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread"Moistens it is taking. Write for disposal of hasyeoyo, "and it is
the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1022. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimsangah" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread"Lee Yoo-ri sister ever. That reclusive loner type. Allow to write
for one of euheuheu asshole? ", And timely disseminated to the general public as a complainant and
the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1023. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yuseokhun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread Write for a "disgrace the country," and it is the right time to let
the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1024. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "baekwanyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread "Bear not knowing the topic," that is to write for the general
public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1025. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimyejin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
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resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread"Jang Huh? Natasha 8 whether Mr. Van Car nickname? To write
an article called chuckling. "Timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1026. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimyongbin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread It is to write for the "Hyundai Group Chairman Mong Son streak
enabled skyrocketing" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1027. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "ryusuhyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread To create a post called "hex-grade stuffing" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1028. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "Dong - Hyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread"Seed of interest. Reclusive loner's type. Just hang
around the neck toilet paper in the room. Seeds of interest disgust (respondent is forced to perform a
suicide to the complainant in the Information Network) is written an article called, "and in a timely
manner to the general public and spread the cause extreme fear and anxiety caused to the plaintiffs
and their families.
Tracking Number 1029. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "Cordillera" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
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"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "-_- real shy," that is to write for the
general public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1030. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimseonghyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread Create an article entitled, "let alone good huh Tsk,"
and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1031. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee, Jae - Sung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread It is "Write taking in experimental anthrax," write for
that and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1032. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Jeong Heun Seo" use the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would be
raped. "Koreans in Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" (address or registered
number: 228969), the complainant where a non-objective or factual dissemination or spreading false
facts or his claimsofComments or posts, "Oh for. This yinya going on. To write an article called crazy.
"Timely and unspecified causes and spread to the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1033. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "ganghuiwon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
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228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread"Ah-oh! Write for that disgrace the country, "and it is the right
time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1034. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "多 審" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or somethingThe sigeul To write an article
called "new spirit Wonhyo charija Wonhyo I ought to stop now." Timely and preached to unspecified
causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1035. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "imsuk OK" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPostsOr all posts are mad. " -_- it is to write an article
that really "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1036. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname with an account of "how this example" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or This thread It is written an article called "geomyeon have
no crazy knowing, Wen's a disgrace," and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to
propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1037. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimyerin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
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or their claims where or This thread"Ah. It allows to create the post of the country disgrace "and
timely disseminated to the general public as a complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1038. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "wooseongyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread Write for a "disgrace ASS country properly.", And it is the right
time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1039. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Min Ki Jo" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident Koreans"
to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration number
228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims for comment Or "(It is insulting that the Respondent was the complainant
in public 'Dirty Bastard.) Country disgrace town dirty bastard not" posts are to write an article that is
timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense fear and anxiety to the complainant
with family cause.
Tracking Number 1040. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakhyeonung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread To write an article called "Shoot to death", and timely
disseminated to the general public is induced causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant
and family.
Tracking Number 1041. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim Seo-yeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
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false facts or their claims where or This thread It is written an article called, "please dont do refrain
disgrace the country," and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the
cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1042. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "with wisdom" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread"It's a disgrace the
country. Cub chuckling What are you doing with a small penis than a finger. (Respondent is timely
information to the complainant in sexual assault services digital network) is writing an article called,
"and in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate let the accusers and their families
caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1043. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) is using the account named "for Minna" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread It is written an article
called "discredit the country alone is not the answer sikine" in a timely manner and to the general
public and spread the cause extreme fear and anxiety caused to the plaintiffs and their families.
Tracking Number 1044. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "Dong - Hyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread "No, I do not geomyeon be only you do not get rid
gone to the country ( 'lost everything' means is' dead, death is" a.) "Let the complainant and family to
write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of extreme fear and it causes anxiety.
Tracking Number 1045. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "seoljeonghun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
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228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread "Land correctly'm embarrassed," write for that and it is the right
time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1046. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Inyoung Baek" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or posts written an article called,
"Come on, give soothe the anger danced with Drum Dance and Fan Dance!" and it is the right time to
let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1047. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee Jong-hyun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread It is to write for the "tone look commie children"
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1048. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choeyujeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread It is written an article called "Korean people pretending Pulling
Japanese and Chinese to" unspecified and let the accusers and their families in a number of timely
and spread to cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1049. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimsujin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
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228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread It is to "discredit the country's real hell are you doing" write for
that timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1050. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Lucy Bae" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims daetPosts Or the posts are "another'll say my mother
wrote the liver between the toilet," write for that, and to timely and unspecified causes propagation
causes extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 1051. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimbyeongchan" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread"Ohsuyun international disgrace class. It is the real
barbaric (Respondent performances that flout the savage complainant.) Write an article called "timely
and unspecified causes and spread to the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1052. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Kim Yoon-seo" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread It is written an article called
"terror is soon doegetneyo cannon fodder group" to let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1053. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeongchanyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
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number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread Is "What's really" write for that and let the timely and
unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1054. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeonseokjun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread Create an article entitled "Please Do not sell to end," and it is the
right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1055. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yunseongeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread "Dog'm pathetic," let the complainant and family to write for
timely and spread to an unspecified number that is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1056. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yijaebeom" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread "I'll Seoul to dispatch US forces" to write an article that is timely
and preached to unspecified causes it is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and
family.
Tracking Number 1057. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakhyeongjun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be timely
synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book profile
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picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and spread of
and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1058. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Seung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be
timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book
profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1059. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yigijae" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread "Laid his Obama will head took a hammer (Respondent
spreading false information about the court, and the external is defamatory.)" Write for that and let
the unspecified plaintiffs and their families in a number of timely and preached to the extreme fear
and it causes anxiety.
Tracking Number 1060. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Udo rules." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans
left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or This thread It is by creating an article called "Lee, Jung Hwan strong of heart" and timely, and spread to an unspecified number let the accusers and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1061. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "woosejin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
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or their claims where or This thread" haha. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to
unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1062. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "O praise." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread" haha. "The creation of the posts
and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1063. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimjuha" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread "Bottle @ God" to write articles that are timely and preached to
unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 1064. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hanjeonghyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to
be timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face
book profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1065. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Kim Joon Joon" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments, or posts a "(Respondent is attached
profanity of 'authenticated', that is, only the face book profile picture of the respondent to be timely
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synchronized or support the timely information purposes.)" write for and timely to an unspecified
number of and spread to let the plaintiffs and their families is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1066. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yisujeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread"Gaemangsin sikine. I would like more hard hit by -_(Respondent is timely information to intimidate the complainant. The complainant will feel a severe
phobia) write for the "timely and unspecified causes and spread of the plaintiffs and their families
extreme fear and it causes anxiety.
Tracking Number 1067. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Hansol Choi" title of the article or post is "threatening
posts left Seoul resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage:
up to (address or registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual
dissemination or false where the facts dissemination, or his claimsyear Comments or posts written an
article called "What" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and
the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1068. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or
nickname using the account named "keepers spirit." title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread It creates an article entitled "It is
embarrassing," and to the general public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their families
caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1069. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Joe beomgi" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread To write an article
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called "over should" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1070. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Bureau Nanhu" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread Create an article entitled "What!"
And it is the right time to let the general public and disseminate the plaintiffs and their families cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1071. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimjunggyu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread It is to write for the "mingyeongbin not you?" Timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1072. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yihansol" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be timely
synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book profile
picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and spread of
and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1073. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakgihun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread It is written an article called "Why Sagna," and let the timely and
unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 1074. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Dain Jeong" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or posts to write an article called
"-_-" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads
to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1075. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee, Jung - Hwan" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread To create a "side-selling bastard" of articles and
timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1076. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Park, Seong - Wook" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread "Oh, I just want to tear the fuck" to write for that and
let the unspecified plaintiffs and their families in a timely manner to the number and spread causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1077. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yijuhyeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread It is "choeyunseong hikikomori" let the complainant and family to
write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1078. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
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the account named "seohwayoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread It is to write for the "munjuwon international disgrace" and
timely, and spread to an unspecified number let the accusers and their families caused severe panic
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1079. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "bakjihun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread It is "Tsk," let the complainant and family to write for the general
public and timely propagation of causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (www.wikitree.co.kr site address) in the Member ID or nickname,
"Emmanuel Suk-Jun Hong" where 1080. The Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information
network on Facebook interlocking people "WIKITREE" use the account title of the article or post. ""
the Obama daughters would be raped, "Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White
House homepage" (address or registered number 228969) a place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or spreading false or herself write for claims to post a comment, or a "huh" and
it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1081. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Hyun Jung Lee" article title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread"I'm embarrassed. Nam Hyun Jin to write an article called "timely
and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1082. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "baekgam" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
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228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"St. gwonho. I should understand write for the real
thing, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1083. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "the hongjeong" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread Create a "sell-side" of the article
is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1084. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) is
using the account named "sea oil" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left behind,"
Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the address or
registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or spreading
false or his claims comments or This thread"Look jangyunsik chuckling comment. Funny to write for
the "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1085. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yuhyerim" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread "Anhyeonjeong five inde real asshole?" By writing articles that
are timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the
complainant and family.
Tracking Number 1086. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) is using the account named "Judah environment" title of the article or post a
"Seoul resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
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or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread "Oh, it is a real shame,"
to write for that timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the
complainant and family.
Tracking Number 1087. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gihojun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to be timely
synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face book profile
picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and spread of
and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1088. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Son Ga-young" story title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread"Even bigger chunk Park, So - Young cross. To create a truly
embarrassed that the country is doing carting disgrace "and writing and disseminating timely
unspecified cause the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1089. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "baksojeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread It creates a "sane and really is gonna ashamed" of articles and
timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1090. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "brush" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
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or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create an article entitled "Seo Young Kim ways even if
half the country still real embarrassment alone is sikine," and it is the right time to allow the general
public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1091. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jodaehyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread It is "certainly Is also ashamed?" By writing articles that are
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1092. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Jeon Young Hoon" use the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters would
be raped, "the White House threatened to post comments Myspace Koreans in Seoul" (address or
registered number: 228969), the complainant in fact defamatory or distributing or spreading false
information, or their main placeChapter Write for comments or posts called "Take me," and it is to let
the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1093. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimgyeonguk" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread"I dwijyeot suppose by now? Hong Jun-pyo written an article
called, "and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to
propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1094. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee Chang-min" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread To write an article called "hikikomori" timely and
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preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1095. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yudonghui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread"Yes, crazy. Write for that country sikine disgrace, "and it is the
right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number1096. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Keewon Lee" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or posts, "was filled. I never woke.
Why yireolkkayo? -_- to write for the "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant
and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1097. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Gangil" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul "Shoot me enough to discredit the country" by creating
posts that are timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the
complainant and family.
Tracking Number 1098. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yiingyeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread To write an article called "brother jukgetne really embarrassed."
Timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 1099. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "Lee, Jung - Woo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be
raped, "Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or
registered number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or
spreading false facts or their claims where or This thread"Chuckling embarrassed the country was
properly. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant
and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1100. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jangnamung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread"Oh now global human ttwine. haha. "The creation of the posts
and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1101. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": a place (site address www.wikitree.co.kr) The Member ID or
nickname using the account named "Isu Lin" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident Koreans left
behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage Eagle" (the
address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed spreading or
spreading false or his claims comments or This thread "Go and drag in the US, make the Captain
America 'each (making American captain has meaning refers to remodel the tissue of a person in the
movie' Captain America ', Respondent timely intimidation threatening the complainant body and life it)
is written an article called, "and in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate let the
accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1102. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gangyeonjae" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread"Car! Proud nadorok scared. 33-year-old eating right an article
called, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family
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leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1103. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Park, So - Young" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread It creates a "sell-side ah" that article and let the
timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1104. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "gimyun school" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread"Issues Not sure if this
guy going to knowing anyone disappear? haha. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to
unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1105. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yigawon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread It allows to write an article called "Korea does not answer the
real disgrace," and timely, and spread to an unspecified number of plaintiffs and their families caused
severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1106. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gangjuyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread It is to create an "ultimate concern seeds" of articles and timely
disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1107. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
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www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Jaemin Jo" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comment Posts or creates a post called "hermit-type
loner" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1108. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimtaegyeom" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread". Disgrace to the country properly, "that is to write for the
general public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1109. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "chaseonghyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread It is written an article called "jeoreoda Korea-US
alliance broken, what about trying" to let the general public in a timely manner to the complainant and
family to spread the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1110. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Gina Im" title of the article or post a "Seoul resident
Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House homepage
Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes or indeed
spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or posts written an article called "'d written in
English?" and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to
propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1111. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Park, Eun - Joo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
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"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread". Write for that I am ashamed, "and it is the right time
to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1112. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yudonghyeon" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread"Do not disgrace the country! Write for seeds that need attention,
"and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1113. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "Lee Joon" article title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul"Korean Flag. Creating an article called
"flutter", "and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to
propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1114. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "juhyeonjin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread It is written an article called "Do not touch geojok is" to let the
timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1115. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Choi Hyun's" title of the article or post a "Seoul
resident Koreans left behind," Obama daughters would be raped. "blackmail the White House
homepage Eagle" (the address or registered number: 228969) is a place accusers for libel purposes
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or indeed spreading or spreading false or his claims comments or This thread It "is severely
barbarism," to write articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and
the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1116. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Park Jong-woo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread It "can not be the Hyundai Group Chairman Mong Son
Real" by writing articles that are timely and unspecified causes propagation of the plaintiffs and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1117. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jinyoung" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread"Then you know how to ride a plane? Once the passports are you?
"That is to write for the general public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their families
caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1118. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where the member account ID
or nickname of "Cherry Na Hyun Kwon" use the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters
would be raped. "Koreans in Seoul left post in the White House threatened homepage" (address or
registered number: 228969), the purpose of slandering where the complainant or the fact that
dissemination or spreading false or partyfaith To claim this comment or post on an article entitled
"michyeodo finely crazy," and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant
and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1119. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "choejunhyeok" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread"Bring Hammer! It is led by (Respondent is timely threatened that
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special assault Respondent uses the construction site tools, construction sites) write for the "timely
and spread to an unspecified number with the plaintiffs and their families cause extreme fear and
anxiety .
Tracking Number 1120. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hanmingyu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread "America will never never forget," write for that, and it is
uncertain in a number of timely and spread to let the plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1121. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site using the information network on Facebook
interlocking people "WIKITREE": The Member ID or nickname where the (site address
www.wikitree.co.kr) using the account named "Jihoon Kwak" title of the article or post is "threatening
posts left Seoul resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage:
up to (address or registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual
dissemination or false where the facts dissemination, or his claimsyear Comments or post on an
article entitled "If you tell a radiation tea Putin sense" and it is the right time to allow the general
public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1122. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "gimsein" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread "Do not let international disgrace suck a river alone
(Respondent's performances timely it is. That you devoted to the complainant)" is written an article
that is unspecified in a number of timely and spread to let the plaintiffs and their families cause
extreme fear and anxiety .
Tracking Number 1123. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "jeonseokhui" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
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or their claims where or This thread It is the "international disgrace vibrating." Writing an article
called, and the timely unspecified preaching let the accusers and their families caused severe panic
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1124. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yiyoseop" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread It is to write for the "international disgrace five was" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1125. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yangyongsik" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread"As a place to house cats kiwoodeon uttered in English. Mercy,
please. (Respondent spreading false and defamatory, it is the complainant.) Write an article called,
"and in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate let the accusers and their families
caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1126. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "hwangyounghun" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread"Instead of an apple. Create an article entitled Sorry,
"and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1127. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Kim, Na - Young" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread "That Rowan international embarrassment," it allows
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to write articles that are timely and disseminated to the general public as a complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1128. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Park Ye Jin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread Create a "serious country disgrace" articles that are timely and
unspecified causes severe and cause fear and anxiety to the complainant and family to spread.
Tracking Number 1129. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "mingyu" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or somethingThe sigeul Create a post called "hex hex Yes" in a timely manner
and to let the general public and disseminate the plaintiffs and their families is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1130. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yujinwoo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread"Why. Then write for that live "and is now the right time to let the
general public and disseminate the plaintiffs and their families cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1131. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yisuyong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread "FBI have anyone take him involuntarily seemed to make the
people who were not from the beginning (Respondent is spreading false information through
information networks and foment fear to the people.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an
unspecified number and spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 1132. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Lee, Jun - Hee" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread "(Respondent profanity of 'authenticated', that is, to
be timely synchronized or support the timely information purposes defendant is only attached face
book profile picture of the stamp.)" Complainant to write for and timely to an unspecified number and
spread of and it allows the families causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1133. Respondent 2015. 9. If the site name "WIKITREE" using the information
network on Facebook linkage (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the
place, the account named "Lee Sang Jun" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul
resident Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or
registration number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where
the facts dissemination, or his claims for Comments or posts written an article called "His room
seemed to disappear anytime soon," and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs
and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1134. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "water purification" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread"International disgrace and properly. Real created the
post of shame "and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to
propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1135. Respondent 2015. 9. If Facebook were linked sites "WIKITREE" using
information network (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Hwa Jin Lee" use article title, or post a "threatening posts left Seoul resident
Koreans" to "Obama's daughters will be raped," the White House homepage: (address or registration
number 228969) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims topyear Comments or posts, "Oh, please refrain from Korea little
embarrassed," it allows to write articles that are timely and disseminated to the general public as a
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 1136. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Mun Kyong-jin" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped,
"Seoul resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered
number 228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading
false facts or their claims where or This thread To write an article called "extreme aversion to
discredit the country" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1137. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "Soo" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul resident
Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number 228969)
a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts or their
claims where or This thread To write an article called "proud" timely and preached to unspecified
causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1138. Respondent 2015. 9. If the Face book linkage with the information network
site name "WIKITREE" (site address: www.wikitree.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "yijinhyeong" articles title or post, "" the Obama daughters will be raped, "Seoul
resident Koreans left threatening post on the White House homepage" (address or registered number
228969) a reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false facts
or their claims where or This thread"Ha. Seed emergence of interest applied by writing an article
called "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1139. Respondent 13/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 11:40
"Americas Central Daily": a place (site address www.koreadaily.com) Member ID or nickname is
using the account named "arigato" the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters raped will "...
threatening a 30 Koreans arrested" (address or registered number: 3596423) is a reply to the
complainant defamatory or dissemination or spreading false facts, or where their claims or
somethingThe sigeul"Oh, fucking bastard. Just let the tongue complainant and family to write an
article called behind-called "bite and timely disseminated to the general public is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1140. The Respondent is using the information network on 11/08/2016 20:15 Site
name "Americas Central Daily" (site address: www.koreadaily.com) where a Member ID or nickname
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is using the account named "chdnjs1251" the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters raped
will "... threatening a 30 Koreans arrested" (address or registered number: 3596423) is a reply to the
complainant defamatory or dissemination or spreading false facts, or where their claims In additionIt
isPost this "life penis. Shoot the right of a country very embarrassed "by post, and it is timely to the
general public and disseminate let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1141. The Respondent is using the information network on 13/08/2015 23:42 Site
name "Americas Central Daily" (site address: www.koreadaily.com) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "socal" the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters raped will "...
threatening a 30 Koreans arrested" (address or registered number: 3596423) is a reply to the
complainant defamatory or dissemination or spreading false facts, or where their claims or
poststhis"Is Jung Hee Lee yiseokgi relatives. The seeds are you doing this, why? Chuckling
embarrassing. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1142. The Respondent is using the information network on 13/08/2015 22:44 Site
name "Americas Central Daily" (site address: www.koreadaily.com) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "jc018" the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters raped will
"... threatening a 30 Koreans arrested" (address or registered number: 3596423) is a reply to the
complainant defamatory or dissemination or spreading false facts, or where their claims or
poststhis"It proves that one is insane been compromised. Inde waste it feeds lifelong prison Bob to
write for the "timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the
complainant and family.
Tracking Number 1143. The Respondent is using the information network on 08/13/2015 21:18 Site
name "Americas Central Daily" (site address: www.koreadaily.com) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "maypole" the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters raped
will "... threatening a 30 Koreans arrested" (address or registered number: 3596423) is a reply to the
complainant defamatory or dissemination or spreading false facts, or where their claims or
somethingThe sigeul "Tsk, erectile dysfunction took things Miserable he just reached out alive blah
ground, takes flippers mouth penis grid fucking pubic hair in hybrid bastard should" write for that, and
let those in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate the plaintiffs and their families
extreme fear and anxiety it is the cause.
Tracking Number 1144. The Respondent is using the information network on 08/13/2015 19:11 Site
name "Americas Central Daily": a place (site address www.koreadaily.com) Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "Captain" the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters raped will
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"... threatening a 30 Koreans arrested" (address or registered number: 3596423) is a reply to the
complainant defamatory or dissemination or spreading false facts, or where their claims or
somethingThe sigeul "I'm glad you went danghamyeon not rape." It is written an article called, and let
the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1145. The Respondent is using the information network on 8/13/2015 8:48 sites
were "Americas Central Daily" (site address: www.koreadaily.com) where a Member ID or nickname
is using the account named "yvone17" the title of the article or post. "" the Obama daughters raped
will "... threatening a 30 Koreans arrested" (address or registered number: 3596423) is a reply to the
complainant defamatory or dissemination or spreading false facts, or where their claims or
somethingThe sigeul"Psycho-waste must be immediately executed. Asshole. 'm famous universities
like, Rhyu Si-min, jinjunggwon yiraseo truly prestigious universities who did you properly human?
The hair like that on many sick men in Korea. Led by Jung Hee Lee, so write for the "timely and
disseminated to the general public as a complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number1146. Respondent 04/09/2015 "dot-com Korea" With the information network on
site 13:59:41 name (website address: news.chosun.com) where a Member ID or nickname
"anhyeonjin (khj ** **) "is called using the account title of the article or post," Obama daughters raped,
threatened 30 男 "not bitter enemy posts," wrote articles "(address or registration number:
2015090401752) is where the non-complainant purposes or dissemination, or the fact never seen
self confessed to spreading false claims or their comments or posts, "living within 80 lifetime
committed a monstrous crime. In particular, they should not know jongbuk deulyidae also clear
evidence consistent or events to remain silent, like Han. These criminals are led to write an article
that put "to death and timely disseminated to the general public as a complainant and the family leads
to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number1147. Respondent 10/07/2016 sites people use information networks to 12:36
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) The Member ID or nickname where the use of
an account named "Chapter police." title of the article or post. "" the White House website threatened
articles published, 30 男 prison four years six months old "(address or registration number) in reply
to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false information, or their
claims where or posts a "jail free meals. GreaterGreater. "The creation of the posts and timely
disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
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Tracking Number1148. Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 12:38
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) The Member ID or nickname where the use of
an account called "flyby" title of the article or post. "" the White House website threatened articles
published, 30 男 prison four years six months old "(address or registration number) in reply to the
complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false information, or their claims
where or posts a "who geuraeteotji. "exampleThis is You're supposed no. And write an article called
"So whether you rather Unless seemed that the shop is not? Can we haejumyeon popped respect I
say? I smell it a little, I do, but I can not speak no apparent what" timely to an unspecified number
propagation is by causing the plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1149. Respondent 10/07/2016 sites people use information networks to 12:31
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "abdula" articles title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30
男 prison four years six months old "(address or registration number) in place slandering accuser
objective or factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or for his claim the
posts "if found guilty of Justice school Take or free meals, "write for that and it is the right time to
allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1150. Respondent 09/04/2015 sites people use information networks to 13:49
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where members of the ID or nickname, the
"legendary villainess called" Account use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening
posts published" 30 男 "not bitter enemy posts" "(address or registration number) of where the
complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false or his claims comments or
posts is "yes exactly the best day." Posts It is the right and timely to the general public and
disseminate let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1151. Respondent 09/04/2015 sites people use information networks to 16:45
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "beak" articles title or post, "" publish the White House website threatening posts, 30
男 "bitter enemies do not post" "(address or registration number) in place slandering accuser
objective or factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or for his claim posts
is less an article called "democratization projected four"Castle and The timely unspecified cause and
spread the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1152. The Respondent is using the information network on 04/09/2015 14:39 sites
were "following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where members of the ID or nickname, the
account named "Lee Wan - yong is a patriot." use article title or post, " 'White House website
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threatening posts published" 30 男 "not bitter enemy posts" "(address or registration number) of
where the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false or his claims the
comments, or posts an article to steal the "Mif To create a post of self, but it? "Timely and preached
to the general public is led to the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1153. The Respondent is using the information network on 09/04/2015 14:36 sites
were "following news" (site address: news.daum.com) an account where Member ID or nickname of
"After ruttu gyojunim" use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published"
30 男 "not bitter enemy posts" "(address or registration number) of where the complainant for
defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false or his claims write comments or posts, or
"political comments there isWondering NIS meals are not redeemed? O prosecutors. Make some
bapgap written an article called, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to the plaintiffs and
their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1154. The Respondent is using the information network on 04/05/2015 13:51 sites
were "following news" (site address: news.daum.com) The Member ID or nickname where the use of
an account named "Fire Lane" title of the article or post. "" the White House website threatened
articles published, 30 男 "bitter enemies do not post" "(address or registration number) in reply to the
complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false information, or their claims
where or posts an article is less named "Best four days."Castle and The timely unspecified cause and
spread the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1155. Respondent 09/04/2015 sites people use information networks to 14:57
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "bakkudayi" articles title or post, "" publish the White House website threatening
posts, 30 男 "bitter enemies do not post" "(address or registration number) in place slandering
accuser objective or factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or for his
claim how to post a "simple statementofI'll know. It is to write for the "bastard fuck! You best days
Member incurring? I do best days Be honest answer! Just call!" Timely and preached to unspecified
causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1156. Respondent 2015. 9. sites people use information networks to 14:00 4. "The
following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the account
named "sigh" articles title or post, "" publish the White House website threatening posts, 30 男 "bitter
enemies do not post" "(address or registration number) in place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or for his claim posts the "best day
of 99.99%."in Create a post, and it is timely to allow the general public to spread the complainant and
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the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1157. The Respondent is using the information network on 04/09/2015 13:52 sites
were "following news" (site address: news.daum.com) The Member ID or nickname where the use of
an account named "Raven tricycle" title of the article or post. "" the White House website threatened
articles published, 30 男 "bitter enemies do not post" "(address or registration number) in reply to the
complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false information, or their claims
where or the posts are "just the best four days (days,best'Is' is led to write for that day Best' is an
acronym that refers to the members.) "Timely and disseminated to the general public as a
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1158. The Respondent is using the site 04.09.2015 14:03 Information Network on
people "following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where the account is Member ID or
nickname of "Mr.'ve gotta fucking angrily've gotta fucking" the use article titles or posts, "" the White
House website threatened articles published, 30 男 "wrote ever do." ": the person the complainant
defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claim (address or
registration number) to post a comment, or "you do not know you Between To write for a cat that
spent jwotnya? "Instead of timely and unspecified causes and spread to the complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1159. Respondent 04/09/2015 sites people use information networks to 14:41
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) the identity of the members or the nickname
"IQ80 Stock dumb" place called Account use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening
posts published" 30 男 "not bitter enemy posts" "(address or registration number) of where the
complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false or his claims comments or
posts "perfect day look BethBitMember enabled. So to write an article that attracted trail, "the
investigation and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1160. Respondent 04/09/2015 sites people use information networks to 14:23
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "Tony" article title or post, "" publish the White House website threatening posts, 30
男 "bitter enemies do not post" "(address or registration number) in place slandering accuser
objective or factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or for his claim this
post "Why Sagna - asshole.The-"in Posts It is the right and timely to the general public and
disseminate let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1161. Respondent 09/04/2015 sites people use information networks to 14:40
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"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "dictator" articles title or post, "" publish the White House website threatening posts,
30 男 "bitter enemies do not post" "(address or registration number) in place slandering accuser
objective or factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or for his claim the
posts "did Uncle according to reports VideosYeahCreating an article entitled "to let the timely and
unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1162. Respondent 09/04/2015 sites people use information networks to 14:02
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "Yeocheon" articles title or post, "" publish the White House website threatening
posts, 30 男 "bitter enemies do not post" "(address or registration number) in place slandering
accuser objective or factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or for his
claim posts press a bullshit is "not even fulfillend Naeneunga damaging the nation's image? Written an
article called, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberCalled "the prison Yeoju no" is where members Username or nickname: 1163.
Respondent 09/04/2015 sites people use information networks to 14:34 "The following news"
(news.daum.com site address) use the account title of the article or post. "" the White House website
threatened articles published, 30 男 "wrote ever do." "(address or registration number) of the
complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims
edaga article looks have comments or posts a "psycho path psychotic fluent in English in order to (a
slang for male genitalia.) BoA penis revisiting unun HIV people or the red light district or the
metamorphosis seeds patients the probability that a brothel temperament problems this seems high.
If you do not look up information signs show a higher probability of Oman movie Saw or psycho path
is not as good as elusive ghost that haunted the instructions to adjust to dominate the brain. Age is
visible from more than 40 criminals. The seeds are probably all well aware that agricultural activities
in the organizationBut Le After the first contact gekkeum Morley as the culprit for the seeds left
jinbeom is likely you do not leave measures to access information "to write for timely and preached
to unspecified causes the complainant and the family that cause extreme fear and anxiety Do.
Tracking Number 1164. Respondent 09/04/2015 sites people use information networks to 16:38
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where members of the ID or nickname, the
account named "darom a single mother." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening
posts published" 30 男 "not bitter enemy posts" "(address or registration number) of where the
complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false or his claims comments or
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posts written an article called "new york times scene that Clinton is detained in a mental hospital in
the bush", and it is uncertain in a number of timely and spread to let the plaintiffs and their families
caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1165. Respondent 09/04/2015 sites people use information networks to 16:43
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "Echo" articles title or post, "" publish the White House website threatening posts, 30
男 "bitter enemies do not post" "(address or registration number) in place slandering accuser
objective or factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or for his claim posts
the "stuffing fact, if one child - Foreign to It allows to go out and write for that itgun Korea fed an
entire bath. "Timely and disseminated to the general public as a complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1166. Respondent 04/09/2015 sites people use information networks to 17:50
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "unique" articles the title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published"
30 男 "" article I wrote enemy "" "(address or registration number) of where the complainant for
defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false or his claims call comments or posts "Best
day IDGiveSuppose cleared? Garden'll go have enabled the kids. Ask a professional staff -_apparent ilgeoda NIS, prick ( 'lunatic' is a profanity.) Scary news stories on why only now been
censored was created on July 07? Ryeona what animation? Did they waenom hybrid commie?
Anonymous sections are not leaving any traces. Step up to pull out the eavesdropping, wiretapping
access to the information society for all related facilities like access everywhere, ghosts, etc. Korea
telecom and mobile phones by three police. These appearances are the only guy one minute brain
psycho path to coexistence with demons. People to the area that you are watching right monitored in
three-dimensional space not. These centers are also cyber errands that need to get out and never
did catch the psycho path hackers. They are created by the "wandering there is not a person, such as
the" drama of articles M "Shim Eun-ha and in a timely manner and disseminated to unspecified
causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1167. Respondent 09/04/2015 sites people use information networks to 14:57
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "bakkudayi" articles title or post, "" publish the White House website threatening
posts, 30 男 "bitter enemies do not post" "(address or registration number) in place slandering
accuser objective or factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or for his
claim this post is "it seemed to be right from under psychiatric evaluation before," let the complainant
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and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1168. Respondent 09/04/2015 sites people use information networks to 14:40
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where the member account ID or nickname of
"heaven and earth sea breeze" the use article titles or posts, "" the White House website threatened
articles published, 30 男 "wrote ever do." ": the person the complainant defamatory or indeed
spreading or distributing false information there, or his claim (address or registration number)
comments or posts, "this is for dirty bastard Korean disgrace. So it is put to Put Life into an
underground prison fare unemployed to write for the "timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1169. The Respondent is using the site 09.04.2015 14:23 Information Network on
people "following news" (site address: news.daum.com) The Member ID or nickname where the use
of an account named "the cheonsangyeon" title of the article or post. "" the White House website
threatened articles published, 30 男 "bitter enemies do not post" "(address or registration number) in
reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false information, or
their claims where or the posts are called "hold saw Cholla" Posts It is the right and timely to the
general public and disseminate let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1170. Respondent 2015. 9. 4.14: 37 sites with the information network on the
people "following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname, the title of
the article by using the account named "Thousand upstream" or post, " 'White House website
threatening posts published" 30 男 "wrote ever do." "(address or registration number) in comments
or posts to accuser for slander objective or factual dissemination or spreading false information, or
their claims where If this "blackmail target is un MallAnyIf hapil What's the daughter of Obama.
International University nawatnya just trying to be stupid? Allow to write for that pathetic man.
"Timely and disseminated to the general public as a complainant and the family is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number Called "the prison Yeoju no" is where members Username or nickname: 1171.
Respondent 09/04/2015 sites people use information networks to 14:44 "The following news"
(news.daum.com site address) use the account title of the article or post. " 'Ripper bit intimidating
ambassador assassination" article 30 "no writer ever" bail. "(address or registration number) where
the purpose of slandering the complainant or the fact that dissemination or spreading false or
comments or posts "strange stars for their claims blokeAll there is. Allow to write for that lunatic?
"Timely and disseminated to the general public as a complainant and the family is causing extreme
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fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number1172. Respondent 08/13/2015 sites people use information networks to 10:27:22
"Dong" (site address: www.dongA.com) where members of the ID or account named nickname
"osolgil" use the title of the article or post. "" doegetda famous Korean "Obama daughters rape
threats posting 30" (address or registration number) in comments or posts to accuser for slander
objective or factual dissemination or spreading false information, or their claims where a "coward. So
scared bout Why publish such obscene article? You matna I studied in college? I think work is not to
retreat to jipguseok sseokhyeot in many parents. Fucking bastard. It would just have "to write
articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the
complainant and family.
Tracking Number 1173. Respondent 08/13/2015 sites people use information networks to 10:23:14
"Dong" (site address: www.dongA.com) where members of the ID or account named nickname
"j1203sy" use the title of the article or post. "" doegetda famous Korean "Obama daughters rape
threats posting 30" (address or registration number) in comments or posts to accuser for slander
objective or factual dissemination or spreading false information, or their claims where this "its
BureauTo be gawon Create an article entitled makmal one unless disabled by the rule of law, the
legal profession was sparked at a level that threatened the heads of state of foreign cheohayeo on
pole day should reflect one not baekgye a similar crime will again occur. "Stand by that, and for an
unspecified number to allow timely and propagated to the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1174. Respondent 13/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 10:19:20
"Dong" (site address: www.dongA.com) where members of the ID or account named nickname
"hello3377" use the title of the article or post. "" doegetda famous Korean "Obama daughters rape
threats posting 30" (address or registration number) in comments or posts to accuser for slander
objective or factual dissemination or spreading false information, or their claims where in the
"Koreabook Write for freedom haneungun to Shenyang prestige "of the through express and
propagate it in a timely manner to the general public and let the accusers and their families cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1175. Respondent 08/13/2015 sites people use information networks to 03:55:56
"Dong" (site address: www.dongA.com) where members of the ID or account named nickname
"maksure" use the title of the article or post. "" doegetda famous Korean "Obama daughters rape
threats posting 30" (address or registration number) in comments or posts to accuser for slander
objective or factual dissemination or spreading false information, or their claims where the
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"ppeonhaji. Best day Members were suppose to write for the "timely and preached to the general
public is led to the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number1176. Respondent 08/13/2015 sites people use information networks to 01:20:49
"Dong" (site address: www.dongA.com) where the member account ID or nickname of "All In A" to
use the title of the article or post. "" doegetda famous Korean "Obama daughters rape threats posting
30" (address or registration number) in place slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false information or comments, or for his claim posts the "best day class Boso kind of
chuckling. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant
and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1177. Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 23:32:01
"Dong" (site address: www.dongA.com) where members of the ID or account named nickname
"paeseupodeu" use the title of the article or post. "" doegetda famous Korean "Obama daughters rape
threats posting 30" (address or registration number) in comments or posts to accuser for slander
objective or factual dissemination or spreading false information, or their claims where the "We NIS
On the Internet That is to write an article called "Fuck to timely and preached to unspecified causes
the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1178. Respondent 12/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 18:05:10
"Dong" (site address: www.dongA.com) where the account is Member ID or nickname of "light pine
needles." to use the title of the article or post. "" doegetda famous Korean "Obama daughters rape
threats posting 30" (address or registration number) in place slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or for his claim nine posts are "writing
this articleOnce inHagetneunde understand. What has criticized government policy. Said commie.
Handaneuni songchi the prosecution. Please fill out this article entitled "Do not just do the timely and
unspecified causes and spread of the plaintiffs and their families is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1179. Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 21:57
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "sword" articles the title or post "" doegetda famous Korean "Obama daughters rape
threats posting 30" (address or registration number) in place slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or comments, or posts for spreading false information or their claims. " liver greater
T_T "in Create a post, and it is timely to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number1180. Respondent 08/13/2015 sites using the information network on 14:51 people
"following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
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account named "mils0506" articles the title or post "" doegetda famous Korean "Obama daughters
rape threats posting 30" (address or registration number) in place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or comments, or posts for spreading false information or their claims. " Ugh.
Side armConsider. It is now're that asshole did to the world. What kid are applied victim of youth
unemployment, "it is called to write for the general public and disseminate timely let the accusers and
their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number1181. Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 16:37
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) The Member ID or nickname where the use of
an account named "Shah monking" title of the article or post, "Obama hyeopbakbeom, it turns out
typical 'hermit type alone'" (address or registration number) in place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or comments, or posts for spreading false information or their claims, "the
United States also jyeotne yeminhae. haha. thisRUNJust gonna ignore hadeoniman ~ chuckling. "The
creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1182. Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 15:25
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "Start" article title or post, "Obama hyeopbakbeom, it turns out typical 'hermit type
alone'" (address or registration number) of slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
for spreading false information or his claims comments or posts "day Best place members Ghanaian
times whereYou did Expression. Tsk, writing an article called, "and it is the right time to allow the
general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1183. Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 16:53
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "gimminwoo" articles title or post, "Obama hyeopbakbeom, it turns out typical 'hermit
type alone'" (address or registration number) in place slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or comments, or posts for spreading false information or their claims, "the hermit type
feel alone adequately dockIn my roomDoegetne side street. What do you reclusive loner type? Taste
not the best day between members. (Respondent has proposed that publicly to confine the
complainant in solitary confinement, the complainant be detained in solitary confinement
approximately nine months) to write for the "timely and spread to an unspecified number of causes
intense fear and anxiety to the complainant with family cause.
Tracking Number 1184. Respondent 12/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 16:40
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
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account named "Warrior" article title or post, "Obama hyeopbakbeom, it turns out typical 'hermit type
alone'" (address or registration number) in the comments or posts for the complainant defamatory or
factual dissemination or spreading false or his claims "really always there South tatman people Tsk
"The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1185. Respondent 12/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 15:31
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "Passage" articles title or post, "Obama hyeopbakbeom, it turns out typical 'hermit
type alone'" (address or registration number) of where the complainant defamatory or facts
dissemination, or for spreading false information or his claims comments or posts "skate love Please?
"articles thatof It is the right and timely to the general public and disseminate let the accusers and
their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number1186. Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 15:24
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "scallops" articles the purpose of slandering accuser place in or in fact distributing or
spreading false information or comments, or posts "funny and for his argument: title or post," Obama
hyeopbakbeom, it turns out typical 'hermit type alone' "(address or registration number) there is.
Boasting state-of-the-art monitoring call the NSA who's ever disown me like that article to raise?
And it's been a month? Geotyiji with something. People say that's right. Anthrax and poison gas type
is to scrap the ~ ~ write for that's a violation of international law "and to the general public and
disseminate timely let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number1187. Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 15:26
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "Grace" articles title or post, "Obama hyeopbakbeom, it turns out typical 'hermit type
alone'" (address or registration number) of where the complainant defamatory or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself in the comments or posts, "Uncle for claims Won Bin
Criminal way, I think that group. Ha. Create a vibrating article that "it is the right time to allow the
general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1188. Respondent 12/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 17:15
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "blueswan" articles title or post, "Obama hyeopbakbeom, it turns out typical 'hermit
type alone'" (address or registration number) of slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination
or for spreading false information or his claims comments or posts "day Best place Member ( 'day
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EntebbeHost"Is a slang that refers to members. Respondent is defamation and spreading false
information that the complainant two days BEST members) sikine to national disgrace. haha. Still not
a dictatorship wet country, such as perfume asshole President Park Geun-hye is the inde worst
chicken 0 shares writing an article called, "and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number1189. Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 16:46
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname of "*: Min: *
"using a named account, article title, or post" Obama hyeopbakbeom, it turns out typical 'hermit type
alone' "(address or registration number) to which the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or
distributing false information there, or his claims for comments or posts it leads to let the complainant
and family to write an article called "line City guys geulhan is enormous and it is illegally
experimenting with whether big deal? in our country" and timely, and spread to an unspecified
number extreme fear and anxiety .
Tracking Number1190. Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 15:46
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "pinwheel" articles title or post, "Obama hyeopbakbeom, it turns out typical 'hermit
type alone'" (address or registration number) in place slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or comments, or posts for spreading false information or his claims a "typical leftist
zombies (a slang that refers to the "left-wing forces of the hole. the Respondent is spreading false
information that the complainant spy network) enabled. A heart full of social discontent always blame
the government Internet server, it is now President of the United States President tathada hantekkaji,
chuckling. Internationalization of the left-wing zombie Coruña, chuckling. ~ Heading straight jongbuk
zombies later and left-wing allies and IS maeteoseo ahnyeo going to cause riots in South Korea. haha.
Penis in the same zombie chicks. haha. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to the
general public by the complainant and the familygold It causes extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1191. Respondent 12/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 18:21
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "Mr_Yang" articles title or post, "Obama hyeopbakbeom, it turns out typical 'hermit
type alone'" (address or registration number) of slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination
or for spreading false information or his claims comments or posts, "and then commented where
basket case that the group "LaIt is Create a post, and it is timely to allow the general public to spread
the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1192. Respondent 08/13/2015 sites using the information network on 18:17
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people "following news" (site address: news.daum.com) The Member ID or nickname where the use
of an account called "real gangbaekho" title of the article or post, "Obama hyeopbakbeom, it turns out
typical 'hermit type alone'" (address or registration number) in place slandering accuser purposes or
indeed spreading or "Internet comments or posts for spreading false information or his claims my
coming up every articleThe dragon Create a think humans are humans just like this, "commented the
political color of text that regardless, and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1193. Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 18:12
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) The Member ID or nickname where the use of
an account named "Top Pilot" title of the article or post, "Obama hyeopbakbeom, it turns out typical
'hermit type alone'" (address or registration number) of where the complainant defamatory or factual
dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or posts "Gee for their claims He is
sentenced to life imprisonment even let the society and Marchisio be isolated forever! complainant
and family to write for the "timely and preached to unspecified causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1194. Respondent 12/08/2015 sites using the information network on 16:04
people "following news" (site address: news.daum.com) where a Member ID or nickname of the
account "- johyeonju" use this article titles or posts, "Obama hyeopbakbeom, it turns out typical
'hermit type alone'" (address or registration number) is a place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or comments, or posts for spreading false information or their claims. " Internet
kkanggeuri to investigate othersof It dissolves into a malicious or seeds that crap Comment below
wholesale common sense should punish the criminal, "write for that, and it is timely to unspecified
causes severe and cause fear and anxiety to the complainant and family to spread.
Tracking Number The Member ID or nickname that is "one baewang _ how plug" where: 1195.
Respondent 08/12/2015 sites using the information network on 19:06 people "following news"
(news.daum.com site address) use the account title of the article or post, "Obama hyeopbakbeom, it
turns out typical 'hermit type alone'" (address or registration number) in comments or posts to
accuser for slander objective or factual dissemination or spreading false information, or their claims
where the "I used to work hard and moreIn thousands It came out easily, nowadays all the streams
yen just crazy Commies "and write an article that is timely and preached to unspecified causes is
causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 1196. Respondent 12/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 15:26
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) The Member ID or nickname where the use of
an account named "syabang syabang" title of the article or post, "Obama hyeopbakbeom, it turns out
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typical 'hermit type alone'" (address or registration number) in place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or comments, or posts for spreading false information or his claims "job as a
result no cubsoupThe group is going psycho. haha. "The creation of the posts and timely
disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number1197. Respondent 12/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 12:06
"The following news" (site address: news.daum.com) The Member ID or nickname where the use of
an account called "good life." title of the article or post. "" Obama terrorist "White House homepage
posting 30 hermit-type loner" (address or registration number) is a place slandering accuser
objective or factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or posts to their
claims "You fanatic? Forever the spiritThe hospitalLa locked up? But there are too many fanatics
Korea yen to create it sounds Geoje POW camp. Spend it is just a Siberian beolmokjang to write for
the "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (www.joongang.co.kr site address) where the member ID or nickname, the
"inyong10" 1198. Respondent people 08/12/2015 20:40:06 sites using the information network on
"Central Daily" the fact of the complainant defamatory or distribute or disseminate false information
or where their claims: with an account title of the article or post. "" President Obama will rape her, "...
30 hyeopbakbeom restraint prosecution" (address or registration number) for comments or posts.
"Public authorities areHeavy sternly. Riot forces organs and incineration disposal! "The creation of
the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (www.joongang.co.kr site address) where the member ID or nickname, the
"hanhae19" 1199. Respondent people 08/12/2015 18:55:36 sites using the information network on
"Central Daily" the fact of the complainant defamatory or distribute or disseminate false information
or where their claims: with an account title of the article or post. "" President Obama will rape her, "...
30 hyeopbakbeom restraint prosecution" (address or registration number) for comments or posts.
"whichYinya minutes were born in the region? "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to
unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (www.joongang.co.kr site address) where the member ID or nickname, the
"dante22" 1200. Respondent people 12/08/2015 17:30:02 sites using the information network on
"Central Daily" the fact of the complainant defamatory or distribute or disseminate false information
or where their claims: with an account title of the article or post. "" President Obama will rape her, "...
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30 hyeopbakbeom restraint prosecution" (address or registration number) comments or posts "for
thoseReotji5.16 riot, riot 12.12 remnants of chuckling gotta H. excised from the Republic of Korea.
"The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1201. Respondent 08/12/2015 17:09:16 Site name "Central Daily" using
information network (site address: www.joongang.co.kr) where a Member ID or nickname, the
"Bunch Son" use that account, article title, or post "" President Obama will rape her, "... 30
hyeopbakbeom restraint prosecution" (address or registration number) of the complainant or the fact
that distribute or disseminate defamatory or false, where their claim the comments or posts for
"thisThe family of Mr. and may continue to argue about the possibilities and potential hacking eoteul
the computer's hard disk has changed. haha. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to
unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (www.joongang.co.kr site address) where the member ID or nickname, the
"aho9496" 1202. Respondent people 12/08/2015 12:46:25 sites using the information network on
"Central Daily" use the account title of the article or post is "" "President Obama will rape her." "... 30
hyeopbakbeom restraint prosecution" (address or registration number) where the purpose of
slandering the complainant or facts, or dissemination of false information disseminated or his to
argue comments or posts "Left writtenImprisonment ttaerini hacked by someone, not what I wrote?
Haha ~ ~ La Era chuckling leave behind. Make a sound horse chuckling. Dirty, despicable being
expected to be broken Jeolla from a dirty commie mob're rattling of anti-USA Holding clan rebelled
against the country. Dirty Jeolla comes out Saturday. I think one chyeoon Gyeongsang Novi from the
back of the head of the Republic of Korea to the coup? I think I know where you come from. haha.
The impaired, and complaints are jongbuk spy Kim Ki-jong social intelligence of two heroes
hearingstrong To recruit the guys writing an article called by brainwashed between long-term
situation is unfavorable haejimyeon ROK are allies one by sseomeokneun disposable wiping shit rest
ol purpose we examine whether the contact with some open guys itgetda to catch the unexpected big
fish "and timely unspecified and spread to let the plaintiffs and their families is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "alry ****"
where 1203. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 12:51 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims the comments or posts "for
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the home PerhapsIt seems one Jeolla origin. I guarantee. - Kim is writing an article called "" and let
the timely and unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "ckrm ****"
where 1204. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 13:57 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts "for
sniffing. where I write for shots of me? ", And it is the right time to let the general public and the
plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "fila ****"
where 1205. The Respondent 10/07/2016 sites people use information networks to 14:53 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts "ahtta for!
brother! Create an article entitled Skate am burning smell. Do not worry, "and it is the right time to
allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "yung ****"
where 1206. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 12:56 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts "for'm
not? Home is like the smell of the young ones who ignited natural Cod. Do not it? It acknowledges the
good smell. ^ _ ^ I can feel it! And write for the "right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs
and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1207. Respondent 2016. 07.13.10: 08 sites with the information network on the
people "Naver News" (site address: news.naver.com) is where the accounts are members Username
or nickname "spri ****" use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published"
30 男 prison four years six months old "(address or registration number) of where the complainant
for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false or his claims comments or posts written an
article called "Place photograph raunchy videos on twitter What is Moon Jae-President that the
National Intelligence Service?", and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "bikk ****"
where 1208. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 12:50 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments, or posts. "I look
for Real fourUnderstanding chuckling as a man of something. haha. Create an article entitled
http://www.newdaily.co.kr/rrDbile/rmewdaily/newsview.php?icN323000 "and it is the right time to
allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "rkrh ****"
where 1209. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 14:13 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts "for the
country If you likeEven fine imposed would have been bullshit. What am dictatorship beorine Fagot
US yiraseo cool. I'm gonna say that the presidential attack? I'm sure that time call him to stay put
autopsy opposite the back ribbon. Good pasture. Asshole chuckling. Fuck the last fighter left - some
are still rubbish today're Cholla does not cease. The vibrating machine or the ruling Kim hyun
anti-USA pro who was bombard the Republic of Korea to the Internet chobangi ruling. That's all I
gatget go? Cholla real kitten. If five years ago, the internet yen anti-USA who are bored of the article
was that bombard can be called man compared to those days. Even if only the North haeteotji cough
epidemic also absurd comic American bulbul shudder. I eat a lot of sauerkraut takes no AIDS. haha.
haha. Korea Ana Towing cables? Left-wing circles, so guys like zombies are the kids would have
been killed tighten US yieoteumyeon live Give Tsk sent to US prisons. Called "write for the right time
to let the general public and the complainant and family propagated by extreme fear andAnxiety
cause.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "fila ****"
where 1210. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 14:41 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts "for the
leftists suckPompanoThe characteristics of these guys will get equal to committing terrorist grueling
end flippers or in a batch to remain silent. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to
unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "chlx ****"
where 1211. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 13:28 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims with comments or posts for ".
USABrother meNot like that because the kkolgap. It led him home in Jeolla seemed to write for the
"timely and unspecific and spread to the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "toto ****"
where 1212. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 12:52 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts "ahtta for!
thisThing Articles written by a cat, but I'm- "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to
unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "acht ****"
where 1213. The Respondent 10/07/2016 sites people use information networks to 14:27 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims Sorry, comments, or posts
for ". We have a house cat I have written an article. Let the cat honnael. "" To write articles that are
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "fila ****"
where 1214. The Respondent 10/07/2016 sites people use information networks to 14:45 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments, or posts the
"English teachers forAny Not write for that Tsk, "and it is the right time to let the general public and
disseminate the plaintiffs and their families cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "acht ****"
where 1215. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 14:48 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
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years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts "for life
loserof Malo groups to write an article called "" timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "fila ****"
where 1216. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 14:56 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts
"hometown got to the Jeolla region 7 o'clock for. Ppeonhaji write for the "," and it is the right time to
let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "make ****"
where 1217. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 13:13 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts "for the
hip To believeHow it will blow away chuckling invited accuracy. "The creation of the posts and
timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "yung ****"
where 1218. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 14:58 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts "for
Koreans ENPitYes cool. Create an article entitled T_T "" and it is the right time to allow the general
public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "ygyg ****"
where 1219. The Respondent 10/07/2016 sites people use information networks to 13:59 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims It had four posts or
comments for ". GunsDeuryeoyaji a place I love to go'm the best thing day the stars did. "" To write
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articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "ygyg ****"
where 1220. The Respondent 10/07/2016 sites people use information networks to 14:39 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts, "one for
baekgyeinA dozen would preside cunning to hide in the shadows of anonymity and leftist raising vile
propaganda articles zombie sting sentence also please go according to the original bill. "The creation
of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "step ****"
where 1221. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 14:12 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts' equal to
the handicappedsilveryoung. Write for that disgrace the country, "and it is the right time to allow the
general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "stat ****"
where 1222. The Respondent 10/07/2016 sites people use information networks to 13:20 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts written
an article called "Daegu-born foal probability of 99.9" and it is the right time for the general public
and to propagate let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "6cho ****"
where 1223. The Respondent 10/07/2016 sites people use information networks to 14:31 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts, "but
really masks hacking and identity theft that cell geolro for. Go find the people at home want
confounded opportunity to stare at the White House went Raising write for that sacrament? "And it is
the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause
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extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "veel ****"
where 1224. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 18:41 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims the comments or posts,
"Huck Yeah orderDegree Imprisonment for four years, is a bit heavy and seemed to "write for that
timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "anas ****"
where 1225. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 15:09 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts, "the
spirit of barmatch Then come back and lowering the grueling it is to write an article that spirit back.
"Timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "suja ****"
where 1226. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 13:04 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts, "one
sister toThe martial music One thing that the threat should not be a bad thing, but if this is not the
person to some extent believed judoe I hope you do not exclude at all, "called to write for timely and
preached to unspecified causes the plaintiffs and their families extreme fear and it is causing anxiety.
Tracking Number 1227. The Respondent 10. 2016. Sites were "Naver news" with the information
network on 7 15:03 (site address: news.naver.com) where the account is Member ID or nickname of
"rayg ****" the use article titles or posts, "" the White House website threatened articles published,
30 男 prison four years six months old "(address or registration number) to which the complainant
defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or
posts for "Bona mana daysBest Cross Write for one of its members or'll Gyeongsang people "and the
general public and disseminate timely let the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
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Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "refe ****"
where 1228. The Respondent 10/07/2016 sites people use information networks to 14:15 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims the comments or posts
"online for fiveIncrease ofIn humor without wives and children received hospitality heroes sleep until
dawn In the offline parent rot in the end of the day who was a member of the humor. He says the hero
of the members of the twisted humor today be revealed as a psychopath. Although a place called
humor of the day North Korea IP addresses are not even surprised because the leftist zombie lair is
found, "it is written an article called," and in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate let
the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "sanc ****"
where 1229. The Respondent 10/07/2016 sites people use information networks to 12:52 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims the comments or posts "for
cats Hit Write for might know that, "and it is the right time to let the general public and disseminate
the plaintiffs and their families cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "ygb7 ****"
where 1230. The Respondent 10/07/2016 sites people use information networks to 14:10 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts, "Alas for.
COOPER Insanity? haha. "" To write articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "zxcv ****"
where 1231. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 15:02 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims If you have any comments or
posts' money to pay for a jail on bail after eating a new heart with the money to eat about four to fix
his illness. Do not lie. "" To write articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "rudx ****"
where 1232. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 14:04 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts, "Wen
asshole forend It Has Must be deeply impressed by the film Uncle. "" Fill the posts that are timely and
preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "kkse ****"
where 1233. The Respondent 10/07/2016 sites people use information networks to 13:32 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts,
"chuckling to. terror Did I thought to notice a flurry of Chapter okay? Create an article entitled "" and
it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "wind ****"
where 1234. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 13:24 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts, "a little
crazy forto We live in a written article entitled "" and it is the right time to let the general public and
the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "fans ****"
where 1235. The Respondent 10/07/2016 sites people use information networks to 13:09 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims the comments or posts, "a"
to the police US Embassy Create an article that was arrested under investigation commissioned 'to
express that match "" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and
the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "0fir ****"
where 1236. The Respondent 10/07/2016 14:00 Site name "Naver News" with information on the
network use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison
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four years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant
defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or
posts, "like that for chicaneryMethod of joining forces with it and guided it to expose the intact
including our way of investigation so. This is not rushing to dry will be permanently eradicated by
evidence. "" Let the complainant and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number
of causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "doku ****"
where 1237. The Respondent 10/07/2016 sites people use information networks to 22:43 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims the comments or posts "for
Jeolla FuckingTry going to have kittens lie. haha. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated
to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "dlsd ****"
where 1238. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 13:24 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims with comments or posts for ".
Do not disgrace the country. Be just death, it is the right article entitled "to induce let the timely and
unspecified plaintiffs and their families to propagate extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "wjsr ****"
where 1239. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 14:03 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts,
"chuckling to. thisYiguna penis was actually chuckling surplus chicks. "The creation of the posts and
timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "wonj ****"
where 1240. The Respondent 10/07/2016 sites people use information networks to 14:03 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims the comments or posts "for
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allies toThe fourNot it be pierced with a knife. Not much success intimidate allies president. Oh yeah.
Allow to write for that pathetic jaktae "" timely and disseminated to the general public as a
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "ejra ****"
where 1241. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 17:42 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts "jongbuk
leftist anti-USA commie for the level chuckling. =) United States <China, the United States <Look for
a solid guys kkorakseoni chuckling to think North Korea. "The creation of the posts and timely
disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "toug ****"
where 1242. The Respondent 10/07/2016 sites people use information networks to 13:07 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims the comments or posts,
"Please naked forDegree The right people yigireul article entitled "" timely and unspecified causes
and spread to the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "love ****"
where 1243. The Respondent 07/10/2016 sites people use information networks to 13:01 "Naver
news." use article title or post, " 'White House website threatening posts published" 30 男 prison four
years six months old "(address or registration number) to the account of the complainant defamatory
or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims the comments or posts "for
the real FuckingWhat it is. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes
the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "mre9 ****"
where 1244. The Respondent is using the information network on 04/09/2015 14:13 Site name
"Naver news." use the account title of the article or post. "" the White House website threatened
articles published, 30 男 "wrote ever do." "(address or registration number) of the complainant
defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or
posts, "Hey, I feel good just to! "" To write articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes
the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname, "2617 ****"
where 1245. The Respondent is using the information network on 04/09/2015 13:48 Site name
"Naver news." use the account title of the article or post. "" the White House website threatened
articles published, 30 男 "wrote ever do." "(address or registration number) of the complainant
defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or
posts to create an article entitled "I'll punish you. what about the comrades properly doubtful that the
Korean people," and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to
propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "taro ****"
where 1246. The Respondent 09/04/2015 sites people use information networks to 13:56 "Naver
news." use the account title of the article or post. "" the White House website threatened articles
published, 30 男 "wrote ever do." "(address or registration number) of the complainant defamatory or
indeed spreading or distributing false information there, or his claims comments or posts "for 30 or
cheomeokAndOh one thing? Suicide is the answer. "The creation of the posts and timely
disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "tuba ****"
where 1247. The Respondent is using the information network on 09/04/2015 12:20 Site name
"Naver news." use the account title of the article or post. " 'Ripper bit intimidating ambassador
assassination" article 30 "," no writer ever "" bail ... "(address or registration number), the purpose of
slander or where the complainant or disseminate false facts this "kind of facts or comment posts for
dissemination or his claimsnorthWipeout lot of progressive levels. haha. Get off it still did not allow to
jump right to write a "timely and unspecific and spread to the complainant and the family later caused
severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "999w ****"
where 1248. The Respondent is using the information network on 04/09/2015 12:23 Site name
"Naver news." the title of the article with an account or a post. " 'Ripper bit threatened to assassinate
Ambassador" article 30 "no writer ever" bail ... "(address or registration number) of the complainant
or the fact that distribute or disseminate defamatory misrepresentation place or for comments or
posts "for their own civil claimssoupLeft zombies are adores the United States and North Korea
abandon? "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant
and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "smgj ****"
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where 1249. The Respondent is using the information network on 09/04/2015 12:20 Site name
"Naver news." the title of the article with an account or a post. " 'Ripper bit threatened to assassinate
Ambassador" article 30 "no writer ever" bail ... "(address or registration number) of the complainant
or the fact that distribute or disseminate defamatory misrepresentation place or allow comments or
posts for his claim to create "or not 100% Unified Progressive Party, now people work seemed. to
support the new Politics Alliance for democracy called" article timely and spread to an unspecified
number with the plaintiffs and their families it causes extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname, "dona ****"
where 1250. The Respondent is using the information network on 09/04/2015 12:50 Site name
"Naver news." the title of the article with an account or a post. " 'Ripper bit threatened to assassinate
Ambassador" article 30 "no writer ever" bail ... "(address or registration number) of the complainant
or the fact that distribute or disseminate defamatory misrepresentation place or comments, or posts,
"Why on earth Sagna to their claims? Do not harm others harm me dwijil Please let the little guys are
behind and give the complainant and family to write for the "timely and preached to unspecified
causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1251. Respondent 09/04/2015 sites people use information networks to 13:48
"Naver News" (site address: news.naver.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the account
named "cocodori" articles or post title is " 'Ripper bit intimidating ambassador assassination" article
30 "no writer ever" bail ... "(address or registration number) of the complainant or the fact that
distribute or disseminate defamatory or false, where their claim comments or posts "for the
alliestoWaedeul yireona? The nations are? Broken the alliance hagetnya meet Kim Jong Un should be
absorbed me like a dog? "" To write articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "pjm5 ****"
where 1252. The Respondent is using the information network on 09/04/2015 13:42 Site name
"Naver news." the title of the article with an account or a post. " 'Ripper bit threatened to assassinate
Ambassador" article 30 "no writer ever" bail ... "(address or registration number) of the complainant
or the fact that distribute or disseminate defamatory misrepresentation place or comments, or posts
to his claims "night DatongPolynesiaKill the article mandeonde anything like that, but not punished? ""
To write articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "kih3 ****"
where 1253. The Respondent is using the information network on 04/09/2015 13:02 Site name
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"Naver news." the title of the article with an account or a post. " 'Ripper bit threatened to assassinate
Ambassador" article 30 "no writer ever" bail ... "(address or registration number) of the complainant
or the fact that distribute or disseminate defamatory misrepresentation place or it is to write this
comment posts or articles "4chan is another." "for his claim and timely disseminated to unspecified
causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "bbpo ****"
where 1254. The Respondent is using the information network on 04/09/2015 15:29 Site name
"Naver news." the title of the article with an account or a post. " 'Ripper bit threatened to assassinate
Ambassador" article 30 "no writer ever" bail ... "(address or registration number) of the complainant
or the fact that distribute or disseminate defamatory misrepresentation place or for their claims or
posts a comment "old Ono elementary youthful players when four cases were awarded the gold
medal in the short track athletes Korea fell me by e-mail is sent to the White House 'i kill you'
reminds that was going to upset the United States. Hehe written an article called, "and it is the right
time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "padi ****"
where 1255. The Respondent 04/09/2015 sites people use information networks to 13:46 "Naver
news." the title of the article with an account or a post. " 'Ripper bit threatened to assassinate
Ambassador" article 30 "no writer ever" bail ... "(address or registration number) of the complainant
or the fact that distribute or disseminate defamatory misrepresentation place or "left-wing comments
or posts to their claims zombie Nerd class is to write an article called (Respondent openly the
complainant is timely as 'left-wing zombies') "timely and unspecified causes and spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "base ****"
where 1256. The Respondent 09/04/2015 sites people use information networks to 13:22 "Naver
news." the title of the article with an account or a post. " 'Ripper bit threatened to assassinate
Ambassador" article 30 "no writer ever" bail ... "(address or registration number) of the complainant
or the fact that distribute or disseminate defamatory misrepresentation place posts or comments, or
for his claim that "this joblessToday the members of humor (a slang to refer to a member of the site,
"Today's humor. The Respondent is timely, false information on the network.) Is not the case?
Although humorous members of my heroes today house the was a case claimed to sleep, not wives
and children and nannies in the last of the bugs that was rotting before dawn, well, "that by writing
articles and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the plaintiffs and their families extreme fear
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and it is causing anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "parl ****"
where 1257. The Respondent 12/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 21:57 "Naver
news." "doegetda famous Korean" with the account title of the article or post, "Obama daughters rape
threats posting 30" (address or registration number) in reply to the complainant for defamatory or
factual dissemination or spreading false facts or their claims where or post How did this "one cub
Lippert Ambassador terrorism? Inde attempted murder a kitten written an article called, "and it is the
right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "bokb ****"
where 1258. The Respondent 24/01/2016 sites people use information networks to 18:46 "Naver
news." "doegetda famous Korean" with the account title of the article or post, "Obama daughters rape
threats posting 30" (address or registration number) in reply to the complainant for defamatory or
factual dissemination or spreading false facts or their claims where or posts a "colonial StateThe first
Master bath haeteuni the country, it would be to create! "Called the paper to pay sin's death, and
unspecific and disseminate timely let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and
anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "gawa ****"
where 1259. The Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 13:41 "Naver
news." title of the article or post using the account, "the White House website Obama threatening
posting 30 prosecution" (address or registration number) is a place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or posts to their claims "what
Master countries? haha. go chuckling. Servility to the bone? Fun and not without pride chuckling.
"The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "suba ****"
where 1260. The Respondent 12/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 13:51 "Naver
news." title of the article or post using the account, "the White House website Obama threatening
posting 30 prosecution" (address or registration number) is a place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or posts to their claims "Do you
dare? The Obama and their daughters? River House in masturbation or why not keep ah ~ ~ Why
write for the "," and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to
propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "dood ****"
where 1261. The Respondent 12/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 13:50 "Naver
news." title of the article or post using the account, "the White House website Obama threatening
posting 30 prosecution" (address or registration number) is a place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or posts to their claims "dotatda
Iranian nuclear creepy to hear words. Bitch day Galleries Children seongchungdong the Best
Register ahninya cubs? I usually find the site tracked into haebomyeon "that is to write for the
general public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and
anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "sanh ****"
where 1262. The Respondent 12/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 21:33 "Naver
news." title of the article or post using the account, "the White House website Obama threatening
posting 30 prosecution" (address or registration number) is a place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or posts to their claims "today's
humor seemed to accept members. Today the members chuckling humor is always there any hostile
because the US pro-Japanese pro-Lee is the best day members are not. Create an article that is
jeoreotda "reality of humor Member of the Day is the right time to allow the general public to spread
the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "ciod ****"
where 1263. The Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 23:12 "Naver
news." title of the article or post using the account, "the White House website Obama threatening
posting 30 prosecution" (address or registration number) is a place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or posts to their claims "openly
threatened with rape bansahoeseong wool look best days seemed acceptable to members. Who
geuraetneunde day Best Jerk members openly and is today of humor and family members will let the
complainant know by writing an article called yiradeonde asshole. "When the right time and spread to
unspecified causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "musi ****"
where 1264. The Respondent 12/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 13:50 "Naver
news." title of the article or post using the account, "the White House website Obama threatening
posting 30 prosecution" (address or registration number) is a place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or posts to their claims "Best day
members By cleverYiradeonde In normal reality. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated
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to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "jinj ****"
where 1265. The Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 13:50 "Naver
news." title of the article or post using the account, "the White House website Obama threatening
posting 30 prosecution" (address or registration number) is a place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or posts to their claims "priceless"
write for that and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "heki ****"
where 1266. The Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 14:11 "Naver
news." title of the article or post using the account, "the White House website Obama threatening
posting 30 prosecution" (address or registration number) is a place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or posts to their claims it "would
rather die Why be Sagna hara-kiri" let the "complainant and family to write for the general public and
timely propagation of causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "byeo ****"
where 1267. The Respondent 12/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 13:59 "Naver
news." title of the article or post using the account, "the White House website Obama threatening
posting 30 prosecution" (address or registration number) is a place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or posts to their claims "send him
in the United States if By sending a written death layed article entitled "" and it is the right time to let
the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "mone ****"
where 1268. The Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 13:58 "Naver
news." title of the article or post using the account, "the White House website Obama threatening
posting 30 prosecution" (address or registration number) is a place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or posts to their claims "commie
cubs. That guyof By advisers as spies Nampa written an article called "to make a cripple, and it is the
right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "thde ****"
where 1269. The Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 14:08 "Naver
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news." title of the article or post using the account, "the White House website Obama threatening
posting 30 prosecution" (address or registration number) is a place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or posts to their claims "I would
eat kimchi AIDS? haha. You go to the United States before the bread sorry tell Obama. Repeat 100
times, chuckling come back to Korea. "" To write articles that are timely and preached to unspecified
causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "star ****"
where 1270. The Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 13:56 "Naver
news." title of the article or post using the account, "the White House website Obama threatening
posting 30 prosecution" (address or registration number) is a place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or posts to their claims "we
sweetheart keyboardLee Create a multi-emitter motherfuckers jokchyeot hope "that article and it is
the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "bjwe ****"
where 1271. The Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 14:16 "Naver
news." title of the article or post using the account, "the White House website Obama threatening
posting 30 prosecution" (address or registration number) is a place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or posts to their claims "Write the
comment it! Ahweek It is a good example doegetne "let the complainant and family to write for timely
and spread to an unspecified number of causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "ihyu ****"
where 1272. The Respondent 12/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 13:52 "Naver
news." title of the article or post using the account, "the White House website Obama threatening
posting 30 prosecution" (address or registration number) is a place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or posts to their claims "South
Korea men. Another KoreamanWhere you'll mention it barbaric ppuninde just as you would be in
prison Korea bateuni protrude snow? haha. Korea also men. Where is your head again and nibs atne
"write for that timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family garden
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "apfm ****"
where 1273. The Respondent 12/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 19:51 "Naver
news." title of the article or post using the account, "the White House website Obama threatening
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posting 30 prosecution" (address or registration number) is a place slandering accuser objective or
factual dissemination or spreading false information or comments, or posts to their claims it allows to
write an article called "Republic of Korea is also a man," "timely and unspecific and spread to the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1274. Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 14:39
"Naver news": This is where (website address news.naver.com) Member ID or nickname using the
account named "Joro Roro" title of the article or post is "30 accused the White House website posted
Obama threatened articles" (address or registration number) of the place slandering accuser
objective or factual dissemination or comments, or posts for spreading false information or their
claims, "Ugh famous becoming RoomsThe lawRape and violence yinya one write? South Korea to
create a crazy man, "that article and timely unspecified cause and spread the complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1275. Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 19:55
"Naver News" (site address: news.naver.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the account
named "minzoo3" articles title or post, "Obama threatened article ... 'hermit' 30s accused the White
House homepage" (address or registration number) where the purpose of slandering the complainant
or the fact that distribute or disseminate false information or comments, or for his claim posts how
"crude a dayAvailable To write an article that is not me. "Timely and preached to unspecified causes
the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "tuba ****"
where 1276. The Respondent 12/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 10:37 "Naver
news." the person the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information
there, or his claims: with an account title of the article or post, "the White House homepage 'Ripper
bit ambassadors assassination threatened' 30 trial" (address or registration number) comments or
posts, "but not one forCountry boys Woman hitting geolro and is world renowned for its operation is
also famous for revisiting as stupid, so South Korea men in the West more than that words are not
"write for that and let the timely unspecific and the complainant and family to propagate extreme fear
and insecurity under it is the cause.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "gaze ****"
where 1277. The Respondent 08/15/2015 sites people use information networks to 09:17 "Naver
news." the person the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information
there, or his claims: with an account title of the article or post, "the White House homepage 'Ripper
bit ambassadors assassination threatened' 31 trial" (address or registration number) comments or
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posts "already to prison The bus Create an article that is carried between the suspect "and it is the
right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "kdj9 ****"
where 1278. The Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 10:51 "Naver
news." the person the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information
there, or his claims: with an account title of the article or post, "the White House homepage 'Ripper
bit ambassadors assassination threatened' 32 trial" (address or registration number) comments or
posts "brother country to usend Why let the United States Nha haengpae to write for the "timely and
unspecific and spread to the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "gaze ****"
where 1279. The Respondent 15/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 09:16 "Naver
news." the person the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information
there, or his claims: with an account title of the article or post, "the White House homepage 'Ripper
bit ambassadors assassination threatened' 33 trial" (address or registration number) have comments
or posts "hold ahtta, star spangled country bajit crotch for? "The creation of the posts and timely
disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "486c ****"
where 1280. The Respondent 12/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 17:59 "Naver
news." the title of the article or post, "using the account" will rape her, "... threatening a 30
redemption prosecution" (address or registration number:) 美 President Obama is defamatory, where
the complainant or the fact that the purpose of distributing or spreading false or herself to claim this
comment or post on an article entitled "No, asshole?", and it is the right time to allow the general
public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "idid ****"
where 1281. The Respondent 12/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 17:13 "Naver
news." the title of the article or post, "using the account" will rape her. "... President Obama 美
threatened a 31 redemption prosecution" (address or registration number) where the purpose of
slandering the complainant or facts, or dissemination of false information disseminated or his to post
a comment, or a claim "( '美 WhitingtubeTimely capture photos of 'titled' 'Obama threatened article
"De 30 prison news1 KOREA' on the homepage and articles) georo these red lines, he or chuckling.
"The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the
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family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "sinn ****"
where 1282. The Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 18:26 "Naver
news." the title of the article or post, "using the account" will rape her. "... President Obama 美
threatened a 32 redemption prosecution" (address or registration number) where the purpose of
slandering the complainant or facts, or dissemination of false information disseminated or his haetne
threatening comments, or posts "Lippert Ambassador to the claim. Just look it Jeolla write for that,
"and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "adre ****"
where 1283. The Respondent 08/13/2015 sites people use information networks to 10:38 "Naver
news." the title of the article or post, "using the account" will rape her. "... President Obama 美
threatened a 33 redemption prosecution" (address or registration number) where the purpose of
slandering the complainant or facts, or dissemination of false information disseminated or his posts or
comments that are "fit" for claims Posts It is the right and timely to the general public and disseminate
let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "chee ****"
where 1284. The Respondent 13/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 11:05 "Naver
news." the title of the article or post, "using the account" will rape her. "... President Obama 美
threatened a 34 redemption prosecution" (address or registration number) where the purpose of
slandering the complainant or facts, or dissemination of false information disseminated or his for
comments or posts claiming "Real"in Create a post, and it is timely to allow the general public to
spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "coll ****"
where 1285. The Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 14:58 "Naver
news." the title of the article or post, "using the account" will rape her. "... President Obama 美
threatened a 34 redemption prosecution" (address or registration number) where the purpose of
slandering the complainant or facts, or dissemination of false information disseminated or his these
comments or posts, "the US imperialists kittens for claims genusNarrow it serves him right. This is
done by writing an article called Is = <= < "to the powers and the right time to let the general public
and disseminate the plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "hsbf ****"
where 1286. The Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 15:23 "Naver
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news." the title of the article or post, "using the account" will rape her. "... President Obama 美
threatened a 34 redemption prosecution" (address or registration number) where the purpose of
slandering the complainant or facts, or dissemination of false information disseminated or his to claim
this comment or post on an article entitled "a [hide or delete comments;" and it is the right time to
allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "snhl ****"
where 1287. The Respondent 08/12/2015 sites people use information networks to 20:45 "Naver
news." the title of the article or post, "using the account" will rape her. "... President Obama 美
threatened a 34 redemption prosecution" (address or registration number) where the purpose of
slandering the complainant or facts, or dissemination of false information disseminated or his to claim
this comment or post on an article entitled "in moreuna nickname chuckling," and it is the right time to
allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1288. Respondent 2015. 8. Information Network sites using 13 23:35 people
"Naver News" (site address: news.naver.com) where the account is Member ID or nickname of
"wk65 ****" use the title of the article or post. "" I will rape her. "... President Obama 美 threatened a
34 redemption prosecution" (address or registration number) where the purpose of slandering the
complainant or the dissemination or spreading false facts or his claims the comments or posts,
"[hidden or to Deleted By writing a comment is: "that article and timely unspecified cause and spread
the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "forz ****"
where 1289. The Respondent 12/08/2015 sites people use information networks to 20:43 "Naver
news." the title of the article or post, "using the account" will rape her. "... President Obama 美
threatened a 34 redemption prosecution" (address or registration number) where the purpose of
slandering the complainant or facts, or dissemination of false information disseminated or his
comments or posts "for claiming your mother YuCommandedI know one fucking whore Giant. Again I
ask you something? haha. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes
the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "hoju ****"
where 1290. The Respondent 11/11/2016 sites people use information networks to 11:01 "Naver
news." use the account title of the article or post a "美 White House website on Obama threaten
article" De 30 prison "(address or registration number) in reply to the complainant for defamatory or
factual dissemination or spreading false information, or their claims where or posts a "hidden or
deleteDeleted By writing a comment is: "that article and timely unspecified cause and spread the
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complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "isac ****"
where 1291. The Respondent 11/11/2016 sites people use information networks to 11:06 "Naver
news." use the account title of the article or post a "美 White House website on Obama threaten
article" De 30 prison "(address or registration number) in reply to the complainant for defamatory or
factual dissemination or spreading false information, or their claims where or posts a "Yes, your
mother's a whore ~" is to write articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "skdn ****"
where 1292. The Respondent 11/11/2016 sites people use information networks to 11:15 "Naver
news." use the account title of the article or post, "White House," Obama would daughters raped,
"threatened a 30 男, 1 simseo prison" (address or registration number), the purpose of slandering
accuser place or indeed spreading or spreading false or herself for claims inviting comments or posts.
"It makes sense? That "to write for that timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant
and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "skan ****"
where 1293. The Respondent 11/11/2016 sites people use information networks to 11:13 "Naver
news." use the account title of the article or post, "White House," Obama would daughters raped,
"threatened a 30 男, 1 simseo prison" (address or registration number), the purpose of slandering
accuser place or indeed spreading or spreading false or herself for claims in comments or posts. "
Nickname What do you see written an article called, "and it is the right time to let the general public
and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "dnjs ****"
where 1294. The Respondent 11/11/2016 sites people use information networks to 11:10 "Naver
news." use the account title of the article or post, "White House," Obama would daughters raped,
"threatened a 30 男, 1 simseo prison" (address or registration number), the purpose of slandering
accuser place or indeed spreading or spreading false or herself by the comments, or posts an article
written for the claim that "somehow dung beetle cheap bastard nickname" timely and preached to
unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "heyu ****"
where 1295. The Respondent 11/11/2016 sites people use information networks to 11:02 "Naver
news." use the account title of the article or post, "White House," Obama would daughters raped,
"threatened a 30 男, 1 simseo prison" (address or registration number), the purpose of slandering
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accuser place or indeed spreading or spreading false or herself for claims of comments or posts
"wronguh. Live at Ohio State. Tsk, writing an article called, "and it is the right time to allow the
general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "coyu ****"
where 1296. The Respondent 11/11/2016 sites people use information networks to 14:49 "Naver
news." use the account title of the article or post, "White House," Obama would daughters raped,
"threatened a 30 男, 1 simseo prison" (address or registration number), the purpose of slandering
accuser place or indeed spreading or spreading false or herself It claims the comments or posts, "yes
to? Create an article entitled What is the fact? ", And it is the right time to let the general public and
disseminate the plaintiffs and their families cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "uiff ****"
where 1297. The Respondent 11/11/2016 sites people use information networks to 22:00 "Naver
news." use the account title of the article or post, "White House," Obama would daughters raped,
"threatened a 30 男, 1 simseo prison" (address or registration number), the purpose of slandering
accuser place or indeed spreading or spreading false or herself comments or posts to argue that
"what"in Create a post, and it is timely to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "pi83 ****"
where 1298. The Respondent 11/11/2016 sites people use information networks to 11:12 "Naver
news." use the account title of the article or post, "White House," Obama would daughters raped,
"threatened a 30 男, 1 simseo prison" (address or registration number), the purpose of slandering
accuser place or indeed spreading or spreading false or herself comments or posts for the claim that
"[breathKim Or is deleted comments] to write for the "timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname, "sang ****"
where 1299. The Respondent 11/11/2016 sites people use information networks to 10:52 "Naver
news." use the account title of the article or post, "White House," Obama would daughters raped,
"threatened a 30 男, 1 simseo prison" (address or registration number), the purpose of slandering
accuser place or indeed spreading or spreading false or herself comments or posts for the claim that
"[breathKim Or is deleted comments] to write for the "timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That: (news.naver.com site address) in the Member ID or nickname "pi83 ****"
where 1300. The Respondent 11/11/2016 sites people use information networks to 10:59 "Naver
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news." use the account title of the article or post, "White House," Obama would daughters raped,
"threatened a 30 男, 1 simseo prison" (address or registration number), the purpose of slandering
accuser place or indeed spreading or spreading false or herself comments or posts for the claim that
"[breathKim Or is deleted comments] to write for the "timely and preached to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1301. Respondent 11/11/2016 sites people use information networks to 19:34:01
"MBC" (site address: www.imnews.com) Member ID or nickname of the place, the account named
"poplar" use article title or a post "30 prison posted threatening posts on the White House website,"
(the address or registered number) is a place slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false information or comments, or posts to their claims. "[ ipni hidden or deleted
commentsAll- it is to write for the "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and
the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1302. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:56:09 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
the "Trump daughter gaekkol" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself comments posted or for claimsThis Article"We invited a
little different when you share love. Here to write for the "right time to let the complainant and to the
general public and to propagate the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1303. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:44:28 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
the "years of life for Ada "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself It claims a comment or something toThe sigeul To write for
the "?", And timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1304. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:59:32 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
the "Moon Jae Kim approval." title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
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dissemination or spreading false or herself for comments or claims This thread"? To write an article
that really being? "Timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That is a Member ID or nickname "geunhye sangmyeo" where: 1305. Respondent
people 11/11/2016 23:59:33 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims create a post or comment that posts the "Cholla" for it is the
right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1306. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:48:13 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
"the hero of national salvation Park "use that account, article title, or post a" kkakki Obama
threatening message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House
homepage ㅋㅋ "(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective
or factual dissemination or spreading false or reply to their claim, or This thread"I had a youthful
elementary mail one people of the Republic of Korea. That I kill you. This is geuraetdeoni tha
investigators write for the "timely and unspecified causes and the cause of the complainant and
family propagated by extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1307. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:57:25 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _d5af5c" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House homepage
Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false or herself to claim this comment or post on an article entitled "a [hide or delete
comments;" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1308. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:58:37 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) Member ID or nickname of the
"son came oh where Abby "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
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spreading or spreading false or herself It claims a comment or something toThe sigeul It led to the
creation of the post: "I opened the chocolate flavored milk comes out, I'll show called" timely and
spread to an unspecified number plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1309. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:59:34 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _d5af5c" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House homepage
Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false or herself to write an article for claiming a comment or a post called "crazy chuckling
chuckling," and timely, and spread to an unspecified number let the accusers and their families is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That is a Member ID or nickname "Beto de" where: 1310. Respondent people
12/11/2016 00:03:54 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store" (www.ilbe.com site
address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea men's jail to the White
House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or registration number:
9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information
there, or his claims the comments or posts for "FivePresident, 1958 Born ohmyeonggyu boss, fuck
the motherfucker I'll have my word. What? Pangeomsa should lick asshole do you understand're
twenty wheels? The son of a bitch I? If you want to live a different Hillary. I enjoy writing articles is
58 years Mutt Dog pups are called Sons Hey! "And it is timely to the general public and lead to let the
complainant and family propagated by extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number1311. Respondent people 12/11/2016 00:08:58 sites using the information network
in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _d5af5c" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House homepage
Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false or herself comments or posts "Finish hadeora man to captain. = Written an article
called «that look interesting continue," and the right time to let the general public and disseminate the
plaintiffs and their families is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That is a Member ID or nickname "Beto de" where: 1312. Respondent people
12/11/2016 00:21:46 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store" (www.ilbe.com site
address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea men's jail to the White
House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or registration number:
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9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information
there, or his claims the comments or posts for "In Hollywood It casts one vote to remake that. "That
is to write for the general public and disseminate timely let the accusers and their families caused
severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number That where Member ID or nickname of "eungdi Lloyd": 1313. The Respondent
people 11/12/2016 02:35:01 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims comments or posts forthis "[It is hidden or deleted comments]"
to write for that timely and preached to the general public is led to the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1314. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:00:01 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) The Member ID or nickname, "runs
the place shoop 2 "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening message
posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ "(address
or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed spreading
or spreading false or herself It claims a comment or something toThe sigeul"That kind of movie you
ryeotji. Create an article entitled Man in black is also the way Leon also by the way, "and it is the right
time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1315. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:01:02 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) Member ID or nickname of the
"son came oh where Abby "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself It claims a comment or something toThe sigeul It is to write
for the "GoStop (Korean style trump card game) did not eat the hit call." Timely and preached to
unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1316. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:03:32 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) The Member ID or nickname, "runs
the place shoop 2 "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening message
posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ "(address
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or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed spreading
or spreading false or herself It claims a comment or something toThe sigeul Let the complainant and
family to write an article called "Oh geolro but also imprisonment stuffing" timely and preached to
unspecified causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1317. Respondent people 12/11/2016 00:08:59 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) Member ID or nickname of the
"son came oh where Abby "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself It claims a comment or something toThe sigeul"The United
States is also many firearms accidents, murder, terrorism-related statements are hard real catches.
Total shaped face book while conversation with a friend emoticon wrote (affectionately's only real
this) police door to break that one come to search ever instance "called to write for timely and
preached to unspecified causes the plaintiffs and their families extreme fear and it is causing anxiety.
Tracking Number 1318. Respondent people 12/11/2016 00:09:58 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) The Member ID or nickname, "runs
the place shoop 2 "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening message
posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ "(address
or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed spreading
or spreading false or herself It claims a comment or something toThe sigeul" haha. "The creation of
the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1319. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:59:21 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _dd223b" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself to claim this comment or post on an article entitled "a
[hide or delete comments;" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number1320. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:59:44 sites using the information network
in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _d5af5c" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House homepage
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Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false or herself it reminds comments or posts, "Uncle for the claim. haha. "The creation of
the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1321. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:41:57 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _dd223b" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself to claim this comment or post on an article entitled
"chuckling," and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number1322. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:45:10 sites using the information network
in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _d5af5c" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House homepage
Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false or herself Ioannina comments or posts, "Mr. Won Bin for the claim? To write an
article called chuckling. "Timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1323. Respondent people 12/11/2016 02:35:33 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
the "mid to eungdi" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House homepage
Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false or herself comments or posts for claimsthis "[It is hidden or deleted comments]" to
write for that timely and preached to the general public is led to the complainant and the family leads
to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1324. The Respondent is using the information network on 11/11/2016 23:58:57
site named "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname, the
"bitch off Shimomoura "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
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"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself comments to the claim or This thread "[It is hidden or deleted
comments]" to write for that timely and preached to the general public is led to the complainant and
the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1325. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:58:58 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname
"Miss yesin wodeo" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House homepage
Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false or herself comments posted or for claimsThis Article "[It is hidden or deleted
comments]" to write for that timely and preached to the general public is led to the complainant and
the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1326. Respondent 11/11/2016 sites people use information networks at 23:59:59
"Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) The Member ID or nickname there is "Roh
Moo-hyun and chumkeul" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself comments posted or for claimsThis Article "[It is hidden
or deleted comments]" to write for that timely and preached to the general public is led to the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1327. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:49:45 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"more than 55 districts." title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself comments or posts for claimsthis "[It is hidden or deleted
comments]" to write for that timely and preached to the general public is led to the complainant and
the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1328. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:50:38 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _c415bf" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
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dissemination or spreading false or herself to claim this comment or post on an article entitled "a
[hide or delete comments;" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1329. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:52:54 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"more than 55 districts." title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself comments or posts for claimsthis "[It is hidden or deleted
comments]" to write for that timely and preached to the general public is led to the complainant and
the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That is a Member ID or nickname "departure passport control" where: 1330.
Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:57:38 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims comments or posts forthis "[It is hidden or deleted comments]"
to write for that timely and preached to the general public is led to the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number Member ID or nickname that is where the "foot log": 1331. The Respondent people
11/11/2016 23:57:15 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store" (www.ilbe.com site
address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea men's jail to the White
House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or registration number:
9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information
there, or his claims the comments or posts for "radiation Create an article entitled fallout of these
things, "and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to
propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1332. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:58:10 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"more than 55 districts." title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself comments or posts for claimsthis To write an article
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called "wasted talent", "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number Member ID or nickname that is where the "foot log": 1333. The Respondent people
11/11/2016 23:58:30 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store" (www.ilbe.com site
address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea men's jail to the White
House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or registration number:
9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information
there, or his claims the comments or posts for "MisterIt is interesting. haha. "The creation of the
posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1334. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:58:57 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _348083" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself comments or posts to argue written an article called "the
left-wing zombie stance country anti-USA is's a good form of left-wing Obama and Lippert is
typically Bonnie anti-USA War are that person not alone angry" and to the general public to allow
timely and propagated to the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number Member ID or nickname that is where the "foot log": 1335. The Respondent people
12/11/2016 00:01:32 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store" (www.ilbe.com site
address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea men's jail to the White
House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or registration number:
9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information
there, or his claims the comments or posts for "[A hidden or deleted comments] is written an article
called, "and in a timely manner to the general public and disseminate let the accusers and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1336. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:59:52 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) Member ID or nickname of the
"Age of sunsil" where title of the article or post using the account named "the White House homepage
Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false or herself comments or posts for claimsthis "Maybe the car Putin wrote Brother
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radioactive?" Writing an article called, and the timely unspecific and spread it let the accusers and
their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1337. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:50:43 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where the member account ID or
nickname of "GAADP" the use article titles or posts, "Obama threatening message posted 1 year 6
months South Korea men's prison ㅋㅋ White House homepage": (address or registration number
9020483279) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims for comments or poststhis" haha. "The creation of the posts and timely
disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1338. Respondent people 11/11/2016 00:13:17 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
the "BL yinuah Isaac sitpo "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself comments to the claim or This thread "[It is hidden or deleted
comments]" to write for that timely and preached to the general public is led to the complainant and
the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1339. The Respondent is using the site 11.11.2016 23:51:08 Information Network
on people "day Best Store" (site address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"accompanied by Labor Unity "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama
threatening message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House
homepage ㅋㅋ "(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser
place or indeed spreading or spreading false or herself comments to the claim or This thread It is
written an article called "plus, selection of national merit," and let the timely and unspecified plaintiffs
and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number1340. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:51:35 sites using the information network
in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _641388" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself chuckling finely geotyiji have to Mitch comments or posts
"for the claim. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the
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complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1341. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:54:26 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) Member ID or nickname of the
"tamaen where Tom jukdol US "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama
threatening message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House
homepage ㅋㅋ "(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser
place or indeed spreading or spreading false or herself It claims a comment or something toThe
sigeul "[It is hidden or deleted comments]" to write for that timely and preached to the general public
is led to the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That is where Member ID or nickname is "Ice Berry": 1342. The Respondent
people 11/11/2016 23:58:48 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims comments or posts forthis"Is that going natural. To go to the
United States created an article called dir heard that angry or because I will kill you in front of people
can get charged with murder preliminary consultation "and to the general public and disseminate
timely let the accusers and their families is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1343. The Respondent is using the information network on 11/11/2016 23:56:39
site named "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname, the
"any any fan PLA "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening message
posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ "(address
or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed spreading
or spreading false or herself It claims a comment or something toThe sigeul It allows to create an
article entitled "It's a story when you go to America," and timely disseminated to the general public as
a complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1344. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:56:55 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _8 2 "use the account named title of the article or post a" e30e Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or reply to his claim orIt is granted under the posts. "At that
punishment. Ahninya giant threatened the ambassador killed? Who is sending letters to let your
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mobile phone to the complainant and family to write an article called That there is a sin, "it would be
the right time to kill and spread to unspecified causes intense fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1345. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:03:47 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _6 4 "use the account named title of the article or post a" e7d0 Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or reply to his claim orYou're not just a post called "bath was
innocent kitten yokhan in the United States. What if the US law is thought to be on to the station to
South Korea led by the United States cubs when the bath together Koreans're going that cyber
defamation "complainant and family to write for timely and spread to an unspecified number of
causes intense fear and anxiety Do.
Tracking Number 1346. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:06:20 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _8 2 "use the account named title of the article or post a" e30e Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or reply to his claim orThis post, "If an Internet site server United
States beopim. Create a named vice versa, "the article, and it is timely to the general public and
disseminate let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1347. Respondent people 12/11/2016 00:13:02 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _6 4 "use the account named title of the article or post a" e7d0 Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or reply to his claim orPosts a "did you threatened to murder the
president and their families, ambassadors to the White House website. I wrote place, but left Korea
where the US is not. That is where the crime did not US soil. So the international law extradition
treaty maeteoseo batne penalty in South Korea instead of possible penalties. Rather, it is to write an
article that was bepul United States recognized "the right time and to the general public and
disseminate let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1348. Respondent people 12/11/2016 00:18:15 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
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"anonymous _8 2 "use the account named title of the article or post a" e30e Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or reply to his claim or The posts to create an article that "[a hidden
or removed comments:" timely and unspecified causes and spread to the complainant and the family
is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number1349. Respondent 11/12/2016 00:35: people using the site, information on the
network 23I "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname
"anonymous _6 4 "use the account named title of the article or post a" e7d0 Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or do not write comments or posts to his claims "asshole.The
Obama plans to murder your notebook, write it on the White House website It's International crime.
So it is punished. So, the United States repatriated by the US extradition request. Where the cell goes
something to think fits that one's little doubt punished according to the laws of Korea, though
punishment itself is write for that course "and let the timely unspecific and the complainant and family
to propagate causing extreme fear and anxiety .
Tracking Number 1350. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:29:04 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _8 2 "use the account named title of the article or post a" e30e Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or reply to his claim orPosts a "dead yieoteumyeon China. haha.
"The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1351. Respondent people 11/11/2016 21:25:23 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _f05b96" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself to claim this comment or post on an article entitled "Do
you bath a day and a half in prison," and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number The Member ID or nickname that is "critical Mas", where: 1352. Respondent
people 12/11/2016 00:00:18 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims comments posted or forThis Article It is "Uncle?" By writing
articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1353. The Respondent is using the site 11.11.2016 23:57:44 Information Network
on people "day Best Store" (site address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is "aege
certified asshole." title of the article or post using the account named "the White House homepage
Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false or herself comments posted or for claimsThis Article"Nigger cubs. Written in an
article called teojyeotne narrowed. "It is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number Member ID or nickname that is where the "foot log": 1354. The Respondent people
11/11/2016 23:57:52 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store" (www.ilbe.com site
address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea men's jail to the White
House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or registration number:
9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information
there, or his claims the comments or posts for "It's- it creates a good feeling "that good writing is
perfect! And an unspecified number in a timely manner and disseminated to let the plaintiffs and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1355. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:58:10 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where the member account ID or
nickname of "jackal" the use article titles or posts, "Obama threatening message posted 1 year 6
months South Korea men's prison ㅋㅋ White House homepage": (address or registration number
9020483279) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims for comments or posts "Kimchi It is also something hip eopne force. "By
writing articles and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family that
cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1356. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:58:12 sites using the information
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network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _5 7 0 b7d "of using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening message
posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ "(address
or registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or
distributing false information where or is it to comment or post to write for his claim that "[a hidden
or removed comments:" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1357. Respondent people 12/11/2016 00:01:45 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where members of the ID or
nickname "Le Chateau wrong "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama
threatening message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House
homepage ㅋㅋ "(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser
place or indeed spreading or spreading false or herself comments posted or for claimsThis
Article"The humiliation of samjeondo Why the fuck I look like. Fuck it by writing an article called T_T
"timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1358. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:06:18 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname
"Yura shalt put Evo "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening message
posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ "(address
or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed spreading
or spreading false or herself comments to the claim or This thread"For as the President of the United
States beat four penalties in the American style. = «=« Is chuckling to sue is the right article entitled
chuckling = "timely and unspecified causes and spread to the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1359. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:59:17 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _a9f7cc" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House homepage
Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false or herself to claim this comment or post on an article entitled "legend is not the years
in prison Lake fish cake drip 4 months chuckling," and it is the right time to allow the general public to
spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 1360. Respondent people 12/11/2016 00:04:08 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where the members Username or
"expose the real power" nickname title of the article or post using the account named "the White
House homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment
ㅋㅋ" (address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself comments or posts for claimsthis"Nowadays'm really
stupid doendeut Korea. Hehe written an article called, "and it is the right time to allow the general
public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1361. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:19:03 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
"Go away. I Shimomoura cub "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself comments to the claim or This thread It creates an article
entitled "Obama, Hillary asshole like that asshole that put the mind does not appear as a protector
Fuck me," timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1362. Respondent people 11/11/2016 23:38:54 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _5 e95e0 "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself comments to the claim yetIt is The posts to write for the
"Skate courier, skate clothes sent chyeotna even Sharing grade drip =>" timely and unspecified
causes and spread to the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1363. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:02:19 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where the member account ID or
nickname of "leesean" the use article titles or posts, "Obama threatening message posted 1 year 6
months South Korea men's prison ㅋㅋ White House homepage": (address or registration number
9020483279) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims comments or something forThe sigeul"What's the matter Crazy nationals
of the Republic of Korea say whether President bath Hit another country? That's the sense of
imprisonment for years? President Park Geun-hye write for that cursing is okay thing? "And it is the
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right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1364. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:06:02 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
"Judge Lee Ah eight years "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself It claims a comment or something toThe sigeul "I have Blood
pressure fingering the frontal jyaeneun 5.475 or more periods of times = i =« Since 100 days ban "is
to write articles that are timely and unspecified causes propagation of the plaintiffs and their families
caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1365. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:08:46 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where the member account ID or
nickname of "leesean" the use article titles or posts, "Obama threatening message posted 1 year 6
months South Korea men's prison ㅋㅋ White House homepage": (address or registration number
9020483279) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims comments or something forThe sigeul "[It is hidden or deleted
comments]" to write for that timely and preached to the general public is led to the complainant and
the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1366. Respondent people 12/11/2016 00:11:06 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
"Judge Lee Ah eight years "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself It claims a comment or something toThe sigeul"The Yankees
know that four judges have assaulted and insulted by what you hope to explain the key reason only. I
would have to disclose the primary trial results or stoked "by writing articles that are timely and
preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the complainant and family.
Tracking Number 1367. Respondent people 12/11/2016 00:14:55 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
the "BL yinuah Isaac sitpo "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
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spreading or spreading false or herself comments to the claim or This thread "[It is hidden or deleted
comments]" to write for that timely and preached to the general public is led to the complainant and
the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1368. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:15:03 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where the member account ID or
nickname of "leesean" the use article titles or posts, "Obama threatening message posted 1 year 6
months South Korea men's prison ㅋㅋ White House homepage": (address or registration number
9020483279) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims comments or something forThe sigeul"What do you like doing battle with
the whites punk chicks come shabby trash? Their young pups deulinji some really never know? Just
passing. What followed one by one, Ginny? Hey, you never know whether there ttajimyeon per well
what form? I wrote you the information you want to know what the human eye. Please do not collide.
Do not write for that good. "And it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their
families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1369. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:19:51 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname
"anonymous _0 1 "use the account named title of the article or post a" d20f Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or reply to his claim or The posts to create an article that "[a hidden
or removed comments:" timely and unspecified causes and spread to the complainant and the family
is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1370. Respondent people 12/11/2016 00:35:21 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where the member account ID or
nickname of "leesean" the use article titles or posts, "Obama threatening message posted 1 year 6
months South Korea men's prison ㅋㅋ White House homepage": (address or registration number
9020483279) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims comments or something forThe sigeul"White pigs are back silsil laughed
saw staring watching gets pissed that, later on, saying that the tall white kitten looking back I feel bad?
When I called you, I would investigate and feeling go together too bad that young ones do you do
yeah just go? Write for that huh, "and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and
their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number Where members of the ID or nickname "Uncle Jam": 1371. The Respondent is
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using the site 12.11.2016 00:02:21 Information Network on people "day Best Store" (www.ilbe.com
site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea men's jail to the
White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or registration number:
9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information
there, or his claims for comments or to post on the article entitled "a [hide or delete comments;" and
it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number The Member ID or nickname that is "the number one patriotic" places: 1372.
Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:03:51 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims comments posted or forThis Article"You really moreuna
American police state? If you go beyond surely is going to investigate assaults were insulting rant
abuses throughout the recipient can prove is a key witness. Not good me doing this I do not know if
you'll think back to return to the United States or Canada. "To write for that timely and preached to
unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number Member ID or nickname that is where the "hogaeng Monster": 1373. The
Respondent people 12/11/2016 00:00:03 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims comments or posts forthis "[It is hidden or deleted comments]"
to write for that timely and preached to the general public is led to the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That is a Member ID or nickname, "Kim Moo-sung traitor" where: 1374.
Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:00:47 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims comments posted or forThis Article It is "fingerprint fromyou
insisted that take part, if not, why not take take = i = •" to create an article that is timely and preached
to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number 1375. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:01:07 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"Lantern Boy torn panties "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself comments to the claim or This thread It is to write for the
"Korea is now wake chyeotnya clear that the country cares the people?" Timely and preached to
unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1376. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:01:55 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where the member account ID or
nickname of "mghhgm" the use article titles or posts, "Obama threatening message posted 1 year 6
months South Korea men's prison ㅋㅋ White House homepage": (address or registration number
9020483279) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims to post comments, orThis Article"no. So why French? = • => to write for
the "timely and preached to unspecified causes is causing extreme fear and anxiety to the
complainant and family.
Tracking Number 1377. Respondent people 12/11/2016 00:02:20 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname
"anonymous _0 1 "use the account named title of the article or post a" d20f Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or reply to his claim or The posts "Life's a battle -" to write for the
general public and disseminate timely that are causing causing extreme fear and anxiety to the
complainant and family.
Tracking NumberWhere members of the ID or nickname "Uncle Jam": 1378. The Respondent is using
the site 11.12.2016 00:13:28 Information Network on people "day Best Store" (www.ilbe.com site
address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea men's jail to the White
House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or registration number:
9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information
there, or his claims comments or posts, "did Uncle Bonnet according to the report. Write for that
country'd thought was a good country to shit like, "and it is the right time to let the general public and
the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number Where members of the ID or nickname, the "21st century slavery: 1379.
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Respondent people 12/11/2016 00:02:40 sites using the information network in the" Best day Store
"(www.ilbe.com site address) "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama
threatening message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House
homepage ㅋㅋ "(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser
place or indeed spreading or spreading false or herself It claims a comment or something toThe
sigeul "[It is hidden or deleted comments]" to write for that timely and preached to the general public
is led to the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1380. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:03:22 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) Member ID or nickname of the
place, "Chun Convention Center" title of the article or post using the account named "the White
House homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment
ㅋㅋ" (address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself for comments or claims This thread"Gosh. Goltong rotten
bastard. Creating an article called, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1381. Respondent people 12/11/2016 00:03:26 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"brain science" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House homepage
Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false or herself to claim this comment or post on an article called "poison - with nuclear,"
and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number Member ID or nickname that is where the "something invisible": 1382. The
Respondent is using the information network on 11/12/2016 00:04:05 site named "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims comments posted or forThis Article "Left zombie
motherfuckers excuse really for a person one post plans on the homepage?" Asshole were shit and
he's not pissed to write an article called "" and timely unspecified preaching let the accusers and their
families extreme fear and it is causing anxiety.
Tracking Number 1383. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:04:50 sites using the information
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network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"the way I have done." title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself comments posted or for claimsThis Article "[It is hidden
or deleted comments]" to write for that timely and preached to the general public is led to the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1384. Respondent people 12/11/2016 00:04:29 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
"Judge Lee Ah eight years "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself It claims a comment or something toThe sigeul "Poison in the
nucleus mwona chuckling =» chuckling, "is cause by writing articles and timely disseminated to
unspecified causes the complainant and the family of extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number Member ID or nickname that is where the "tentacles brother": 1385. The
Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:04:55 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims for comments or to post on the article entitled "a [hide or delete
comments;" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1386. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:04:55 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _5 e95e0 "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself comments to the claim yetIt isThe thread "and the nickname
kkolgap fuck. Education seems to be fine, rather than you. Then I want to explain what the bastard
poisoned with nuclear weapons. When properly explained hereinafter admit ignorance and apologize
to write for the "timely and unspecified causes and spread to the complainant and the family is
causing extreme fear and anxiety.
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Tracking Number The Member ID or nickname that is "self-rescue" where: 1387. Respondent
people 12/11/2016 00:35:29 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims for comments or to post on the article entitled "a [hide or delete
comments;" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1388. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:57:00 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _5 e95e0 "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself comments to the claim yetIt isPosts a "typo reporter Manila'd
heard that article Giant cubs are idiots. Biological poison is going to be the biological material is (in
most cases) Nuclear weapons material am (uranium) and the nucleus is also usually pass the
activation energy is not a hazardous substance hazardous substances. Ana is simply dangerous
nuclear line is placed in the dock should fathead statements from young. And you're not one yinyago
what kicks out haebwatneunde search? If English ssibul did you know how to interpret? And in the
middle are audacious seems not to fit the situationVane called " Create a post, and it is timely to allow
the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number The Member ID or nickname that is "self-rescue" where: 1389. Respondent
people 11/12/2016 01:02:01 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims for comments or to post on the article entitled "a [hide or delete
comments;" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1390. Respondent people 11/12/2016 01:05:06 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _5 e95e0 "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
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"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself comments to the claim yetIt isThe posts "That's already
finished. Fuckin ignorant'll look at in a broad sense. I wrote'll say well written road going typo. If you
read my posts know and not worth look. Fucker low intelligence hypertension crushed the frontal
head. No, that's a dangerous line to put the nuclear poison? Asshole.The chuckling. What is the price
of a small nuclear warhead nor poison. nucleus, which means the genetic material is not suppose
even more. ^ _ ^ Make hypertension with low intelligence crushed the head frontal doors and kittens
are just burrow "calledPosts It is the right and timely to the general public and disseminate let the
accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number The Member ID or nickname that is "self-rescue" where: 1391. Respondent
people 12/11/2016 01:10:04 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims for comments or to post on the article entitled "a [hide or delete
comments;" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1392. Respondent people 12/11/2016 01:13:52 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _5 e95e0 "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself comments to the claim yetIt isPosts the "Cholla Yes, you
wrote English swiunde too simple to interpret the sentence structure? Not by those who interpret
your writing. Chuckling = i = «gajina why I tell Asshole inferiority study to be nasty like you? I'm
chuckling there any good reason why there attending medical school in Korea, the United States
enough to go? You're going to eopeuni himself in Korea, the US went out walking, eating with my
parents suck money billion units. Chuckling while knowing my father surgeons Plastic salary
received 3-400000000 more than you used to make oilcraneThere is plenty of money to go. ^ _ ^ I
just successful enough to enable you to succeed or fled abroad in Korea since gone med. ^ _ ^ And
your article look a damn bout Tea pretending learned only a few words or sentences itself to a simple
damn. And in the middle are audacious chuckling geonya Why write? Damn i = chuckling not the
situation's right. Do you know chuckling including organic, inorganic'd just said bulin? This is the
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basic of the basic. You just chuckling ppunyiji hypertension with low intelligence crushed the head
frontal doors flee abroad because only you know what motherfucker. Create an article entitled
chuckling, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number The Member ID or nickname that is "self-rescue" where: 1393. Respondent
people 12/11/2016 01:20:21 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims for comments or to post on the article entitled "a [hide or delete
comments;" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1394. Respondent people 11/12/2016 01:24:18 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _5 e95e0 "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself comments to the claim yetIt isPosts the "First you've been
ssibul in English. haha. The inferior head full of fleeing abroad hypertension with low intelligence
crushed the frontal doors must Asshole. ^ _ ^ I'm good in a well attended medical school in Korea. ^ _
^ "To write articles that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1395. Respondent people 12/11/2016 05:30:28 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where the member account ID or
nickname of "qwer535" the use article titles or posts, "Obama threatening message posted 1 year 6
months South Korea men's prison ㅋㅋ White House homepage": (address or registration number
9020483279) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims comments or something forThe sigeul "[It is hidden or deleted
comments]" to write for that timely and preached to the general public is led to the complainant and
the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1396. Respondent people 12/11/2016 00:35:39 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) Member ID or nickname of the
place, "no life worthless." title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
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homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself comments or posts for claimsthis"Why is not anything to
write papers're little kitten with lengthy sentences in English? Chuckling not hold in English do you
know Paul was going to be a ssibul dont own anything without the Famous English only is good at this!
' Ahninya going to say certified by the pituitary gland ttongchan inferiority that want to show off?
Chuckling and said fuck you to the first mackerel Wondering not even think of anything you did
yokhan am I? You lose this sense of inferiority hypertension with low intelligence crushed the frontal
head bitch! He fled the United States to study Asshole. Hey. I "that is to write for the general public
and disseminate timely let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number That is a Member ID or nickname "The demand bigeyi" where: 1397. Respondent
people 12/11/2016 00:05:06 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims comments or posts forthis "[It is hidden or deleted comments]"
to write for that timely and preached to the general public is led to the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1398. Respondent people 12/11/2016 00:05:45 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) The Member ID or nickname there
is "need intelligence." title of the article or post using the account named "the White House homepage
Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false or herself comments posted or for claimsThis Article "[It is hidden or deleted
comments]" to write for that timely and preached to the general public is led to the complainant and
the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That is a Member ID or nickname, "it went against" where: 1399. Respondent
people 12/11/2016 00:12:59 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims the comments or posts for "SuicideBe a little. To write for the
disabled called Bitch "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is
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causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1400. Respondent people 12/11/2016 00:17:30 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _8 2 "use the account named title of the article or post a" f8fa Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or reply to his claim orThe posts "This guy is sickening haughty. No
one asked you to answer in English. Yah, you're fine one with money and good education. Do not put
any comments on me. To write an article called My mom said if somebody comments on my post,
just kill him. "Timely and unspecific and spread complainant andWith family Let it cause extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat is a Member ID or nickname "jotse core" where: 1401. Respondent people
11/12/2016 00:20:20 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store" (www.ilbe.com site
address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea men's jail to the White
House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or registration number:
9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information
there, or his claims posts or comments that are mean to tell "stupid head for? # Crazy shit idiot, is to
#ching, #chang, writing an article called #chong or say? "Timely and preached to unspecified causes
the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number1402. The Respondent is using the site 11.12.2016 00:23:30 Information Network
on people "day Best Store" (site address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"If.ivoorn" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House homepage Obama
threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false or herself for claims leave a comment or post. " It is to write for the kids that he
reigns "doing that knows how to strut and timely unspecified preaching let the plaintiffs and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1403. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:17:59 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) Member ID or nickname of the
"intelligence Kiwoom the" where title of the article or post using the account named "the White
House homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment
ㅋㅋ" (address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself comments or posts for claimsthis"Fag! (The US profanity.)
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To write for the "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1404. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:29:46 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _b8 d2 "use the account named title of the article or post is" ec Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or reply to his claim or This allows posts with the complainant and
family to write an article called "Nowadays hell Korean peninsula's funny," and it is timely to the
general public and disseminate causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat is a Member ID or nickname, the "golden four" where: 1405. Respondent
people 12/11/2016 00:37:25 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims comments or posts "to know, to be like that since President
Bush. Send an email presidential swearing that investigated the SS came to find. Send an email to kill
four truly great country that really applies to the attempted murder. Your intention is that gonna eat
grilled tuna belly in Japan in asshole. Park Sa-Rang'll look younger ages judge. Obama has not played
or agreement? Chuckling, hey! Hey sweetie! And that is that I prison for more than a year? Exciting.
What do I wrote "write for the", "and it is the right time to let the general public and the plaintiffs and
their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1406. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:42:19 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _8 bfca2 "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself comments to the claim yetIt is The posts to write for the
"accused is" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That is a Member ID or nickname, the "golden four" where: 1407. Respondent
people 11/12/2016 00:45:07 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
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men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims the comments or posts to create an article entitled "US prison
jeoreomyeon Korea Ghana Ghanaian jail?" and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread
the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1408. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:49:17 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _8 bfca2 "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself comments to the claim yetIt is The posts to create an article
called "Hanok Village goes prisons." Timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and
the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat is a Member ID or nickname, the "golden four" where: 1409. Respondent
people 12/11/2016 00:55:06 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims the comments or posts "fuck star spangled country heads to kill
it, but the words of order. Something that is not initially threatened neotne destination directly
threatened by sin. Create an article entitled chuckling, "and it is the right time to allow the general
public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1410. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:58:47 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _8 bfca2 "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself comments to the claim yetIt is The posts to write for a "tell
these Americans than to kill the President of the United States is possible prosecution in the United
States" timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat is a Member ID or nickname, the "golden four" where: 1411. Respondent
people 11/12/2016 01:01:49 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
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(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims comments or posts for "skate cub was before the Saints in the
United States terrorist prank callers once again this is Mr. Cine. Create an article entitled chuckling,
"and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1412. Respondent people 11/12/2016 01:04:00 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _8 bfca2 "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself comments to the claim yetIt isThe thread "and damn but are
going to Sen? I think would be enough ten million won fine writing an article called, "and it is timely to
let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number That is a Member ID or nickname, the "golden four" where: 1413. Respondent
people 11/12/2016 01:58:39 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims comments or posts to create an article entitled "the left-wing
zombie shit again," and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and
the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1414. Respondent people 12/11/2016 01:14:07 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _8 bfca2 "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself comments to the claim yetIt is The posts are written an article
called "I KILL YOU." Obama is your friend or you bastard? "" Timely and unspecified causes and
spread to the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat is a Member ID or nickname, the "golden four" Where: 1415 Respondent
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people 11/12/2016 01:16:02 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims comments or posts "manslaughter also receive one year in
prison for. haha. "The creation of the posts and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the
complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1416. Respondent people 11/12/2016 01:22:00 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _8 bfca2 "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself comments to the claim yetIt is The posts to create an article
that "[a hidden or removed comments:" timely and unspecified causes and spread to the complainant
and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That is a Member ID or nickname, the "golden four" where: 1417. Respondent
people 12/11/2016 01:25:26 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims this comment or post on an article entitled "Im six months," and
it is the right time to propagate to the general public and let the accusers and their families cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number1418. Respondent people 12/11/2016 01:41:07 sites using the information network
in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _bd3ce1" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself comments or posts for the claims "Ugly Korean! Fuck
chicks', written an article called, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to the plaintiffs
and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1419. Respondent people 11/12/2016 01:50:37 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
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"anonymous _8 bfca2 "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself comments to the claim yetIt is Posts the "If like that
molrimyeon America's best public power secret service that terrorism recognizes suspicion and did
not even What if you remove foil because it moves." Creating an article called, and let the timely
unspecific and the complainant and family to propagate extreme fear and anxiety it is the cause.
Tracking Number 1420. Respondent people 12/11/2016 02:16:24 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
the "Google Google" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House homepage
Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false or herself comments or posts for claimsthis It is by creating an article called "Bona
Mana Cholla" timely and unspecified causes and spread to the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1421. The Respondent is using the information network on 12/11/2016 02:13:12
site named "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) only where he is a member ID or
nickname know "answers we called "using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or comments or something to their claimsThe sigeul"Be stupid old
wife committed suicide just to eat. Jajasonson is to create a gaemangsin yigetne blindness ribbed
photo wonder "that article and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number1422. Respondent people 11/12/2016 01:03:21 sites using the information network
in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) The Member ID or nickname, where the "#
1 ## "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening message posted 6
months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ "(address or
registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed spreading or
spreading false or herself claim comments or posts "Jeolla for? "The creation of the posts and timely
disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1423. Respondent 2016. 11. 12. 0ftS9: Use the information network on 40 sites
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named "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using
the account named "vincentY" title of the article or post, "Obama threatening message posted 1 year
6 months South Korea men's prison ㅋㅋ White House homepage" (address or registration number:
9020483279), the reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false
information, or their claims where or This thread"Send to Guantanamo. Is gonna be full of vigor
Guantanamo rebuilt Trump presidential era! Amjeok there are unconditional and write an article
called Guantanamo a "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family
leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number That where Member ID or nickname of "eungdi Lloyd": 1424. The Respondent
people 12/11/2016 02:33:33 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims comments or posts forthis"Consistently excuses and deny", "not
if you remove ANYTHING Jeolla Province. Other local people yieoteumyeon a confession before a
judge and the score is written an article called Wanted for the best, "and the right time to let the
general public and disseminate the plaintiffs and their families cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number The Member ID or nickname that there is "a seut": 1425. The Respondent people
12/11/2016 00:37:52 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store" (www.ilbe.com site
address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea men's jail to the White
House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or registration number:
9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information
there, or his claims the comments or posts for "OhI cant receive four red lines one should not affect
mom slut Were not life? = To write an article called <= i "timely and preached to unspecified causes
the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThe Member ID or nickname that is "self-rescue" where: 1426. Respondent people
12/11/2016 00:39:51 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store" (www.ilbe.com site
address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea men's jail to the White
House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or registration number:
9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information
there, or his claims to post a comment, or "Obama daughters' WIKITREE of articles titled" blackmail
left post Koreans in Seoul on the White House website will be raped, "I will rape your second
daughter, Natasha." The parent who wrote the article is intimidating 'reclusive loner type, was
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investigated as a living.' Type of reclusive loner timely capture photos and phrases) finished the
college life at home, only the Internet? Eh? To this day completely written an article called Is not the
best members? "And timely disseminated to the general public by the complainant and the familygold
It causes extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1427. The Respondent is using the information network on 12/11/2016 00:42:09
site named "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"central to the band gimu "use that account, article title, or post a" wood Obama threatening message
posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ "(address
or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination
or spreading false or reply to their claim, or This thread"If you're intimidated by anything that
threatened the reclusive loner-type war? What do not these bastards. Look criminals he is not so bad
as useless even to enter life without a loser? That is your education level, income level, around the
evaluation, social control, scheme of a kind of vested interests and the media is a shame not make
such minor day-to-day care of the body that faces privacy Sari If you want to be the world public
seonjeonsul Is Uncle. Do not get excited, I wrote hagetdaneun killed US Ambassador Mark Lippert
less dont
http://www.yonhapnews.co.kr/bulletin/2015/07/24/0200000000AKR20150724025400004.HTML
White House website tries to derogatory comments you said De 30 men was arrested by the police.
Seoul Metropolitan Police Agency Cyber-wide CSI and CSI announced on the 24th that it will songchi
prosecutors in Lee (age 33) Mr. restraint, accused foreign envoys to comment intimidation charges.
According to police access to the White House, Mr. Lippert's home eight days for 2 monthsThe
fourAccused of creating a post containing an amount of 10 yeojul to do their killing.
http://mobile.newsis.com/view.html?ar_id=NISX20150812_0010219962&cID=10200 30 - year - old
male rape to second daughter of President Barrack Obama on the White House website posted a
threat to civil Corner posts hagetdaneun terrorism in the United States have been turned over to the
court . The Seoul Central District Prosecutors' Office advanced criminal investigation Part 1 (General
Manager Lee Jung-soo inspection) is posted on the White House, the US threatened Posts
WebsiteCharges(Intimidation) accused Mr. Lee (age 33), arrested on announced on Tuesday. Obama
threatened to rape her daughter. Embassy death threats. -_-, it is better I Caught. That's fucking
disgrace from the country. #CLiOS Ugh! I think the guy. I think any one Member website - Oh,
chuckling. Uncle came out that identity in the film balhiryeogo fake emails processed and sent to the
White House looks so real one. As in Korea in English or comments left by e-mail to the White House
immediately Korea prosecution or move BONNETYo. (Respondent in public as well as the
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complainant is spreading further misrepresentation regarding the prosecution.) Let the "complainant
and family to write for the general public and timely propagation of causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1428. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:45:57 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) Member ID or nickname of the "de
hypochlorous ahat" where title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself comments or posts for claimsthis"I do not agree Obama is
played? Chuckling, hey! Hey sweetie! I "that is to write for the general public and disseminate timely
let the accusers and their families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1429. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:46:45 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
the "Coke Joao effect." title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself comments or posts for claimsthis It is by creating an
article called "the prison is that it? More than one year" timely and preached to unspecified causes
the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1430. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:57:56 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where the member account ID or
nickname of "79485829" the use article titles or posts, "Obama threatening message posted 1 year 6
months South Korea men's prison ㅋㅋ White House homepage": (address or registration number
9020483279) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims for comments or This thread"Exciting. Say how to write for the "timely
and preached to unspecified causes wrote to the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1431. Respondent people 11/12/2016 00:58:08 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where the member account ID or
nickname of "ㅈㅁㄷㄹ" the use article titles or posts, "Obama threatening message posted 1 year 6
months South Korea men's prison ㅋㅋ White House homepage": (address or registration number
9020483279) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false where the facts
dissemination, or his claims for comments or poststhis It is by creating an article called "sue" timely
and unspecified causes and spread of the plaintiffs and their families caused severe panic and
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anxiety.
Tracking Number 1432. Respondent people 11/12/2016 01:03:06 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) The Member ID or nickname there
is "roksanneu S. kwida" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself to claim a comment or somethingThe sigeul It is to write
for the "jeoreomyeon US prison Korea Ghana Ghanaian jail?" Timely and unspecified causes and
spread to the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number Member ID or nickname that is where the "donjom 1882": 1433. The Respondent
people 11/12/2016 01:07:24 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims comments posted or forThis Article "Hanok Village goes
Prison" by writing articles and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the
family that is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1434. Respondent people 12/11/2016 01:03:27 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname
that eating "depression drug "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself comments to the claim or This thread"Fuck star spangled
country heads to kill it, but the words of. Something that is not initially threatened neotne destination
directly threatened by sin. Create an article entitled chuckling, "and it is the right time to allow the
general public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1435. The Respondent is using the information network on 12/11/2016 01:04:27
site named "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) is seen where Member ID or nickname,
the "Information of juveniles "named using the account title of the article or post," Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279), the purpose of slandering accuser place or indeed
spreading or spreading false or herself It claims a comment or something toThe sigeul It is written an
article called "The Americans say this is possible prosecution in the United States than to kill the
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President of the United States" and the timely unspecified preaching let the accusers and their
families caused severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1436. Respondent people 12/11/2016 01:31:27 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
the "Carnival of Cain." title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself comments posted or for claimsThis Article"Before the
Saints in the United States was a Cub Skate terrorist prank callers once again this is Mr. Cine. Create
an article entitled chuckling, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1437. Respondent people 11/12/2016 01:38:04 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) Member ID or nickname of the
"thaw seongguk Bohai" where title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself comments posted or for claimsThis Article"Sure you're
fucking with Sen? I think would be enough ten million won fine writing an article called, "and it is
timely to let the general public and the plaintiffs and their families to propagate the cause extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1438. Respondent people 11/12/2016 01:38:48 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
the "center of the country Keeper" title of the article or post using the account named "the White
House homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment
ㅋㅋ" (address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself to claim a comment or somethingThe sigeul Create an
article entitled "The left-wing zombie shit again," and it is timely to unspecified causes severe and
cause fear and anxiety to the complainant and family to spread.
Tracking Number 1439. Respondent people 11/12/2016 05:36:25 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
the "kangaroo kick back" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
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dissemination or spreading false or herself comments posted or for claimsThis Article "" I KILL YOU.
"" Obama is to create a post of your friend or you bastard? "" Timely and preached to the general
public is led to the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1440. Respondent people 12/11/2016 02:09:59 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) The Member ID or nickname there
is "asshole.The eojjeorago" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself to claim a comment or somethingThe
sigeul"Manslaughter also receive one year in prison. haha. "The creation of the posts and timely
disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1441. Respondent people 12/11/2016 04:31:24 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) Member ID or nickname of the
"anonymous _8 where d "use the account named title of the article or post a" l9b3 Obama threatening
message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House homepage ㅋㅋ
"(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or reply to his claim or The posts to create an article that "[a hidden
or removed comments:" timely and unspecified causes and spread to the complainant and the family
is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1442. Respondent people 11/12/2016 04:42:35 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where members of the ID or
nickname "Polar shooter Kim Jae-gyu" title of the article or post using the account named "the White
House homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment
ㅋㅋ" (address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself for comments or claims This thread "Im six months," to
write for timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family that is causing
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1443. Respondent people 12/11/2016 02:46:29 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
the "Naked City heosel" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
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dissemination or spreading false or herself comments or posts for claimsthis"Ugly Korean! Fuck
chicks', written an article called, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to the plaintiffs
and their families to propagate the cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1444. Respondent people 11/12/2016 03:22:19 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"ahtta seunsang's system "use the account named title of the article or post" earnings Obama
threatening message posted 6 months South Korea men in prison one year in the White House
homepage ㅋㅋ "(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective
or factual dissemination or spreading false or reply to their claim, or This thread "If you like that
molrimyeon America's best public power secret service that did not even doing if you remove foil
because it recognizes and moved to terrorism charges," write for that and let the timely unspecific
and the complainant and family to propagate causing extreme fear and anxiety Do.
Tracking Number 1445. Respondent people 11/12/2016 03:41:17 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
the "Chin jjangjjang Man" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself comments posted or for claimsThis Article It is by
creating an article called "Bona Mana Cholla" timely and unspecified causes and spread to the
complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1446. Respondent people 12/11/2016 03:49:03 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
the "host Indah Real" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House homepage
Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ" (address or
registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual dissemination or
spreading false or herself comments posted or for claimsThis Article"Be stupid old wife committed
suicide just to eat. Jajasonson is to create a gaemangsin yigetne blindness ribbed photo wonder "that
article and timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking NumberThat is a Member ID or nickname "penggwon head" where: 1447. Respondent
people 11/12/2016 06:46:32 sites using the information network in the "Best day Store"
(www.ilbe.com site address) use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea
men's jail to the White House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or
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registration number: 9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing
false information there, or his claims comments or posts "Jeolla for? "The creation of the posts and
timely disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear
and anxiety.
Tracking Number1448. Respondent people 11/12/2016 08:21:30 sites using the information network
in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) called a "hate even" where Member ID or
nickname use the account title of the article or post a "18 months South Korea men's jail to the White
House homepage Obama threatening message posted ㅋㅋ" (address or registration number:
9020483279) is the complainant defamatory or indeed spreading or distributing false information
there, or his claims comments or posts "to send to Guantanamo. Is gonna be full of vigor Guantanamo
rebuilt Trump presidential era! Amjeok there are unconditional and write an article called
Guantanamo a "timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1449. Respondent people 12/11/2016 09:18:22 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"glad gimchimaen King" title of the article or post using the account named "the White House
homepage Obama threatening message posted Korea men 1 year and 6 months imprisonment ㅋㅋ"
(address or registration number: 9020483279) is there slandering accuser objective or factual
dissemination or spreading false or herself comments or posts for claimsthis"" "Consistently excuses
and deny", "", "not if you remove ANYTHING Jeolla Province. Other local people yieoteumyeon a
confession before a judge for mercy and wanted to score. Oh guys cant get four red lines one should
not affect mom slut Were not life? = <= I Obama daughters will rape will rape "," the White House
website threatening posts left Seoul resident Koreans' entitled WIKITREE articles of the "on" "Your
second daughter, Natasha." "Mr. Mo created a threatening article, Fused survey that the "reclusive
loner type 'livesYou'Timely photos captured the phrase is) a reclusive loner type in an Internet home
from college? Eh? This day is completely written an article called Is not the best members? "And to
the general public in a timely manner and disseminate let the accusers and their families caused
severe panic and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1450. Respondent people 12/11/2016 14:16:30 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where the member account ID or
nickname of "Western Railway Station" the use article titles or posts, "Obama threatening message
posted 1 year 6 months South Korea men's prison ㅋㅋ White House homepage": (address or
registration number 9020483279) of the complainant defamatory or factual dissemination or false
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where the facts dissemination, or his claims for comments or posts. "When threatenedWhat did he
threaten that the reclusive loner-type war? What do not these bastards. Look criminals he is not so
bad as useless even to enter life without a loser? That is your education level, income level, around
the evaluation, social control, scheme of a kind of vested interests and the media is a shame not make
such minor day-to-day care of the body that faces privacy Sari If you want to be the world public
seonjeonsul Is Uncle. Do not get excited, I wrote hagetdaneun killed US Ambassador Mark Lippert
less dont
http://www.yonhapnews.co.kr/bulletin/2015/07/24/0200000000AKR20150724025400004.HTML
White House website tries to derogatory comments you said De 30 men was arrested by the police.
Seoul Metropolitan Police Agency Cyber-wide CSI and CSI announced on the 24th that it will songchi
prosecutors in Lee (age 33) Mr. restraint, accused foreign envoys to comment intimidation charges.
According to police, the murder of Mr. Lippert Ambassador to connect the Main House 8 twelve
monthsMotivationContaining the content is accused of creating the post 10 yeojul amount.
http://mobile.newsis.com/view.html?ar_id=NISX20150812_0010219962&cID=10200 30 - year - old
male rape to second daughter of President Barrack Obama on the White House website posted a
threat to civil Corner posts hagetdaneun terrorism in the United States have been turned over to the
court . The Seoul Central District Prosecutors' Office advanced criminal investigation Part 1 (General
Manager Lee Jung-soo inspection) is posted allegedly threatened the English text on the White
House website (intimidation)inLee (33 years old) said the 12th prosecution has redeemed seed.
Obama threatened to rape her daughter. Embassy death threats. -_-, it is better I Caught. That's
fucking disgrace from the country. #CLiOS Ugh! I think the guy. I think any one Member website Oh, chuckling. Uncle came out that identity in the film balhiryeogo fake emails processed and sent to
the White House looks so real one. As in Korea in English comments left by e-mail or directly to the
White House and South Korea boneyo prosecutors move. (defendantStamps As well as the
complainant is publicly disseminated by adding false information concerning the prosecution.) Write
an article called, "and it is the right time to allow the general public to spread the complainant and the
family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1451. Respondent people 12/08/2015 19:19:45 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
the "democratization of the North Star" use that account, article title, or post a "hermit-type outer
frame the Obama daughters raped blackmail": the (address or registration number 6374855762) in
reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false information, or
their claims where or posts "" Obama daughters rapedwhich One "" of the WIKITREE titled article
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"blackmail articles left Seoul Koreans in the White House homepage" I will rape your second
daughter receive four "aunt's created a threatening article, was investigated by living like a"
hermit-type alone. timely pictures captured the phrase 'and) eunmun type 211 US to finish college
Platte home Messer only the? What? migeo full day bechung to write an article called manin go !?
"timely and spread to an unspecified number plaintiffs and their families the cause is causing extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1452. Respondent people 15/08/2015 19:23:18 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname is
"anonymous _0ff0fd" use that account, article title, or post a "hermit-type outer frame the Obama
daughters raped blackmail": the (address or registration number 6374855762) in reply to the
complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false information, or their claims
where or posts "If you threaten cooperationHangeoji nightEunmun type alone is said that war? What
do the two images mireon Bo ...AlaUS criminals he was going to say deulma Doing so does not
humble human embryos 1 Mida said poor? That is your education level, income level, around the
evaluation, ashamed of such minor day-to-day Promises beosi door minnal US If you want to be
released into the world of social control Alma standing in sort of vested interest in how the media
called momsarilineDescribed above is applied to write for the "timely and preached to unspecified
causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1453. Respondent people 08/15/2015 19:55:53 sites using the information
network in the "Best day store" (website address: www.ilbe.com) where a Member ID or nickname,
the "democratization of the North Star" use that account, article title, or post a "hermit-type outer
frame the Obama daughters raped blackmail": the (address or registration number 6374855762) in
reply to the complainant for defamatory or factual dissemination or spreading false information, or
their claims where or posts "buttercups not get excited. Me.That I let the dogs is flat compared
kalryeo spots to retreat you to write for the "timely and unspecific and spread the complainant and
the family of your Gamal cause extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1454. The Respondent is using the information network on 10/13/2015 23:05:59
sites were "keulriang" (site address: www.clien.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "Myayu" the title of the article or post, "Obama daughters raped threatened a 30
restraint in Seoul .news" (address or registration number: IP address: 175 *** 17.138) where the
purpose of slandering the complainant or the fact that dissemination or spreading false or reply to his
claim orThe thread "30 men raised the Mark Lippert post hagetdaneun killed the US ambassador to
the White House website
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http://www.yonhapnews.co.kr/bulletin/2015/07/24/0200000000AKR20150724025400004.HTML
This was arrested by the police . Seoul Metropolitan Police Agency Cyber-wide CSI and CSI
announced on the 24th that it will songchi prosecutors in Lee (33) constraining the seed, accused
foreign envoys to comment intimidation charges. According to police, Lee House 8 homepage twelve
monthsJieConnect declaring containing the Ripper murdered bit ambassador accused of creating the
post of 10 yeojul amount. -------------------http://mobile.newsis.com/view.html?ar_id=NISX20150812_0010219962&cID=10200 White House
on Main complaints corners President Barack Obama's second rape his daughter and turned over to
the 30 men posted threatening text judged hagetdaneun terrorism in the United States. The Seoul
Central District Prosecutors' Office advanced criminal investigation Part 1 (General Manager Lee
Jung-soo test) announced on the 12th that redemption accused Mr. Lee (33) charges (intimidation)
raised the US intimidated post on the White House website. Create an article entitled
-------------------- Embassy death threats to intimidate the Obama daughters raped ..
-_- ;;;;;; "and unspecified in a timely manner and it spread to let the plaintiffs and their families cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1455. The Respondent is using the information network on 13/10/2015 23:06:51
sites were "keulriang" (site address: www.clien.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "hgwje" the title of the article or post, "Obama daughters raped threatened a 30
restraint in Seoul .news" (address or registration number: IP address: 58 *** 148.64) where the
purpose of slandering the complainant or the fact that dissemination or spreading false or reply to his
claim againIt is This post is by writing articles that "it is ... well I Caught from CV" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1456. The Respondent is using the site 10.13.2015 23:07:42 Information Network
on people "keulriang" (site address: www.clien.com) Member ID or nickname of the "strange
dentistry" that accounts where use the title of the article or post, "Obama's daughter threatened with
rape by 30 restraint in Seoul .news" (address or registration number: IP address: .211 *** 109.223) is
the fact that the complainant defamatory or distribute or disseminate false information where or daet
for their claimsPosts Or "That's a disgrace the country ....... # CLiOS" The posts are to write articles
that are timely and preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family leads to extreme
fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1457. The Respondent is using the site 10.13.2015 23:08:29 Information Network
on people "keulriang" (site address: www.clien.com) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "jinjin's" use the title of the article or post, "Obama's daughter threatened with rape by
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30 restraint in Seoul .news" (address or registration number: IP address: 14 *** 200.101) is the fact
that the complainant defamatory or distribute or disseminate false information where in addition to
his claims or commentsIt is The posts are "lost a man, I think ..." create an article entitled and timely
disseminated to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and
anxiety.
Tracking Number 1458. The Respondent is using the site 10.13.2015 23:08:57 Information Network
on people "keulriang" (site address: www.clien.com) Member ID or nickname of the place, the
account named "Shy otter" use the title of the article or post, "Obama's daughter threatened with rape
by 30 restraint in Seoul .news" (address or registration number: IP address: 223 *** 164.200) is the
fact that the complainant defamatory or distribute or disseminate false information where or daet for
their claimsPosts Or the posts to create a post called "I think any one Member website -" timely and
preached to unspecified causes the complainant and the family is causing extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number 1459. The Respondent is using the information network on 13/10/2015 23:09:57
sites were "keulriang" (site address: www.clien.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "thinkofme" the title of the article or post, "Obama daughters raped threatened a 30
restraint in Seoul .news" (address or registration number: IP address: 106 *** 48.36) where the
purpose of slandering the complainant or the fact that dissemination or spreading false or comments
or posts to write for his claim that "Oh ㅋㅋㅋ ㅋㅋㅋ" and it is the right time to allow the general
public to spread the complainant and the family leads to extreme fear and anxiety.
Tracking Number1460. The Respondent is using the information network on 13/10/2015 23:15:04
sites were "keulriang" (site address: www.clien.com) where a Member ID or nickname is using the
account named "Bangbae" the title of the article or post, "Obama daughters raped threatened a 30
restraint in Seoul .news" (address or registration number: IP address: 124 *** 68.41) where the
purpose of slandering the complainant or the fact that dissemination or spreading false or coming up
that identity balhiryeogo fake emails processed and sent to the White House in the comments or
posts "You try to do the movie for his argument really do. As in Korea in English left an email or
comment on the White House immediately Korea prosecution boneyo or move (Respondent in public
as well as the complainant is spreading further misrepresentation regarding the prosecution.) Called
"article writing and timely unspecific and propagate it is to let the plaintiffs and their families cause
extreme fear and anxiety.
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[Digital Network Chapter 10 Penalties Act concerning Promotion and Information Protection Article
70about]

Cyber Defamation or cyber defamation law

end. Cyber Defamation or cyber defamation lawof ofof
• what is the law that promotes the use of information networks, and protection of people's personal
information using the information and communication services, and to create an environment in
which healthy and safe access to information networks to improve the people's lives and to promote
the public welfare It aims to contribute.
• Internet Characteristics of the city, far greater damage due to spatially unlimited sex, high level of
agility and borne, etc. weekBecause The most unscrupulous behavior by exploiting the cyber called
a special range of pipe borne more space as a means of crime than criminal defamation shall be
punished by imprisonment for a heavier seven years, fined 50 million won.
※ general case of defamation 2 years, libel by publication Following heavy penalties (imprisonment
of not more than 7 years) that is used cyber defamation compared sentenced to imprisonment of not
more than three years defamatory acts of online internet because due to the nature of time and space
unlimited sex, high level of agility and borne, etc. it can give a much greater harm than ordinary libel
weights that type. If using an information network committed to honor the descendants sin nature
that there is no time and space limitations, we will determine the scale of the damage is very large
making criminal actions more strongly because of the propagation speed is very fast spreading
widely.

• ① False information in a timely manner by the cyber defamationAnd ② In fact, cyber defamation by
the timelyA. ① In the case of considering the specificity of cyberspace and penalties to add to the
false pageupryeok about 2 times more than the sentence ② Because much destructive than offline.
※In fact, in a timely manner of defamation should be sure to include representation of indirect and
circuitous rather than being limited to a direct representation of the facts. It also is seen that the
purpose of slander defamation is established only heard rumors afloat without confirmation of the
veracity Since commented. <Court sentenced 10/07/2008 2008 2422 also ruled>
※ "Honor" is externally Fame(Outward honor), That is, for the person of PetitionerIt brought fame
and externally Means a social assessment and included in the honors subject, the natural person,
legal entity, as well as other organizationsBut excluding governments, state agencies, he died.
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※ 'Damage' must nor require any prejudice to the honor reality, and precedents as to generate a risk
assessment is to reduce the social analysis.

I. Cyber Defamation or cyber defamation lawof Configuration Requirements
① The purpose of slander
• the complainant The timely openly facts or false information through the network to be defamatory
by spreading false information, including via the Internet, by seriously defamatory and insulting the
person of the accuser accuserAll.
※ 'Be defamatory, Iran It refers to a doctor through an object of the applied. Refers to the intention to
reduce the personal evaluation of the plaintiffs, it said that the purpose of slander to fall to recognize
that there is a possibility that their actions be defamatory. < "Defamation regulatory overview" Find
an easy life Legal Information>
※Telecommunications Business Act Article 2, that the telecommunication for transmitting and
receiving a code, wording, sound, or video to other electronic means to turn wire, radio, light, in
accordance with paragraph 2, and the machine to do this, the mechanism, the line and the like is
referred to as telecommunication equipment. This is used or referred to as telecommunications
equipment and computers, telecommunications chetreul that by utilizing a computer-aided
techniques to gather information, or processing or storage or retrieval, or send or receive
information network.
※ The term "openly" means a state that can be non-specific or multiple recognition of the
performances have sex even if there are certain restrictions on the eligibility of the large number of
people.

• If you soak the true facts relating to the public interest, has determined that the object of slander,
but is satisfied because it is recognized that the purpose of slander. Yeotdamyeon its contents have
proved this to be a true act for the public interest or the public does not understand punishment. It is
also exempt from punishment if proven to be true also for defamation collinear candidate or public
official. However, for the public good, but it is not that this defendant was the right time stamp
Actuallysilver Not about the public interestHe simply and timely for the purpose of slandering
accuserAll. That is, the City Council enemy Not trying to be a positive influence also perceiving
objectively not for the purpose of public interest.
※ 'Public interest' or 'public interest' is widely used national, social and other general relates to the
interests of the large number of people, as well as being included nothing about the attention and
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interest of an entire social group or its members, the main motivation of the actors to the purpose of
public even if the gains for the implied Incidentally other personal reasons or synchronization or may
slightly contain the offensive expressed in the expression it can be eliminated by applying the 310
sets of the criminal justice.
※ Since further authorized or achievements of the people with respect to public activities or policies
of the institution's right to know and a variety of ideas, in terms of freedom of the press to ensure the
exchange of views should be ensured monitoring and criticizing capabilities for him whether suffered
defaming self-certified, the expression is objectively whether a citizens publicity relates to
sociability in gatchut public concern contributes to public opinion through the forum of the community
to know, matters such as whether the victim has inflicted the risk of defamatory expressions such
also be considered active do. Therefore, if the truth or to announce a significant fact that in the spring
in the truth about these public interests are to see that there is proof that it is malicious or
significantly as a rule does not correspond to the attack sangdangseong lost on the public interest.

② Performing Castle
• 'performances sex' refers to the state or to an unspecified large number of people to be recognized.
Respondent is the right time to a place other than a one-to-one or one-on-one chat room bulletin
board.
※It is uncertain that it is not a matter of a lot less people. In addition, even if there has been a
particular case of a large number of not satisfied, the relationship.
※ precedents, even if hayeotdago performing sex unspecified or disseminate the truth about the one
person but that a number of the means that can recognize the state, although individually there are
likely to be propagated therefrom to an unspecified person or multiple persons that are performing
Province Compliance It is determined.
※ Cases are determined to show gender and acknowledges gender performances, even if the
possibility of applying the theory of propagation, if the unspecified or likely to be spread to a number
of people present in a timely manner to the people who was one of the few.

③ Timeliness of specific facts
• The Past 'specific facts' can occur is in reality and demonstrate the meaning of the current facts. Or
specific past means looking at the relationship between the current facts or statements. If the word
"complainant is stupid. 'Defendant to stamp simply judge the value it because it is not accepted as a
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fact that a subjective judgment of a talker. But what is arranged and the fact that is, whether or false
facts to wet the specific facts to establish the guilt of the sikyeotdamyeon down the external value
and reputation of the complainant. How timely is no limit to include all the various methods, such as
oral, post flyers, the Internet space. Therefore, it is simply because defamation is established and
Respondent hayeotgi timely concrete facts or specific false unproven facts except that the
derogatory and abusive rhetoric about the person. The greatest feature is distinct from the present
sin contempt is the right time, it is determined whether or subjective specific facts.

• varies with criminal defamation because the use of information networks. It acts like, comment, etc.
Internet portal and community site, Internet articles that post.

All. Cyber Defamation or cyber defamation lawof Pieces of illegality Whether
• not true If the facts do not timely to the public shall not have the piece of illegality.
• that the truth If proven, even if the facts of false no no postmark good reason too believe that the
truth, so to question the defendant also has to prove that truth, its purpose is solely rather than a
timely facts to the public interest shall be the illegality pieces .
※Half a doctor and gave bulbeoljoe antragsdelikt. Whereas the decision doctor bulbeoljoe half the
victims or other gosogwonja is said to gutjeok is meant not to punish. It means that you can follow to
punish doctors of the victim or other gosogwonja to resolve the case through settlement or the
complainant stronger penalties for Respondent without no gongsogwon disposal through an
agreement because wounded go burdened life due to respondent says the doctor. If sin is not
satisfied that the defendant will stamp guilty Giving a settlement to the complainant, if the sin is
satisfied that the complainant hyeopbakjoe charges apply when the defendant is in a situation that
you do not want the agreement requires the agreement unilaterally to stamp.

la. Cyber Defamation or cyber defamation lawof judicial precedent
• The articles that slander honorary chairman of the parent company in the second half of 2017 to a
netizen posted on Internet blogs by centrifugal sentenced to five years be confirmed by the Supreme
Court.
※ In 2016 it sentenced to jail for 308 people with information Network Act violation to punish cyber
defamation and cyber contempt.
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[Penal Code Chapter 33 Article 307 of the Honorable Joe sinsabout]

PenalLibel

end. Significance
• Criminal Code Libel is intended to deliberately slandering accusersilver It does not requireIf the
defamatory because cyber defamation does not hold, it is true, whether or not the person or entity
who is the right time to openly reliable specific circumstances dropped its moral and social
assessment If Penal Code St. defamation.

• One of the plaintiffs Respondent timely information It expressed degrading social values and
evaluation Excluding, It was timely, specific factsAll. Defendant sweep Even if the person writing the
collective nouns that belong to that range by itThe complainantApparent to pointing andWas anAll.

• ① Misrepresentation by the timely PenalLibelAnd ② In fact, due to the timely PenalLibelA.

I. Configuration Requirements
① Performing Castle
• The constituent elements of defamation and contempt will show Castle. The castle concert means a
state that can be recognized by a number of non-specific or gender, and the show is recognized if
this content is likely to spread to the majority even though only one person spreading the truth even
though. The Respondent did not slander the complainant online games and sites etc.,Through the
information network and openly timely facts or falseAll.

• One should not be excessive so as not to express this constraint because it is in a protected
freedom of expression on the internet posts, conversation or expressing done at a place called
cyberspace without compromising the quality.
※ Respondent due to abuse the anonymity and cyber hayeotgi popularity helped overly heightened
social criticism of the complainant beyond the allowed general categories of "freedom of expression"
early in the extent can not be tolerated.

-Guilty on the Penal Code Chapter 33, Article 311 trillion Honoraryabout]
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Penal contempt

end. Penalcontemptof Significance
• The focus of the protection of legal interests contempt is to honor the feelings of victims rather than
externally honor. Of defamation If there is a timely need of the fact that it is contempt Not required.
Protecting legal interests and feelings of the two accusers honor means regardless of the timeliness
of fact, only a doctor or a display of contempt Just a simple abusive is established. For example, the
same as indicating the value judgment that despise the personality of the person, such as a bad guy,
motherfucker.
※ Several people public.What, towards the Party is the "me bitch there arose," he said. The Supreme
Court is seen as contempt. <90 873>

• a means of insult is not only a language, whatever thing thing by thing by thing Behavior documents.
※ The contemptNot simply as a language characters, illustration, behavior, etc. are also established.
"Joining forces Bitch", "pantheon", "cheopnyeon" <81 degrees 2280>

• be antragsdelikt Since sue within six months andIt is the principle. But The complainant being
constrained trial Foresight is to recognize its existence facts about illegal activities made in the
nature of the information network of detention facilities nearby in principle impossible, if you
recognize the results of example, if the responsibility that the statute of limitations period has been
elapsed two euros, which significantly justice and fairness because contrary to the notion, statute of
limitations finished plea can not be accepted as a rights abuses contrary to good faith. <Supreme
Court sentenced 13/10/2011 the 2011 verdict 36091>

• Normally, only relying on the acts, omissions (It does not specify)Also it is possible to establish the
contempt. For example, the obligation to timely self with the truth against falsehood as fact and if not
timely facts in an open place on purpose. Now that the legal obligation if the respondent (journalists,
announcers, etc.) since the comments were made on the basis of false information corrected, the
apple does not correspond to this.

I. Penal contemptof Configuration Requirements
① Performing Castle
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• that the 'gender performance' is insulting the victims daah is a state that can be viewed by several
people to view. The first is that most of the cyber space between them in cyberspace can be seen by
third parties. Respondent is to be publicly insulted the complainant to the people of the world know it.
※If you can be placed in a state to know a lot of people through the Internet it is performing sex is
acceptable. Even if it was one day chat rooms, even if the other party would keep a secret, it can
spread to others. Cyber space stamp post comments defendant Everyone can see the unspecified
number of comments that are both Respondent is published as well as the complainant acquaintances
because they have a system that can be easily retrieved through the main portal and access to posts .
※ "meets the performances castle unspecified or performance requirements of the castle because it
means the state can be a number of recognized, even spreading the truth about the person as though
individually if you are likely to be spread from it to an unspecified or a large number of people in the
defamation but if you are likely to be propagated contrast, the spread of facts about a particular
person would be to determine the sex show. "<Supreme Court ruling 26/05/1992 sentenced to 92
degree 445> However, Respondent has spread to a number of comments hayeoteumeuro knowingly
publish what is likely to be a deliberate contempt is also recognized.

② Insults St.
• refers to the insult. The act of ridicule and condemn others, called "insult." The term "insult Castle
'is a word that would be established if the tarnished the party's honor, including the bath. Myths on
third parties perceiving a degree that could be offensive rhetoric. Regardless of the fact that the
notice should lie or the truth, expose the derogatory feelings and decision on the complainant refers
to the act of undermining the social assessment.
※ In the Supreme Court, it is called as the online counterpart to the game during the chat window
'ppeokkeo (head off jyeotdaneun slang) "," bald "intended to insult the other party to express a
derogatory feelings. <Supreme Court 10/27/2011 . 2011 also 9033 ruling sentencing>

③ Specificity
• tell the person targeted. Respondent and the complainant of certain 'others' and not yourself, if you
say it to others to know. To determine the 'specificity' that is insulting Who is this specific target.
Surely there is no need to give your real name, is presented only as an indication hayeoteodo most
people recognize that this sin.
※Respondent in the Supreme Court has determined that the specific circumstances warrant around
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complainant does not directly specify the name of the complainant. "Must not mean that you have to
specify the person name or organization name of, even if you do not specify the name of the person
or used only beginning letters or initials when viewed by a comprehensive and surrounding
circumstances of the contents of that expression that displays that pointed to victims is enough to
notice that the victim would have been certain. "<Supreme Court sentenced 10/05/2002 the 2000
verdict 50213>

• If that is against the living dead who are not tarnished the reputation externally, the complainant
received a complaint is not the current state of death. This includes not only common people,
corporations, and include organizations, is that if you can build certain even if they did not mention
your real name.

[Digital Network Law regarding the Promotion and Information Security 44 Article 7about]

Cyber stalking crime

end. Guilty of cyberstalking Significance
• Stalking of Information Network, refers to the upcoming stalking takes place in cyberspace. Stalking
is by passing the particular against the doctor who followed repeatedly or letters, repeatedly over the
telephone, computer, communications and routinely horse, articles, photos and illustrations of an act
that causes fear or anxiety

• If the defendant stamp to establish another identity theft or done badly the criminal act is not carried
out at once, constantly repeated on the Internet caused the anxiety causes the complainant which
corresponds to the stalk. Less than one year is greater than the punishment by imprisonment or 10
million won or less fine.

I. Guilty of cyberstalking Configuration Requirements
① The Respondent is using the information network is the act of stalking traveled to find articles and
posts of the complainant.

② Respondent is as intentional as the complainant and all the doctors constantly harassing comments
the complainant does not want, regardless of identity, the other, or two or more times and repeat the
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same username malicious purposes.

③ Respondent openly anyone with an ordinary judgment, such as forcing the complainant to commit
suicide or to severe damage to a complainant to act and feel fear and anxiety, including death threats
emotional and physical cost the life of yourself or family members, body it is aware of the threat
seriously.
※There is no limit to the information that causes fear and anxiety. Nor necessarily be limited to harm
to life, body is also included on the property, freedom, honor or credit. Cut off or the person breaking
the peace of the home as long as Kane induce fear and insecurity, including those that degrade credit
or expose confidential. In addition, without requiring that the information available must realize the
harm, which also includes all the actors directly or notice to third parties realize the harm.

All. Other regulations apply to potential
Due to cyberstalking if the victim is the result of detailed health damage falling into depression and
nervous breakdowns occur, depending on the content of the intentional offender criminal assault
chisangjoe (No. 262000000000000) or injuries (Article 257 trillion paragraph 1) is satisfied .

la. judicial precedent
The Constitutional Court "is violation of the freedom of expression, as well as be a law such as
Article 44 Article 71 Section No. 3 on punishing cyber stalking Promotion of Information and
Communications Network Utilization and Information Protection, etc. contrary to the principles of
clarity," said Nancy constitutional case (2014 heonba 434) gave the judges the power to decide
constitutional consensus in. <2017. 1. 12. Legal News>
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5. Sue reasons

Information network Promotion and Information Protection Act Section 10
regarding Penalties Article 70 (abbreviation: Cyber-libel or Cyber contempt)
① people That openly through the information network to be defamatory
manifest it shall be punished by a fine of up to three years in prison or 20
million won or less safe, or who defamed others.
② people Openly through the information network to be defamatory expose
the truth of who falsely defamed someone's imprisonment of more than
seven years and shall be subject to suspension or fine of up to 10 years of
50 million won or less.

Criminal Law Sin No. 307000000000000 on Chapter 33 Honorable (abbreviated
defamation)
① openly Timely facts to be punished in the following two years defamed
person in prison or safe, or less than 5 million won fine.
② openly Timely that false to the following five years he defamed person in
prison, it shall be subject to suspension or fine of up to 10 years of 10 million
won or less.

Criminal Law Article sin about Chapter 33 honors the 311 (hereafter contempt)
vainly A person who insults a person shall be punished by imprisonment or
a fine of not less safe or less than 2 million won a year.

Information network Act on the Promotion and Information Protection claim44
Article 7 (abbreviated cyberstalking sin)
3. The content of that code, to reach a panic or anxiety wording, the other
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sounds, images, or images that repeatedly cause
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About the crime of the accused

Respondent have to excuse the anonymity of the information network Does
this consistently excuses and circumstances after the crime, such as
showing the attitude of a good wifeAh

Information network Law Chapter 10 regarding Promotion and Information
ProtectionAnd criminal Chapter 33As required by the 'Sins of Honor"And it
determined that we can not ask the

defendantsmallsignfieldIn light of the prevailing

Several jeojireumyeo recidivism future OffendersAnd retaliationBelieve
also in dangerBecause you deserve to preside over a medium

In the current law, The expressed intention of punishment allowed by the
court to choegohyeong.
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6. Evidence
( √ Please check the appropriate box)

□ The complainant has not submitted evidence in addition to a statement
of the complainant.
☑ The complainant submitted evidence in addition to statements of
complainant(Letters, diaries, testimonies of family members, the
Respondent malicious comments and posts, Supreme Court)There is.

7. Whether the investigation and trial of cases related*
( √ Please check the appropriate box)

① whether
There are in fact submitted or who filed the complaint on other details
duplicate complaint
such as the police or the prosecutor's office □ / No

② related criminal
investigations or
absence
③ related
civil
litigation Yes No

☑

About the incident or accomplice related crimes described in this
indictment are not in □ / investigation during the investigation from the
prosecutor's office or police station ☑
You during civil proceedings in a court case against related crimes
described in this indictment □ not in / Litigation

☑

etc.

attachment:

Evidence relationship

① Digital Network Chapter 10 Penalties Act concerning Promotion and
Information Protection Article 70
② Criminal Code Chapter 33 sins of Honor My307000000000000And
the311000000000000
③ Digital Network Act on the Promotion and Information Protection
claim44 Article 7
④ The Respondent Posted in Information NetworkOne Posts
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(True commitment to the complaint)

A content described in this complaint was written as fact all based on the
knowledge and experience to know the complainant, when ten thousand
days hayeoteul sue misrepresentation must be punished as a pledge that
the Penal Code 156000000000000 false accusation.

June

11,

Apellant
Presenter

2018*

OOO
OOO

(signature)
(signature)

Messrs. Seoul Central District Public Prosecutor's Office
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